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Abstract
Measured transfer functions of acoustic systems are often used to derive single-
number parameters. The uncertainty analysis is commonly focused on the derived
parameters but not on the transfer function as the primary quantity. This thesis
presents an approach to assess the independent uncertainty contributions in
these transfer functions by using analytic models to finally provide a detailed
uncertainty analysis. Firstly, uncertainties caused by the measurement method
are analyzed with a focus on the underlying signal processing. In particular,
the influence of nonlinearities in the acoustic measurement chain are modeled
to predict artifacts in the measured signals and hence the calculated acoustic
transfer function. Secondly, characterization methods commonly applied in field
of signal processing are linked to the acoustic scenarios and the main influencing
parameters. Acoustic parameters are then derived analytically and by means of
Monte Carlo simulations considering the uncertainty of these input parameters.
In order to provide airborne applications, analytic models for sound barrier
and room acoustic measurements are developed incorporating the directivity
and the orientation of the sound source as well as the position of sources and
receivers. Furthermore, a measurement method to predict the influence of arbi-
trary directivities on the transfer function in a post-processing step is developed.
The simulated uncertainty contributions are successfully validated by measure-
ments. Additionally, the coupling between the sound source and the receiver
in structure-borne scenarios is investigated theoretically since this coupling has
generally a stronger influence on the transfer function then for airborne scenarios.
Results obtained by three different measurement methods are compared and their
principal differences are investigated. Moreover, an application incorporating
an analytic plate model is exemplarily used to predict the uncertainties due to
inaccuracies in the sensor positions similar to the airborne applications. Finally,
the influence caused by simplifications applied to the exact model in terms of
neglecting cross-coupling is analyzed for this scenario.
IX

￿
Introduction
The assessment of the range of uncertainty of a given measurement quantity is as
important as the determination of the measured value itself. Mainly single number
values are considered in this context. The error calculus has been summarized
along with a guideline how to obtain the measurement uncertainty in a unified
manner in the Guide to the expression of uncertainty (GUM) (JCGM ￿￿￿,
￿￿￿￿). Many recent measurement standards refer to this guideline and claim
for the assessment of the uncertainty of the defined quantity, e.g., the standard
defining the measurement of room acoustic parameters ISO ￿￿￿￿ (ISO ￿￿￿￿,
￿￿￿￿). Especially for measurement quantities that are calculated based on single
number parameters with known measurement uncertainties the assessment by
means of the guideline is fairly simple. Problems arise if the primary measurement
quantities are not available as single number parameters but as a set of several
hundred values with certain correlation and hence containing redundancy instead.
As a consequence so called round-robin tests for measurements, simulation
programs or evaluation procedures are conducted world wide to obtain the
standard deviations between the different groups and predict the uncertainty.
Although this is a practical approach complying with the GUM rules it has the
drawback in being expensive in time and hence costs and delivering only results
based on statistical deviations including all factors influencing the deviation
between the groups of the measurement at once without yielding information on
systematic errors or the main causes of these uncertainties.
In the field of acoustics the sound pressure level is a well-known example of
a single number parameter that is obtained by analysis of time signals. But
there are recent standards of acoustic parameters, e.g., defining the reflection
index of sound barriers or the room acoustic parameters, that are all based on
measured transfer functions of acoustic systems or specimen. These acoustic
￿
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transfer functions are commonly represented by discrete sampled values in either
frequency or time domain that cannot be handled as a single value parameter.
Measurement Procedure
Noise
Level
Nonlinearities
Transfer Function
H(f) Derivation of Parameters
e.g. Reflection Index
Room Acoustics Parameters
H‘‘(f)
u(H)
…
Temperature
Position
Directivity
…
Chapter 3
Chapter 4 & 5
H‘(f)
u(H)
Figure ￿.￿.: Modeling approach used in this thesis to investigate the measurement
uncertainties divided into uncertainties introduced by the measurement of
transfer functions and uncertainties caused by perturbations of boundary
conditions of the system to be measured.
Application that incorporate the determination of acoustic transfer functions
range from, e.g., laboratory measurements of loudspeakers, microphones, acoustic
barriers or absorbers over room acoustic measurements in the field up to the
characterization of vibration paths in structures and also the acoustic radiation
of these structures. Although the purpose of the measurement results and the
representation of these results strongly depend on the application, the basic
concepts of the determination of these transfer functions are very similar. In
room acoustics, the transfer function is merely used to derive single number
values in the time domain to rate and compare the acoustic quality of, e.g.,
concert halls or auditoria. For troubleshooting in, e.g., the automotive industry
transfer functions or frequency responses are analyzed in terms of resonance
frequencies, damping and sound transmission. For applications in condition
monitoring, e.g., changes in these transfer functions are analyzed to detect a
drift or ageing of structures. In the field of auralization, transfer functions are
directly used to be filtered with dry source signals to listen to acoustic scenarios
yielding a powerful tool for the assessment of the sound quality of products, e.g,
involving listening tests. Although the transfer function is often considered as a
measurement result it could be also substituted by simulation results obtained
by different simulation methods. In combination with the auralization approach
this leads to the acoustical virtual prototyping but it enables a new approach to
the uncertainty analysis as well.
￿
In some of these applications the measurement uncertainties in the derived pa-
rameters were already addressed but these publications do not investigate the
uncertainties in the primary measured quantity, which is the transfer function. A
different approach combines measurement data with Monte Carlo simulations
as, e.g. published in (E. Brandão et al., ￿￿￿￿; E. Brandão, Lenzi, and
Cordiolli, ￿￿￿￿) to determine the measurement uncertainty of the in-situ
absorption coefficient. As the measurement method comprises of a measurement
of a transfer function and a post-processing step involving the geometry of the
measurement setup, the influence of the uncertainties in the geometric data
are considered by means of Monte Carlo simulations yielding the uncertainty
contribution in the derived parameter. As a drawback, this practical approach
does not incorporate all uncertainties and is especially not capable of detecting
systematic errors. For the same applications the uncertainty was also addressed
by means of extensive numerical simulations of the measurement setup (Di-
etrich et al., ￿￿￿￿; Hirosawa et al., ￿￿￿￿; Müller-Trapet et al., ￿￿￿￿;
Otsuru et al., ￿￿￿￿) yielding additionally insight on the systematic errors and
the separate uncertainty contributions. In the field of room acoustics, different
simulation approaches to assess the uncertainties in room acoustic parameters are
currently used by different researchers. These methods range from modifications
of measured room impulse responses, over numerical finite element or boundary
element simulation results to responses obtained by ray tracing methods. Each
method is considered to deliver reliable results and the applicability for the
uncertainty analysis especially by means of Monte Carlo simulations and the
choice of the method is merely a matter of computation time and frequency
range. Ready-to-use concepts on how to model uncertainties in complex transfer
functions and especially acoustic transfer functions have not been found in the
literature although there is an increasing number of publications dealing with
uncertainties especially in structure-borne sound modeling taking the transfer
function increasingly into consideration (Evans, ￿￿￿￿).
The present thesis aims at giving a comprehensive insight into the uncertainties
in measurements of acoustic transfer functions by means of parametric models as
depicted in Figure ￿.￿ in an abstract manner. Main influencing quantities are
separated in the ones having an influence on the underlying transfer function
H(f) in terms of its uncertainty u(H), e.g. temperature, position or directivty
and the ones having an influence on the quality of the measurement procedure,
e.g., nonlinearities and noise. The schematic blocks are characterized by means
of analytic models. Moreover, these models are then used for either analytic
evaluation or Monte Carlo simulations along with given uncertainties of the input
parameters in order to investigate potential errors or the uncertainty of these
￿
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transfer functions. Single number parameters are then derived. The central idea
is to develop detailed parametric models of the measurement or the transfer
function where the parameters are then treated as single number parameters
with uncertainties. Hence, the calculus of the GUM becomes applicable and a
simple to use simulation approach for the assessment of uncertainties in transfer
functions is obtained.
Outline of the present thesis This thesis is structured as follows with the aim of
separating the common basics, the measurement procedure itself and the transfer
functions. Chapter ￿ summarizes the basics from signal theory, acoustics and
uncertainty modeling including important considerations for the further processing
of data. Following are three main chapters exploring sources of uncertainties
in three different fields. Each chapter introduces the theoretic background
required for the particular modeling approaches separately. In Chapter ￿ the
measurement procedure of acoustical transfer function is investigated with a
special focus on the artifacts caused by signal processing. The effects of nonlinear
systems in the measurement chain is studied in an abstract manner whereas
an application example for the uncertainties in room acoustic measurements
is presented. The transfer functions for airborne and structure-borne sound
are investigated separately. Chapter ￿ focuses on the parametric description of
airborne transfer functions by analytic models and based on measurements. The
influence of positioning uncertainties of sources and receivers is investigated in a
general perspective and in particular for three application examples. In Chapter ￿
the coupling of structure-borne sound sources and receivers is studied. Based on
these findings the main transfer path analysis methods are characterized. Finally,
an application example using an analytic model of a structure-borne system is
used to study the uncertainties in a similar manner as for the airborne sound
scenarios. Details on implementation, mathematical deductions and additional
uncertainty simulations are presented in the Appendix.
￿
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Fundamentals
This chapter gives a brief overview of the quantities and conventions used in the
field of acoustics. An overview of the fundamentals in signal processing required
for acoustic measurements is presented and the concept of transfer functions
is introduced along with modeling techniques. The combination of the basics
with their special focus on acoustics delivers new insight in terms of causes of
uncertainties. Finally, the modeling and calculation of the uncertainty of physical
quantities is briefly introduced.
￿.￿. Physical and Acoustical Quantities – Conventions
Acoustics and vibration are interdisciplinary topics as, e.g., noise problems force
engineers to develop silent and euphonic products as customers also rate these
products such as house-hold appliances or cars by their acoustic properties. For
multimedia or pro-audio equipment the entire sound propagation should deliver
high sound pressure levels for a broad frequency range with low distortion at the
same time. Since experts with different backgrounds use different terminologies
it is essential to specify the conventions and the naming used in this work. The
main groups working on this topic are experts from electrical engineering, signal
processing, mechanical engineering and physics. This thesis focuses on the audible
frequency range of 20Hz to 20 kHz that is used quite commonly in acoustics.
However, results might be directly applicable to other frequency ranges as well.
According to Kuttruff “Acoustics is the science of sound and deals with
the origin of sound and its propagation, either in free space, or in pipes and
channels, or in closed spaces.” (Kuttruff, ￿￿￿￿). He implicitly refers to airborne
sound propagation. Vibration can be associated with structural dynamics and
mechanical oscillations. Fahy and Gardonio use the term vibroacoustic
￿
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instead (F. Fahy and Gardonio, ￿￿￿￿). In this thesis, the terms airborne
and structure-borne are used to distinguish between these two different modes of
sound propagation. The term acoustical transfer path is used for both airborne
and structure-borne transfer paths and also combination of both. The following
short definitions are based on (Kuttruff, ￿￿￿￿), (Mechel, ￿￿￿￿) and (F.
Fahy and Gardonio, ￿￿￿￿).
With the term airborne sound the propagation of information by waves in a
fluid—especially in air—is summarized. Only longitudinal waves are observed in
fluids. The acoustic field quantities used are the sound pressure p and the particle
velocity v. In general, the sound pressure is a scalar and the particle velocity
a three-dimensional vector and therefore written in bold letters as v. These
quantities are also called primary acoustic field quantities. The sound pressure
is of major interest for noise control since human ears are pressure receivers.
This is explained as it is simple to measure the sound pressure directly for a
wide frequency range from a practitioner’s point of view. The particle velocity
can be calculated from the pressure gradient by using two or more pressure
microphones or by using anemometers such as the Microflown Technologies pu-
probe. Complex-valued quantities are not marked as such for improved readability
in this thesis.
These primary quantities can be directly observed as time varying signals which
are specifically written as, e.g., p(t) at some points. The particle displacement
⇠ can be calculated from the particle velocity by integration over time and the
particle acceleration a by time differentiation. The ratio of sound pressure and
particle velocity is called the field impedance Z = p/v where only one specific
component of the velocity vector is used. The sound intensity I is defined as the
product of the sound pressure and the conjugate complex particle velocity vector
and is, e.g., used to calculate the sound power P .
The term structure-borne sound covers the propagation of sound or vibration
energy in solid structures. Both longitudinal and transversal waves occur (F.
Fahy and Gardonio, ￿￿￿￿). For better readability, no distinction between
airborne and structure-borne quantities is considered in the notation in terms of
subscripts. Generally, the physical quantities are the force F and the velocity
v, similar as for the airborne sound. But in contrast, the force and the velocity
are also vectors F and v, respectively. In case not only translational but also
rotational components become prominent these vectors consist of six dimensions,
denoted as degrees of freedom in the following. These vectors are used in a
general notation combining translational components (force or velocity) in x,
￿
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y and z-direction and rotational components (moments or angular velocity)
around the x, y and z-direction in the following. The force vector reads as F =
(Fx, Fy, Fz,Mx,My,Mz)
T and the velocity vector as v = (vx, vy, vz, ox, oy, oz)T.
In case more than one contact point is described the force vectors of the single
contact points Fi can be summarized in a vector F =
 
FT1 ,F
T
2 , . . .
 T. With the
definition used the number of degrees of freedom does not scale with the number
of contact points considered.
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Figure ￿.￿.: Schematic block diagram for transfer path analysis and synthesis for
structure-borne and airborne sound propagation including the coupling
between source and receiver [based on (Vorländer, ￿￿￿￿)].
From a signal processing point of view the analysis of an airborne or structure-
borne acoustic system is based on the same model as, e.g., for the ongoing
synthesis of signals with for the same scenario. This is illustrated in Figure ￿.￿
in a simple manner for only one exemplary airborne and one structure-borne
path. However, practical issues in measurement and the goal of experimenter
forces to distinguish. Transfer Path Analysis (TPA) is the term used for several
methods with the aim to determine the individual Transfer Paths (TPs) from
sound sources to one or more receivers. The measurement of the source signals can
be associated with this task. Transfer Path Synthesis (TPS) aims at superposing
source signals with the corresponding TPs to obtain the signal at the receiving
position. Since both the amplitude of the source signal and the amplitude of the
TP are important for the amplitude observed at the receiver the path contribution
as the convolution of the source signal and TP can give more detailed information.
The latter is part of a TPS.
The term auralization is used when path contributions, virtual scenarios or other
data is converted to time signals and playback, e.g., by loudspeakers. A detailed
definition along with several methods is given in (Vorländer, ￿￿￿￿).
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￿.￿. Basics in Signal Processing
(Oppenheim, ￿￿￿￿) provides detailed information on mainly Linear Time-
Invariant (LTI) system theory, time-continuous and time-discrete signals and
systems. A detailed overview of system theory, system models and signal pro-
cessing background with a special focus on acoustic systems is presented in
(Tohyama and Koike, ￿￿￿￿). Both references are exploited in this chapter and
linked to the acoustic problem.
The relation between the time and the frequency domain is essential in this
thesis since the domain of signals is frequently switched for calculation and
illustration purposes. All signals are primarily measured in the time domain
and represented digitally within any state-of-the-art measurement device. Hence,
effects of quantization and the sampling theorem have to be considered. Filtering
in the frequency domain, e.g., band-pass, high-pass, low-pass, have impact in the
time domain observed, e.g., as broadening of the Impulse Response (IR) and on
the other hand, windowing in the time domain has an impact on the frequency
response, e.g., observed as smoothing as well. The windowing technique is used
to extract information from measured impulse responses by separating the early
part containing the impulse response information from the late part containing
noise, unwanted reflections or other artifacts (Müller and Massarani, ￿￿￿￿).
￿.￿.￿. Description of Systems and the Time-Frequency Relation
A signal is a variable represented in either the time or the frequency domain.
It can contain noise, speech, music, impulses or arbitrary information. It is of
interest to analyze the frequency spectrum of a signal since our ears analyze
sounds according to their frequency content as well. The Fourier transform
provides a link between the signal s(t) in time domain and the spectrum S(f) in
frequency domain by the Fourier integral for continuous signals (Oppenheim,
￿￿￿￿). Since the integration time is infinite this transform is only applicable
in theoretic considerations. In the field of acoustics the signals s(t) are only
real-valued leading to a symmetry in frequency domain
S(f) = S⇤( f). (￿.￿)
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Due to this symmetry the information on the negative frequency axis is redundant
and can be neglected. Hence, plots of spectra in this thesis will only show the
positive frequency axis.
The term system is used as a summarizing container for arbitrary transfer elements
and is similar to the black-box approach as, e.g., used in (Vorländer, ￿￿￿￿).
In this thesis, systems are assumed to always consist of at least one input and
at least one output. LTI systems can be completely described by their causal,
real-valued impulse response h(t) or their complex-valued transfer function H(f).
The signal at the output g(t) is the convolution of the input signal and the
impulse response g(t) = h(t) ⇤ s(t).
The linearity requirement enables the prediction of the output signal due to
an amplitude change at the input by a factor as with a change in the output
by the same factor. Furthermore, the superposition approach is applicable.
Time-invariance refers to a system that does not change its behavior over time.
Both assumptions have to be critically considered when it comes to practical
measurements.
￿.￿.￿. Sampling in Time Domain
Signal processing, acquisition and analysis can be efficiently realized by means of
digital signal processors and processing. Therefore, the influence of sampling or
discretization in the time domain has to be considered. Only equidistant time
sampling is considered in this thesis. The sampling rate or sampling frequency fs
defines the distance between two samples in the time domain as  T = 1/fs. This
can be modeled by a multiplication of the signal s(t) with an impulse train in the
time domain and results in an infinite repetition of the spectrum S(f) with the
distance  f = fs. In case S(f) has information for frequencies above the Nyquist
or Shannon frequency fNY = fs/2 it also has information below  fNY due to
the symmetry. Hence, this repetition results in a superposition of the original
spectrum with the repeated spectrum or alias. The effect is called (frequency
domain) aliasing. This sampling theorem has to be fulfilled each time an analog
signal is sampled by an Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) or a continuous
signal representation, e.g., inside a computer program, is discretized. The latter
is less obvious and might lead to implementation errors. Due to aliasing and the
repetition only information up to the Nyquist frequency has to be stored since
the rest is redundant. Figure ￿.￿ illustrates the discretization effects.
￿
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Figure ￿.￿.: The effects of discretization in both time and frequency domain. Top:
Time discretization, Middle: Frequency domain discretization, Bottom:
Discretization in both domains, equivalent to DFT.
￿.￿.￿. Sampling in Frequency Domain
Sampling or discretization in the frequency domain can be analyzed in the same
manner as in the time domain, except the continuous frequency domain is sampled
with a fixed distance of  f = 1/T . This directly results in a repetition of the
original time signal with a shift of T . In case the original time signal is not zero
outside this block with the size T aliasing in the time domain occurs. This T is
analog to the sampling frequency. Only information inside of this block is usually
to stored to avoid redundancy.
The combination of both of these sampling artifacts is equivalent to the basic
behavior observed in the DFT, where a finite number of equidistant time samples
are transformed to finite number of frequency bins. In computer programs
an efficient algorithm, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), is used to speed up
calculations. Hence, all simulated or measured signals analyzed in this thesis
might show an influence of either time or frequency domain sampling.
￿￿
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￿.￿.￿. Discrepancy between Time and Frequency Domain Models
Since digital data acquisition systems use sampling in the time domain, problems
might occur when combining this data with frequency sampled data. In case
an analytic expression of the impulse response exists this could be directly
transformed to the frequency domain and it could be discretized in either domain.
However, the sampling of this expression in the time domain and ongoing discrete
transformation to the frequency domain can yield different results than frequency
domain sampling of the continuously transformed result. Figure ￿.￿ shows these
differences by using a single resonator with a specific frequency that can be
expressed analytically in terms of its impulse response or frequency response.
The phase of the frequency response always tends to either 0 or 180  towards
the Nyquist frequency when time sampling is used. However, the phase of
the frequency sampled data follows the exact formulation. Deviations in the
magnitude are observed at both ends of the frequency axis. In general, time
domain sampling of a causal continuous formulation yields a causal impulse
response, whereas the frequency sampling could result in a rising in the end of
the impulse response to maintain the correct spectrum. Both solutions are only
approximations and the artifacts have to be always considered. An increase of
T for the time sampling and of fs for the frequency sampling can decrease the
artifacts.
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Figure ￿.￿.: Comparison of impulse response (left) and frequency response (right) with
amplitude (top) and phase (bottom) of a single resonator (f = 1kHz,
reverberation time RT = 0.3 s) with sampling applied in the time domain
and frequency domain.
In practical examples, both forms of sampling or even a combination of both can
occur. Frequency domain simulations, e.g., Finite Element Simulation (FEM)
or Boundary Element Simulation (BEM) usually evaluate physical scenarios at
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discrete frequency points only. Additionally, the number of frequency points
is finite resulting in a frequency band limitation. The transformation of these
results to time domain directly results in acausal impulse responses although the
simulations are correct for all frequencies as a real world scenarios cannot show
acausal behavior. For auralization purposes this behavior is troublesome as the
rising impulse in the end can become audible as an unwanted echo and hence
should be avoided.
A practical example is the time integration or differentiation of signals, e.g., to
obtain the acceleration from the measured velocity. For harmonic signals, both
operations result in a trivial multiplication by j! or its inverse respectively. The
continuous function j! is usually sampled in the frequency domain and acausality
occurs. E.g., in the field of structure-borne sound modeling analytic expression
of impedances usually sampled in the frequency domain.
The error in the time domain caused by frequency sampling ( f = 1/T) compared
to the time sampled version can be approximated by assuming an exponential
decay of the energy with e t/⌧ and ⌧ = RT/3 ln(10). RT stands for the reverberation
or decay time of the resonator. The energy of the time-aliasing components in
relation to energy of the time sampled signal with finite length T is calculated as
"ft (T ) =
TR
0
e t/⌧ dt
1R
T
e t/⌧ dt
= 1  eT/⌧ . (￿.￿)
This relation is calculated logarithmically in dB in Figure ￿.￿ and might me
considered as a signal-to-aliasing-ratio or Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) due to
time aliasing. Typical SNRs for auralization purposes are about 60   80 dB
(Vorländer, ￿￿￿￿) and hence the frequency resolution should be at least
 f = 1.3/RT or  f = 1/RT, respectively.
As a conclusion, the correct formulation in the continuous domain might result in
serious problems after sampling. It seems reasonable to apply additional sampling
if necessary only in the same domain as of the final result. Otherwise, causality
has to be ensured by post-processing, e.g., time windowing.
￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿.: Ratio between signal energy and energy of time-aliasing components
for exponential energy decay with reverberation time RT by frequency
sampling with  f = 1/T .
￿.￿.￿. Quantization in Time Domain
Quantization or the discretization of the values is necessary as only a finite number
of values can be stored in processing systems. This results in a maximum and
minimum value that can be stored and a finite distance between the quantization
steps. This distance can be characterized by the Least Significant Bit (LSB).
The quantization error is correlated with the original signal. Depending on the
amplitude of the signal and the number of bits used for quantization this leads
to audible distortion artifacts (Vanderkooy and S. P. Lipshitz, ￿￿￿￿). If the
signal amplitude can be assumed much larger than the LSB the quantization
error can be assumed similar to Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). In this
case the quantization error has a mean value of zero and a standard deviation of
1/
p
12 multiplied by the LSB (Jimenez, L. Wang, and Y. Wang, ￿￿￿￿).
For audio signal processing, a technique called dithering is usually applied to
distribute these quantization errors over the frequency range. This technique is
commonly applied in the field of digital image processing or printing as well. Due
to the masking effect of our ears these artifacts become less audible. Dithering
describes a method where noise is added to the original signal prior to quantization
to break the correlation of the quantization error with the input signal. Depending
on the amount and the spectral shape of noise added the SNR is potentially
reduced but the perceived quality rises (S. Lipshitz, Wannamaker, and
Vanderkooy, ￿￿￿￿; Vanderkooy and S. P. Lipshitz, ￿￿￿￿). The origin of
the noise is not important, i.e. electrical noise that overlays the input signals
might act as dithering noise as well. This quantization effect is usually not
considered when measuring transfer functions and hence additional dithering is
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not applied. The three different Propability Density Functions (PDFs) mostly
used for dithering are the Gaussian, rectangular and triangular distribution.
See Section ￿.￿.￿ for details and examples. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the
dithering noise typically chosen is one LSB for the rectangular and two LSBs
for the triangular distribution, called AES￿￿ dithering in the following. The
standard deviation of the Gaussian noise is often chosen as one LSB as in the
triangular AES￿￿ dithering which is used in this thesis (AES￿￿, ￿￿￿￿).
￿.￿. Parametric Transfer Function Models
The description of acoustical scenarios with a parametric model, where the
parameters can be modeled with associated uncertainties, is essential for this
work. Such a parametrized model is already used in the field of signal processing
for transfer functions in the Laplace or discretized z-domain. In signal processing
the modeling of transfer characteristics with poles and zeros is common and
as it provides a compact, parametric description. A transfer function can be
approximated or even analytically expressed by a rational function H(s) in the
Laplace domain as
H(s) =
PN (s)
QM (s)
(￿.￿)
with the polynomial functions P (s) and Q(s) of degree N and M . The link
between these abstract poles and zeros and especially their relation with the
physics of a scenario to be modeled strongly depends on the field of application.
￿.￿.￿. Poles, Zeros and Resonators
Poles and Zeros The roots of the numerator polynomial P (s) are called zeros
ni and the roots of the denominator Q(s) are called poles pi. According to the
fundamental theorem of algebra a complex polynomial of degree N has N roots.
Hence, the transfer function can be written as a multiplication of these roots as
H(s) =
NQ
i=1
(s  ni)
MQ
i=1
(s  pi)
. (￿.￿)
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The representation in Eq. ￿.￿ is called pole zero representation. Numerical
problems in the determination of the roots usually increase with higher polynomial
orders. The complex transfer function H(s) is directly related to the impulse
response h(t). Hence, a symmetry in the distribution of poles and zeros according
to the real axis can be observed. Poles and zeros that do not lie directly on
the real axis can be associated with a counterpart being the conjugate complex.
The rational transfer functions can be divided into two parts: Firstly, all-pole or
Auto Regression (AR) models with P (s) = 1 directly related to Infinite Impulse
Response (IIR) filters and secondly, all-zero or Moving Average (MA) models
with Q(s) = 1 leading to Finite Impulse Response (FIR) (Tohyama and Koike,
￿￿￿￿).
Single Resonator The real-valued eigenfrequency fi, the real-valued damping
constant  i and the amplitude ci which acts generally as a complex scaling factor,
characterize the resonator. The eigenfrequency and damping constant can be
summarized in a variable called the pole pi (Tohyama and R. H. Lyon, ￿￿￿￿;
Tohyama, R. Lyon, and Koike, ￿￿￿￿)
p±i =  i ± j2⇡fi (￿.￿)
in the following which are symmetric regarding the damping axis. Except for poles
with the eigenfrequency fi = 0 they always appear in pairs for systems with a
real-valued representation in the time domain. For acoustic or mechanical systems
the physical link between the poles is provided by the acoustic or mechanical
eigenfrequencies and the damping. The coefficient ci is in general complex and
can be written with real-valued ↵ and   as
ci = ↵i + j i. (￿.￿)
The formulation of the transfer function Hsingle of a single resonator in the s-plane
is given as
Hsingle,i(s) =
ci
s  pi +
c⇤i
s  p⇤i
(￿.￿)
and the associated formulation in the time domain reads as
hsingle,i(t) = Re
⇣
ci · e t/⌧ · ej2⇡fit
⌘
. (￿.￿)
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The expression for the pairs of poles in the frequency evaluated at s = j! domain
can be written as
Hi (!) =
ci
j!   pi+
ci⇤
j!   pi⇤ =
↵i + j i
j!    i   j!i+
↵i   j i
j!    i + j!i = 2
↵(j!    i)   !i
 !2   2j! i +  2i + !2i
(￿.￿)
where the latter term is similar to the term used for modes in mechanics or room
acoustics. Such a single resonator was shown in Figure ￿.￿.
Multiple Resonators – Pole-Residue Model In real-world scenarios usually more
than one resonator occurs in the frequency range of interest. Hence, the com-
bination of these single resonators is observed. This combination is also called
modal superposition which is represented in the following equation by the sum:
H(s) =
NX
i=1
Hsingle,i =
NX
i=1
ci
s  pi +
NX
i=1
c⇤i
s  p⇤i
. (￿.￿￿)
Eq. ￿.￿￿ is the partial fraction decomposition or expansion of Eq. ￿.￿, i.e. these
representations can be transformed into each other. The poles remain identical
in this transformation but the coefficients ci depend on the poles pi and the
zeros ni of Eq. ￿.￿. In the context of this decomposition the coefficients ci are
often called residues. Hence, the representation in Eq. ￿.￿￿ is called pole residue
representation.
￿.￿.￿. Common Acoustic Poles and Zeros Approach
The Common Acoustic Poles and Zeros approach (CAPZ) takes into account
that eigenfrequencies and their associated damping constants (poles), e.g., in
room acoustics or in structure-borne scenarios remain constant over the entire
system but only the coefficients of these poles change with source and receiver
position (Haneda, Makino, and Kaneda, ￿￿￿￿). This approach was also
applied to characterize directional microphones, especially binaural receivers
(Haneda et al., ￿￿￿￿). Nevertheless, this approach is applicable for arbitrary
acoustical systems as it is physically motivated by the formulation used in modal
superposition. By considering this principal behavior when analyzing modes
in acoustic systems the number of required modal parameters to represent an
acoustic Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) system can be reduced. A
single set of common poles (eigenfrequencies and damping constants) is stored
for the entire system and only the zeros are stored for different source or receiver
￿￿
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positions separately. By using the relation between both representations, the
CAPZ can be generalized as far as the coefficients or residues are depending on
the specific position.
￿.￿.￿. Rational Fit and Vector Fit
Vector Fitting is a robust macro-modeling tool for approximating frequency
domain responses of complex physical structures (Deschrijver, Haegeman,
and Dhaene, ￿￿￿￿). An open-source MATLAB routine realizing the iterative
fitting for data in the frequency domain with various a-priori constraints to be
set as optional parameters is available and described in detail along with the
underlying algorithms in (Gustavsen and Semlyen, ￿￿￿￿). This routine uses
the pole-residue model. The fitting problem is linear and overdetermined, i.e., the
number of poles has to be smaller than half the number of frequency bins available
for the input. The algorithm is based on placing a set of complex starting poles
with arbitrary distribution in the s-domain. Then the residues are identified by
using the input data. The iteration is used to redefine the location of the poles.
Noise has an impact on quality of the fit and hence low-noise measurement data
is required (Gustavsen and Semlyen, ￿￿￿￿).
In case a-priori knowledge about the system is available the starting pole con-
figuration might be adapted to physically meaningful values. This covers the
frequency interval between the resonances as well as limitations of the frequency
range. In acoustics, the modal density is generally dependent on frequency.
Hence, the starting poles should be distributed in a similar manner to achieve
faster convergence and better fitting results. Since modal densities in acoustics
usually rise over frequency the fitting can only be used up to maximum frequency
fmax. The number of poles Npoles (positive and negative frequency axis) that
could be fitted by the algorithm depend on the number of frequency bins available
(including the negative frequency axis) and hence on the length of the impulse
response Tmax as
Npoles = Tmax · fmax (￿.￿￿)
where a useful number of poles is the rounded value towards the lower integer
value instead.
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￿.￿. Uncertainty Modeling Techniques
The term uncertainty is used differently in the literature. It might refer to
variation, sometimes just noise or to (systematic) errors. Two different types
of errors are distinguished—systematic and random errors. The most straight-
forward approach to determine the uncertainty of a measurement is to measure a
quantity with the exact same measurement setup several times. The resulting
distribution of the value shows a range of possible solutions and a PDF. This
approach cannot be used to determine systematic errors but only random errors.
￿.￿.￿. Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement
The Guide to the expression of Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM) is a document
providing mathematical and theoretical background as well as a guideline to
determine the measurement uncertainty in a unified manner (JCGM ￿￿￿, ￿￿￿￿)
and it is increasingly referred to from standards claiming for the assessment
of the measurement uncertainties of the defined quantities. A measurand is
defined as the quantity to be measured and also called output quantity Y . This
output quantity is dependent on various factors, e.g., meteorological conditions.
Sometimes the output quantity cannot be directly measured but is determined
by further calculation of multiple measured quantities. All these factors are
called input quantities Xi. In theory, a mathematical function defines the
relationship between all important N input quantities with the output quantity
as: Y = fM(X1, X2, . . . , XN ). Only for a small percentage of applications this
model function fM can be expressed analytically. However, this model function
and the determination of the most important input quantities is the central
element in uncertainty modeling.
The GUM distinguishes between type A and type B uncertainties and not between
systematic and random. Type A are characterized by statistical observation and
Type B uncertainties are are based on other scientific knowledge. The latter
includes simple estimates from experts.
The official guideline or scheme to obtain the correct uncertainty values is a seven
step procedure:
￿. Collect information on the measurand Y and the input quantities Xi;
￿. Find a suitable model function fM;
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￿. Evaluation of the input quantities according to "type A" or "type B"
uncertainties;
￿. Calculation of the result in terms of mean value "y" and range of uncertainty
u(y);
￿. Obtaining the complete measurement results as y ± U ;
￿. Calculation of the measurement uncertainty budget.
This thesis focuses on the principal tools to model the uncertainty contributions
and the application in the field of acoustics. It does not provide the complete
evaluation and assessment of the range of uncertainty according to the GUM.
￿.￿.￿. Distribution and Probability Density Functions
The most common PDFs are the rectangular, triangular and Gaussian or normal
distribution that are also used in this thesis. All distributions are completely
characterized by their type, a mean value µ and a parameter specifying the spread
(Bronshtein et al., ￿￿￿￿).
The rectangular or uniform or equal distribution is defined as
⇢rect(x) =
1
2b
for µ  b < x < µ+ b and 0 otherwise (￿.￿￿)
with b specifying the range of the distribution.
The resulting PDF of a sum of two variables with uniform distributions is called
a symmetric triangular distribution. It can also be expressed as a convolution of
the two rectangular PDFs. It is defined as
⇢tri(x) =
1
b2
(|x  µ|+ b) for µ  b < x < µ+ b and 0 otherwise. (￿.￿￿)
Finally, the Gaussian or normal distribution can be achieved when an infinite
number of variables is superposed. It is defined as
⇢gauss =
1
 
p
2⇡
e 
1
2
x µ
 
2
(￿.￿￿)
with   being the standard deviation. This distribution has the advantage that
the sum of two variables results in the same type of distribution and the mean
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value and standard deviation of the result can directly be expressed. Hence,
variables are preferably associated with normal distribution due to simplicity,
especially in practical applications of the GUM.
￿.￿.￿. Monte-Carlo Simulations
Monte-Carlo Simulations are applied in uncertainty modeling when the model
function fM cannot be expressed analytically or the PDFs of the input quantities
do not allow a direct determination of the PDF of the result (Cox and Siebert,
￿￿￿￿). In these simulations, the input quantities are varied randomly according to
the PDF of the input quantities and the output is calculated numerically. For a
sufficiently large number of simulations the mean value and the PDF of the output
quantity can be analyzed. For computationally complex models, e.g., including
FEM simulations this method requires long computation times. This method
becomes very efficient with analytic models or models with low computational
complexity as used in this thesis. It is important to mention that although the
transfer function might be expressed analytically the derived parameter can not
always be expressed analytically. Hence the model function remains unknown in
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations are used to estimate this function.
￿￿
￿
Measurement of Acoustic Systems
This chapter describes the measurement procedure of transfer functions of acoustic
systems in detail. The state-of-the-art measurement apparatus and the measure-
ment chain connecting the apparatus is introduced to allow the determination
of absolutely calibrated Transfer Functions (TFs). Common challenges in the
determination of the transfer characteristics, violations against the Linear Time-
Invariant (LTI) assumptions and practical aspects—typically not considered in
theoretical textbooks—of such measurements are addressed. As post-processing
of measured transfer functions can yield significant improvement in terms of
quality and reducing artifacts, also influencing the measurement uncertainty,
these methods are explained. Contributions to the characterization of nonlinear
systems are presented to finally allow the estimation of the measurement uncer-
tainty with nonlinear elements in the measurement chain. These effects of the
measurement procedure on the measurement uncertainty of the transfer function
are finally discussed for a practical example from the field of room acoustics.
￿.￿. Characterization of LTI Systems
Modeling and measuring an LTI systems by means of a black box approach is a
common task in industry and research and typically illustrated similar to Fig-
ure ￿.￿. The correct determination of the transfer function or the corresponding
Impulse Response (IR) is the major goal. A detailed overview of transfer function
measurement for electro-acoustic systems is given by Müller and Massarani
(Müller and Massarani, ￿￿￿￿). However, most principles are directly appli-
cable to acoustic systems in general. A simplified measurement chain with signal
excitation S(f), Digital to Analog Converter (DAC), the Device Under Test
(DUT), the Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) and required deconvolution by
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LTI
s(t) *
S(f)
g(t)h(t)
G(f)H(f)
=
=
n(t)
N(f)
Figure ￿.￿.: Black box modeling approach of an LTI system with description in either
time and frequency domain: Input signal s(t) or S(f), system output
g(t) or G(f), system impulse response h(t) or transfer function H(f) and
measurement noise n(t) or N(f).
multiplication with the inverse of the complex excitation spectrum is illustrated
exemplarily in Figure ￿.￿. Generally, the calculation of the transfer function
by using the system output and a known input signal is called correlational
measurement. The determination with unknown input signals is denoted as blind
system estimation and is not considered in this work￿.
conversion TUDnoitaticxe conversion deconvolution
???S(f) S (f)-1D/A A/D
Figure ￿.￿.: Simplified digital measurement chain to determine the transfer function
of the DUT with an ex n signal
￿.￿.￿. Excitation Signals and Deconvolution
While the determination of the impulse response with a Dirac impulse at the input
of the system is a simple and straightforward approach, it is most problematic
in terms of Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). Theoretically, any arbitrary excitation
signal could be used, e.g., music, speech, noise or technical signals, that contains
sufficient energy for a broad frequency range. Typical technical excitation signals
are pure tones, noise, Maximum Length Sequence (MLS), or sweeps. Although
pure tones are often found they are not broad-band and therefore not considered
further in this thesis. MLS are sometimes used with the deconvolution techniques
described below, but then these signals are practically treated as broad-band noise.
￿Parts of this section have already been published in (Dietrich, Lievens, and Paul, ￿￿￿￿)
and (Dietrich, Masiero, and Vorländer, ￿￿￿￿).
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The proper post-processing for MLS uses the Hadamard transform (Nelson and
Fredman, ￿￿￿￿).
Signal Types—A brief Overview
Pure sine or cosine tones have advantages regarding measurement equipment or
the measurement of nonlinear distortion. Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) or the
maximum sound pressure level (maxSPL) of pro-audio loudspeakers is commonly
measured with pure tones. THD is defined as the ratio of the magnitude of the
harmonics gk of order k and the magnitude of the fundamental g1 as (Ballou,
￿￿￿￿)
THD =
s
1P
k=2
g2k
g1
. (￿.￿)
If spectra of the fundamentals and the harmonics Gk(f) are available the THD
spectrum can be expressed as
THD(f) =
s
1P
k=2
|Gk(k · f)|2
|G1(f)| . (￿.￿)
E.g., for vibration isolators in structure-borne acoustics pure tones are still
used. For a sufficient frequency resolution several measurement with different
frequencies have to be performed. As this type of signal is narrow-band it is
not directly applicable for broad-band correlational measurements. The SNR
achievements are mostly sufficient as the focus on a specific frequency with a
system in steady-state can exclude the noise at all other frequencies.
Random noise as a measurement signal is still used in many applications nowadays,
mainly due to old measurement systems that are limited in their signal processing
methods. Different colorations of random noise—sometimes still generated by
analog electrical circuits using the electrical noise in resistors—can be found
distinguished by their spectral shape. The spectral shape considers the power
over frequency. These noise signals are commonly used as non deterministic
signals. White noise is per definition broad-band and covers theoretically all
frequencies. As in digital signal processing all signals are low-passed the term all
frequencies means up to the Nyquist frequency instead. Important shapes are
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white (flat, 0 dB/oct.) pink (falling,  3dB/oct.,  10 dB/decade), brown ( 6 dB/oct.),
blue (rising, +3 dB/oct.).
In the following a signal is discussed that should be preferred over noise as it
can have similar spectral and tempo-spectral characteristics and is deterministic
instead. The MLS method is efficient in terms of computational complexity by
using the fast implementation of the Hadamard transform—the Fast Hadamard
Transform (FHT)—as proposed in (Borish and Angell, ￿￿￿￿). With increasing
computer power and memory this advantage is not longer important (Müller
and Massarani, ￿￿￿￿). Due to the fact that the correlation with the MLS can
be realized by only one FHT and some shift operations no further Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) and no deconvolution is required. This technique works directly
in time domain and the result is the impulse response. The classical MLS is
broad-band.
Sweeps—synonyms used in literature are chirps or swept-sines—continuously
drive through a frequency range with arbitrary slew rates. Important types are
the linear and exponential—sometimes called logarithmic sweep—sweep with
a linear and an exponential relationship between frequency over time. Linear
sweeps can be generated as broad-band signals. Exponential sweeps have the
theoretical drawback to start at a finite lower frequency value. For practical
considerations, sweeps can be easily designed to cover a limited frequency range
but without having energy zeros in this frequency range. This thesis concentrates
on sweeps as excitation signals only due to their advantageous described in the
following.
The transfer function H(f) can be simply expressed as the ratio of the output
signal G(f) by the input signal S(f) in frequency domain. The impulse response
h(t) follows directly as the inverse Fourier transform of H(f). This method is
called deconvolution analog to the well known convolution where a multiplication
of two spectra is used instead. Despite the time domain methods, that use
direct expression of the inverse filter in time domain as, e.g., possible for specific
sweeps, this deconvolution can be generally realized more efficiently in frequency
domain by transforming input and output signal with the Fourier trace(S(f)
and G(f))—and later the FFT in the digital domain—and processing a spectral
division to obtain the complex transfer function of the system
H(f) =
G(f)
S(f)
and S(f) 6= 0. (￿.￿)
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Generally, numerical problems arise for frequencies where the absolute values of
S(f) become very small. Hence, the signal should theoretically be broad-band.
A more relaxed requirement claims sufficient energy in the frequency range of
interest, e.g., the audible frequency range from 20Hz to 20 kHz. The output of the
system is always superposed by measurement noise (n(t) or N(f)) as illustrated
in Figure ￿.￿. This noise will be amplified by the deconvolution leading to errors
in the impulse response.
Cyclic and Linear Deconvolution
In the digital domain the Discrete Fourier Transform is used and one approach
for the deconvolution process is by simple dividing the frequency bins of the
two spectra separately. The overall number of frequency bins remains the same
and the length of the corresponding impulse response is equal to the length of
the excitation signal. This is called cyclic deconvolution since the behavior in
time domain can be considered as cyclic shifts. E.g., the cyclic deconvolution
of a Dirac impulse at 0 s with a Dirac at 2 s and an overall signal duration of
10 s results in a Dirac at 10 s  2 s = 8 s due to this cyclic shift. This scenario is
not causal, but this problem occurs in real life when the system output contains
noise that is not correlated with excitation or if the system shows nonlinear
behavior and if it is measured with sweeps as discussed in Section ￿.￿.￿. The
same final response would occur if an impulse at ￿￿ seconds was deconvolved with
the same impulse at two seconds. This is then a causal scenario, but it cannot
be distinguished from the final result alone if causal or non-causal behavior leads
to this, e.g., this Dirac in the example. Zero padding of the discrete time signals
s and g in the end in time domain and extending the length of these signals to
twice the original length prior to division can therefore overcome this effect. This
approximates the linear deconvolution.
Especially for linear and exponential sweeps the inverse sweep or the matched
filter of the time streched pulse can also be calculated directly in time domain as,
e.g., formulated in (Novak, ￿￿￿￿; Suzuki et al., ￿￿￿￿). This inverse sweep is
then convolved with g(t) and no further regularization to account for the band
limitation is required and it already has the same frequency limits as the original
sweep. However, the band limitation is hard and approximately a rect function
in frequency domain and hence the resulting impulse response suffers from severe
pre-ringing and post-ringing similar to its inverse Fourier transform, which is the
sinc function.
￿￿
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For the non-causal scenario the result changes to an impulse at 20 s  2 s = 18 s
and the result for the causal scenario remains untouched. With this technique
an easy separation between causal and non-causal behavior is realized. All
components appearing before half the duration of the impulse response are causal
and all components beyond this point are non-causal. Non correlated signal
components, e.g., noise, are distributed over the entire impulse response. The
linear deconvolution technique increases the computational effort for the Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT). However, the noise floor of the impulse response is not
constant over time as frequency limits of the noise vary over time according to
the sweep rate. It reaches its minimum at half the length of the impulse response.
Figure ￿.￿ illustrates the difference between both deconvolution techniques with
a measurement in a room. The variation of the background noise over time can
be observed directly in the spectrograms. The peaks in the end of the impulse
response are due to nonlinearities and will be explained in Section ￿.￿.
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Figure ￿.￿.: Difference between cyclic (left) and linear (right) deconvolution tech-
nique in a measured room impulse response (auditorium) including weak
nonlinearities of the loudspeaker.
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Zero-phase Regularization
To avoid the division by small values in the spectrum Farina (Farina, ￿￿￿￿)
introduced a regularization method already used by Kirkeby and many others
in different contexts. The regularized inverse reads as follows
Sinv,reg(f) =
S⇤(f)
S⇤(f)S(f) + "(f)
(￿.￿)
where S⇤(f) denotes the complex conjugate of S(f) and "(f) is a real but
frequency dependent regularization parameter. The regularized transfer function
follows accordingly as
Hreg(f) =
G(f)
S(f)
1
1 + "(f)/|S(f)|2
=
G(f)
S(f)
·Areg(f), (￿.￿)
where Areg(f) describes the influence of the regularization as a filter. Since
the input signal is band-limited it is reasonable to increase the regularization
parameter below f1 the lowest frequency and above f2 the highest frequency of
interest. The resulting transfer function is also band-limited and is less influenced
by measurement noise. The example shown in Figure ￿.￿ used f1 = 50Hz and
f2 = 17 kHz. The phase of Areg(f) is zero for all frequencies but this filter is
band-limited. Hence, the equivalent impulse response of Areg(f) is symmetric
regarding the time axis, i.e., the impulse response has a non-causal part depending
on these band-limiting frequencies f1 and f2.
Minimum-phase Regularization
To avoid non-causality, Areg(f) can be factorized into a minimum-phase (MP)
regularization filter and a remaining non-causal all-pass (AP) filter (Tohyama
and Koike, ￿￿￿￿) (Bouchard, Norcross, and Soulodre, ￿￿￿￿):
Areg(f) = Areg,MP ·Areg,AP(f). (￿.￿)
By using Areg,MP in the deconvolution process the obtained fundamental impulse
responses are always causal. Time windowing can be applied in a consecutive step
to suppress unwanted signal components as described in Section ￿.￿. As a last
step of data post-processing the all-pass component can be applied to compensate
for the phase error in the pass-band yielding non-causal impulse responses again.
This method has advantages when the arrival time of an impulse is known and
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the time window should be applied directly at these pre-calculated arrival times.
In the context of multiple excitation signals the measured and deconvolved signal
have to be split into the impulse responses of separate systems. Non-causal
impulse responses are problematic as the signal can spread to the left on the
time axis and possibly interfere with the end of impulse response of the previous
system in case several systems are measured in a parallel manner (Dietrich,
Masiero, and Vorländer, ￿￿￿￿; Majdak, Balazs, and Laback, ￿￿￿￿).
Hence, this splitted post-processing as described above should be preferred.
Analytical Formulation of Sweeps
The following analytical formulation of the sweep is based on (Huszty and
Sakamoto, ￿￿￿￿; Müller and Massarani, ￿￿￿￿; Novak, ￿￿￿￿). A sweep
signal is defined in time domain by
s(t) = sin( inst(t) +  0) (￿.￿)
with its time varying instantaneous phase component  inst(t) and the starting
phase  0. It is convenient to choose the starting phase  0 = 0 as this results
in a smooth start of the signal without a discontinuity in the beginning. This
is important as the signals for practical measurements have a finite length and
therefore a finite frequency range. The instantaneous frequency finst(t) over time
is defined as (Novak, ￿￿￿￿)
finst(t) =
1
2⇡
d inst(t)
dt
. (￿.￿)
Commonly this instantaneous frequency is chosen either as a linear or as an
exponential function over time and the instantaneous phase is not directly given.
An exponential sweep starts at its lowest frequency f1 and increases the frequency
to its highest frequency f2 in an exponential manner over time defined by the
sweep rate
rsw =
log2 (f2/f1)
⌧sw
octaves/s (￿.￿)
with the time ⌧sw between those frequencies. As the following formulation uses
the basis e instead of the basis 2 the rise time constant Lsw is introduced as
Lsw =
log2(e)
rsw
=
⌧sw
ln
⇣
f2
f1
⌘ . (￿.￿￿)
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The instantaneous frequency is therefore given as
finst(t) = f1 · et/Lsw and t 2 [0, T ] (￿.￿￿)
and is zero otherwise. The instantaneous phase of the sweep can now be obtained
due to Eq. ￿.￿ by integration of Eq. ￿.￿￿ as
 inst(t) = 2⇡
tZ
0
finst(⌧) d⌧ = 2⇡f1Lsw
⇣
e
t/Lsw   1
⌘
(￿.￿￿)
and the detailed formulation of the exponential sweep in time domain follows:
s(t) = sin
0B@2⇡f1 · Lsw · et/Lsw| {z }
time dependent
+ 0   2⇡f1 · Lsw| {z }
const.
1CA . (￿.￿￿)
The measurement with an exponential sweep requires a certain time to allow the
system to decay after the sweep has stopped. This time is introduced as a stop
margin ⌧st which is the duration when silence is played back while still recording
the decay of the system.
￿.￿.￿. Noise Influences
Every measurement contains noise that overlays the measurement signal. Each
element of the measurement chain might introduce noise with different charac-
teristics. The spectral shape of the noises differ as, e.g., acoustic background
noise in a measurement laboratory with a frequently used street in the vicinity
has a typical spectrum different from just simple white or pink noise typically
assumed to be added in electrical units. Hums occur mainly due to ground loop
or unsymmetrical resistance in the signal and the ground cables and connections.
This is explained in detail with a novel approach in finding and eliminating
ground loop problems by Whitlock in (Ballou, ￿￿￿￿).
The fundamental frequency of the hum is commonly the frequency of the elec-
tricity network and therefore typically either 50Hz or 60Hz. Harmonics of this
fundamental frequency appear with different amplitudes depending on the mea-
surement equipment and the running electric devices connected to the same
network. The hum appears as a sharp spike in frequency domain and might be
analyzed as, e.g., a resonance with low damping if not classified as noise. Hence,
￿￿
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hums should be detected and preferably solved by rewiring the measurement
setup. In transfer function measurements the hums signal is not correlated with
the measurement signal but as it is mono-frequent it will not be rejected by,
e.g., a sweep measurement. Notch filters with high quality might be used to
eliminate these frequencies from the final measurement result but they always
introduce a modification of the real measurement result as well. In some countries
extra information or control signals are sent over the electricity network. In
Germany, e.g., a clock synchronization signal is sent in fixed time intervals. Hence
measurements should not overlap with these time slots. Both effects are not
further considered in the simulations in this thesis.
The quantity related to the quality of the measurement is the SNR over frequency.
Methods are available to pre-emphasize the measurement signal to equalize and
improve the SNR, e.g., in (Müller and Massarani, ￿￿￿￿). In particular, for
the measurement of impulse responses the SNR can be improved with an increase
in measurement time if and only if the system is time-invariant. Hence, for
typical acoustic systems the measurement noise is not the main focus in terms of
measurement uncertainty. But the influence of the noise and its spectral shape
can be easily analyzed by superposition with the ideal impulse response if a valid
model of the measurement scenario is available.
Although the background or measurement noise might be constant in level over
the time of a measurement, the noise level in the measured impulse response might
vary over time in sweep measurements, e.g., in case linear deconvolution is used
(c.f. Figure ￿.￿). Impulsive acoustic noise might occur, which is transient and not
constant over time. This behavior can also be observed in the previously shown
spectrograms in Figure ￿.￿ as inverse sweeps. The impulse smears backwards
over time starting at the time where it actually appeared. Furthermore, for the
cyclic deconvolution virtual impulsive noise might occur at the beginning and
the end of measurement. This can be observed in the spectrograms, where both
parts shown in the linear deconvolution adjoin in the spectrogram for the cyclic
deconvolution. These effects only occur due to a necessary limitation of the
measurement duration to a finite length.
In order maximize the SNR and hence to obtain a stable impulse response of the
DUT the level or the amplitude of the measurement signal has to be maximized or
the measurement duration has to be increased. An extension of the measurement
duration by a factor N results in an increase of the peak SNR of
 SNR = 3 · log2 (N) dB. (￿.￿￿)
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This equation can also be used to approximate the gain in SNR by using extended
signals with N2/N1   1 compared to impulses that have N1 = 1. Both approaches
become problematic if the system is not fully LTI and hence these topics are
closely related. For nonlinear systems the increase in level might introduce more
distortion as explained in Section ￿.￿. For time-variant systems the extension of
the measurement duration might lead to artifacts as, e.g., shown for an airborne
sound example in Section ￿.￿.￿.
￿.￿. The Acoustic Measurement Chain
A typical measurement chain for airborne acoustic measurements is given in
Figure ￿.￿ starting with the software signal output and reaching the software’s
signal input again. Only a few measurements require an absolutely calibrated
measurement chain but an relative calibration between input channels or subse-
quent measurements instead. But for the sake of completeness and to analyze
the behavior in a general way the transfer functions or transfer factors of each
element are included using physical units. The stars in the figure correspond to
the points where the signal can be measured. This simple diagram shows that
every measurement chain can be fully calibrated step by step or at least with a
quick electrical reference measurement and, e.g., a microphone calibration at a
single frequency if the blocks in the input measurement chain can be assumed
to have a flat frequency response. The DUT in acoustics is either the actuator,
the sound transmitting element, the sensor or a combination of these. Hence,
an electrical reference by simply connecting the electrical input and output and
using this measurement result as a calibration is not sufficient in general. But this
approach could minimize calibration errors. Any errors or uncertainties during
the calibration procedure remain as uncertainties of the Frequency Response
Function (FRF) of the DUT mainly as frequency independent amplitude or
simple constant or linear phase errors.
In particular the following attributes have to be analyzed as they might be main
sources of measurement uncertainties:
• The LTI frequency and phase response or impulse response;
• Nonlinear behavior or valid amplitude range of linearity;
• Measurement noise;
• Drift over temperature, pressure, time, etc. (Chapter ￿ and Appendix A.￿);
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Figure ￿.￿.: Typical measurement chain in a block diagram for airborne acoustic
measurements including physical quantities for absolutely calibrated mea-
surements of transfer functions.
• Spatial radiation or sensitivity pattern (Chapter ￿);
• Position of actuator or sensor relative to the DUT (Chapter ￿ and Chap-
ter ￿);
• Cross-talk from other measurement paths (Chapter ￿).
The ADC has in general a non-flat frequency response providing an anti-aliasing
filter with a cut-off frequency around half the sampling rate and a high-pass in
the range of approximately 1Hz up to 20Hz to suppress DC offsets in acoustical
measurements ￿. This influence is assumed to be negligible. ADCs and DACs
show in fact a nonlinear behavior as introduced in Section ￿.￿.￿. The effects
on the measurement will be studied in Section ￿.￿.￿. Both are very stable over
time, e.g. investigated in (Pollow et al., ￿￿￿￿) and might introduce some extra
noise but mainly around the level of the quantization noise. Power amplifiers
and pre-amplifiers are nowadays powerful in terms of linearity, flat frequency
response and noise suppression. But especially for power amplifiers an effect
has to be pointed out that might introduce large uncertainties. High level input
signals result in a high power output. This sudden change in power results in
a discharge of the capacities in the power supply leads to a temporarily lower
supply voltage. Hence, the linear range might be temporarily decreased possibly
leading to distortion or the sensitivity of the amplifier is changed over time
as described by the Common Mode Rejection Ratio (CMRR). Therefore, the
￿Measurement equipment for structure-borne measurements sometimes has no high-pass
filter.
￿￿
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power amplifier is possibly time-variant and nonlinear (Goertz, ￿￿￿￿) but not
considered further in this thesis.
As discussed in many publications the loudspeaker remains the weakest part,
e.g., (Müller, ￿￿￿￿). It features a frequency dependent radiation pattern, a
corrugated frequency response and nonlinear behavior. The frequency response
can theoretically be compensated only if the source has the same frequency
response for all radiation angles that contribute to the measured transfer function
in an airborne acoustic setup without using further spatial processing. For a room
acoustic measurement this was only possible if the source had an omnidirectional
radiation pattern. This problem will be addressed in Section ￿.￿.
Measurement microphones can be characterized by their frequency dependent
sensitivity which can be fairly flat for almost the entire audible frequency range.
This sensitivity is in general dependent on the angle of the incident sound wave
but can be very close to the omni-directional pattern compared to the one of
typical measurement loudspeakers. The range of levels a realistic microphone can
handle is limited to both ends. At low levels its inherent noise level limits the
resolution and at high sound pressure levels the microphone becomes nonlinear.
Microphone pre-amplifiers mostly feature a high-pass characteristic far below the
lowest frequencies of interest in acoustics, e.g., 20Hz. However, the frequency
response in the interesting range is fairly flat and they operate in mainly a linear
range for typical levels of microphone signals. As these values are reported in
the data sheets it is assumed that a suitable microphone is chosen for the sound
pressure levels to be measured.
In order to study the principal influence of the elements of a typical measurement
chain, a noise source before and after the DUT, a (frequency-dependent) nonlinear
model representing the loudspeaker and the quantization introduced by ADC
and DAC is used.
￿.￿. Nonlinear Systems
As the elements of the measurement chain are potentially nonlinear, loudspeakers
have to be especially considered as such if the driving amplitude is high. But
also ADC, DAC, amplifiers and sometimes DUTs in structure-borne sound
(e.g., mechanical structures excited by high forces leading to high elongations)
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show nonlinear behavior. This section summarizes theoretical aspects from
literature to model such systems. The influence of the measurement signal
and the amplitude is discussed. An improved technique to determine nonlinear
coefficients is introduced and finally a method to estimate the uncertainty caused
by nonlinearities is presented.
An overview on the effects of nonlinearities in the measurement of acoustic transfer
functions is given in (Torras-Rosell and Jacobsen, ￿￿￿￿). A detailed study
of nonlinearities in acoustic is given in (Novak, ￿￿￿￿). The following sections
will make use of his work in modeling and measurement of nonlinear systems
and add improvements to the procedures. The reader is pointed to two shorter
papers summarizing his approach (Novak et al., ￿￿￿￿; Novak, Simon, and
Lotton, ￿￿￿￿).
￿.￿.￿. Basic Nonlinear Model
Nonlinearities are problematic since the measured impulse response of a such a
nonlinear system does not comply to the signal processing rules for LTI systems
and hence produces artifacts which cannot be directly explained with these rules.
A motivational example of this behavior already analyzed by various acoustic
researchers in the past is given for a nonlinear transfer characteristic with a
polynomial approach of order k without any frequency dependence and without
a DC offset factor. The system output g(t) writes as
g(t) =
kX
i=0
ais
i(t) (￿.￿￿)
with the polynomial coefficients ai and the input signal s(t) and can be drawn in
a block diagram as in Figure ￿.￿, where x stands for the input signal of the block.
g(t)
Nonlinear System
xkx2x
no memory
x(t)
Figure ￿.￿.: Nonlinear block described by a polynomial with coefficients up to an order
k without memory and without dependence on frequency.
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A visualization of the nonlinear behavior is given by the input-output-diagram
in Figure ￿.￿ for a polynomial of order ￿ that reads y = x+ 0.1x2 + x3 + 0.1x4.
The effects on the impulse response obtained by the exponential sweep, linear
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Figure ￿.￿.: Input-output-diagram of a nonlinear system with a polynomial approach
(Ha(f) = Hb(f) = 1) and simulated impulse response of basic nonlinear
system obtained with the linear sweep, exponential sweep and MLS method
with a level of 0 dBFS each.
sweep and the MLS method with a driving amplitude of 0 dBFS￿ are shown
in Figure ￿.￿. The linear transfer characteristic is a simple Dirac impulse, but
the higher order nonlinearities add artifacts which are observable in the impulse
responses. In case of the linear sweep method, harmonics are distributed over the
time axis in the impulse response observed as backwards running sweeps with
different rates, whereas they appear as sharp impulses in the exponential sweep
method.
With the MLS method the nonlinear artifacts appear as spikes all over the impulse
response. Each MLS has its own specific nonlinear spike pattern. Within one
order of the MLS there exist multiple MLS possible. Averaging measurements
￿FS stands for full scale. This is a value in dB smaller or equal to zero.
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with these different MLS in order can significantly reduce the spikes. These
artifacts in the impulse responses of MLS based measurements of weakly nonlinear
systems have already been addressed in (Rife and Vanderkooy, ￿￿￿￿) and
later in, e.g., (Dunn and Hawksford, ￿￿￿￿; Vanderkooy, ￿￿￿￿). However,
the modeling of the nonlinear systems and the terminology has been refined in
the last decade.
When it comes to nonlinear systems the crest factor or peak-to-average ratio
becomes important as the maximum amplitude in time domain has to lie below
a certain limit depending on the system to avoid significant nonlinear behavior.
The crest factor of an ideal MLS is due to its similarity to a square wave form
exactly 0 dB. Ideal linear or exponential sweeps have a crest factor of 3 dB similar
to the sine wave form. This shows that MLS might be in average 3 dB louder
than an sweep resulting in the same amount of increased SNR. However, a simple
phase shift or an all-pass filter applied to the MLS signal prior to arriving at
the nonlinear component in the measurement chain has completely changes this
behavior and the advantage vanishes. The ideal Propability Density Function
(PDF) of an MLS consisting of two Diracs at values ±1 is transformed to a
Gaussian PDF resulting in an average crest factor of approximately 11 dB (Rife
and Vanderkooy, ￿￿￿￿). This would lead to a theoretical advantage of 8 dB in
SNR for sweeps measurements. This explains the higher level of the artifacts in
the simple example in Figure ￿.￿ for the MLS.
As the crest factor of the sweep is also dependent on the spectral shape these
theoretical limits are generally not applicable in practical measurements unless
the sweep signal is pre-emphasized in such a way that flattens the time envelope
of the sweep at the entrance of the nonlinear component, i.e., compensating
Ha(f).
It is worth mentioning at this point, that the perfect Dirac delta of the linear part
would result in a magnitude of 0 dB at the beginning of the impulse response. All
measurement methods applied to the nonlinear system show a higher magnitude
as the higher order polynomial parts interfere even at the beginning of the impulse
response with the linear part. The frequency range for the sweeps has been
chosen to 100Hz up to the Nyquist frequency of 22050Hz resulting in blurred
impulses. Cyclic deconvolution is used for the sweeps. The MLS was directly used
broad-band with proper correlation using the FHT. The length of the excitation
signal equals the length of the impulse response as given in the plots.
￿￿
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Due to the advantageous in realistic crest factors and hence SNR and the often
stated claim that sweep signals are capable of suppressing nonlinear distortion,
sweep signals are solely investigated in the following.
The particular problem in context of nonlinear system behavior faced by measure-
ment engineers can be simply formulated: How well does the measured impulse
response capture the behavior of the DUT, i.e., its linear impulse response.
￿.￿.￿. Wiener-Hammerstein Model
Novak has presented a method for the characterization of nonlinear systems
using noise and exponential sweep signals. As the exponential sweep allows a
less complex modeling and measurement approach and enables the measurement
engineer to monitor nonlinearities by simply looking at the measured impulse
response, only this class of sweeps is further considered. Detailed models for the
description of electrodynamic loudspeakers have been developed by Klippel,
e.g., in (Klippel, ￿￿￿￿). These models are mainly valid for low frequencies
and a more generalized approach to assess nonlinear behavior of virtually any
element in the measurement chain is used in this thesis. Furthermore, the model
presented in the following can be directly used to analyze the uncertainties.
The basic Wiener and Hammerstein models are given in Figure ￿.￿ consisting
of only a single static nonlinear without memory and a single dynamic linear
time-invariant block. The block with memory is characterized by its transfer
function Ha(f) before and with Hb(f) the transfer function after the nonlinearity.
To model a complex system with frequency dependence, e.g., a loudspeaker, a
combination of both—the Wiener-Hammerstein model—is required. In that
case Ha(f) would describe the transfer function between voltage and membrane
velocity, the nonlinear block would restrict the membrane movement and especially
its elongation and Hb(f) would represent the radiation of the membrane including
the enclosure into the free-field.
As an example for a Wiener-Hammerstein model a peak filter is used for Ha(f).
It is set to center frequency of 1 kHz with a quality factor of Q = 10 and a gain
of +10dB. The spectrum for the Hammerstein part is set to be the inverse as
Hb(f) = 1/Ha(f). For a linear polynomial the transfer function of this system is a
flat spectrum with a magnitude 0 dB and a phase of 0 . Hence, this is the linear
response. The peak filters are shown in Figure ￿.￿. The polynomial is set to
x+ 0.1x2 + 0.1x3 + 0.1x4 in order to obtain distortion in the order of magnitude
￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿.: SimpleWiener model as serial connection of dynamic linear block followed
by static nonlinear block (left) and simple Hammerstein model as serial
connection of static nonlinear block followed by dynamic linear block
(right) and combined Wiener-Hammerstein model (bottom).
of the linear part. The simulation is conducted with an exponential sweep with a
frequency range of 100Hz to 20 kHz with a sweep length of approx. 12 s at a level
of 0 dBFS. The extracted spectra of the harmonics are depicted in Figure ￿.￿
(right). As can be seen, the fundamental (indicated as harmonic ￿) does not show
the behavior as expected for the linear response. It shows a residual peak around
1 kHz due to signal energy that is transferred by the term x3 to the fundamental
as later explained in Section ￿.￿.￿. The harmonics all contain a dip at 1 kHz due
to Hb(f). Furthermore, each harmonic k shows a peak at f = k · 1 kHz. The
high pass observed is caused by the lower cut-off frequency of the sweep and the
regularization. This cut-off is k times higher for the harmonics. Although only a
few parameters are used for this simulation it can be seen that the interpretation
of the resulting impulse response is more complex than for linear systems.
The fundamental impulse is not equivalent to the linear response if the system is
nonlinear and its spectral components will change depending on the excitation
signal.
The polynomial Wiener and Hammerstein model is a generalization of the former
simple models and depicted in Figure ￿.￿. The nonlinear blocks are narrowed
to describe only the transfer characteristics of a single polynomial component
()k of order k. The associated dynamic linear blocks weight the contribution of
￿￿
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x+ 0.1x2 + 0.1x3 + 0.1x4 and 0 dBFS.
the nonlinear component dependent on frequency for each order separately with
Hb,k or pre-emphasize the signal at the input of the nonlinearity by Ha,k(f). For
more details and background it is referred to (Novak, ￿￿￿￿) and (Janczak,
￿￿￿￿). In the following the basic models will be used for the examples.
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Nonlinear System
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… …
Figure ￿.￿.: Polynomial Wiener (left) and Hammerstein (right) models [based on
(Novak, ￿￿￿￿)]
The polynomial Hammerstein model is used by Novak in conjunction with
measurement results obtained by the exponential sweep method. It is sometimes
claimed that only harmonic distortion behavior might be modeled by this ap-
proach. As an example two sweeps with the same parameters (length: 12 s, stop
margin: 3 s and frequency range 50Hz to 10 kHz) but only shifted in time by 3 s
are exemplarily chosen. These sweeps are then passed through two nonlinear
systems with the same characteristics (x+x2, 0 dBFS) and then superposed. This
scenario is describing a linear microphone receiving the sound of two nonlinear
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loudspeakers that each play one sweep at a time. Hence, only the fundamental
and the second harmonic of each sweep is received as depicted in Figure ￿.￿￿
(left). The right plot shows the result for a nonlinear microphone receiving the
superposed sweeps emitted by two linear loudspeakers. In this case, a multitone
is present at the input of the nonlinear system and it produces two more lines
corresponding to the inter-modulation distortion. A simple nonlinear model
produces no inter-modulation only if the input signal is mono-frequent. The
second harmonic of the sweep run up to 20 kHz and hence twice of the original
frequency.
This example indirectly points to the limitation of the Hammerstein model. A
more complex nonlinear system, e.g., a guitar tube amplifier connected to a
loudspeaker, where both are driven in a highly nonlinear range, that is assumed
to be correctly modeled by two subsequent nonlinear polynomial models—one for
the tube amplifier and one for the loudspeaker—could produce inter-modulation
for a mono-frequent input signal. This is explained as the first nonlinear block
introduces harmonics and the next nonlinear block produces inter-modulation
as its input is not mono-frequent anymore. As a consequence, such nonlinear
systems cannot be modeled by only one Hammerstein or Wiener model as these
models alone cannot introduce inter-modulation to a mono-frequent input signal.
The examples from Figure ￿.￿￿ point to another problem concerning Wiener-
Hammerstein models and sweeps. Sweeps are considered mono-frequent for
small time intervals only. By assuming the first block with memory (Ha(f)) to
contain an impulse response with two Diracs—one at 0 s and one at 3 s—the
same behavior as for the two loudspeaker examples was observed. The signal
at the input of the zero-memory nonlinear block cannot be considered mono-
frequent and hence the nonlinear block produces inter-modulation although the
Wiener-Hammerstein model is fed by a single sweep only (Kemp and Primack,
￿￿￿￿). These inter-modulation artifacts will be analyzed in Section ￿.￿.￿.
￿.￿.￿. Harmonic Impulse Responses using Exponential Sweeps
The output of a nonlinear system to a monochromatic input signal, e.g., a sine with
a frequency f1, is a superposition of pure tones with multiples of this fundamental
frequency fn = n · f1 and n 2 N (Farina, ￿￿￿￿; Müller and Massarani,
￿￿￿￿). For exponential sweeps, which can be considered mono-frequent for short
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Simulation result (top row) of a scenario with two shifted sweeps passed
through two nonlinear loudspeakers and received by a linear microphone
(left) and with linear loudspeakers and a nonlinear microphone (right)
at 0 dBFS presented as a spectogram with the color indicating the
magnitude in dB and the corresponding block diagrams (bottom row),
respectively.
time intervals, the output of a nonlinear system is a superposition of harmonics
of this sweep.
The dependency of the instantaneous frequency of the harmonics remains expo-
nentially over time. But this slew rate is now a multiple of the original sweep.
Müller and Massarani (Müller and Massarani, ￿￿￿￿) and Farina
(Farina, ￿￿￿￿) showed that this results in "time shifted" versions of the original
sweep that appear as impulse responses of these harmonics after deconvolution.
Hence, nonlinear behavior of the system is observed as anti-causal impulse re-
sponses hharm,k(t) for different harmonic orders k separately since frequencies
appear in the output before they appear in the input signal (non-causality). This
time shift was originally deduced in (Farina, ￿￿￿￿) by solving:
finst(t+ tk) = k · finst. (￿.￿￿)
By furthermore inserting Eq. ￿.￿￿ it holds
f1e
t+ tk
Lsw = k · f1e tLsw . (￿.￿￿)
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Dividing by f1, applying the natural logarithm and resolving to  t the final
results is
 tk = ln(k) · Lsw = ln(k)
rsw ln(2)
=
log2(k)
rsw
. (￿.￿￿)
Novak showed that the harmonic impulse responses are generally not in phase
with the fundamental impulse response (Novak, ￿￿￿￿; Novak et al., ￿￿￿￿). This
phase shift was neglected before since only a simple time shift was investigated
before and it became first important with the characterization of nonlinear
system. By further considering the phase  sw the phase offset of the harmonics
in relation to the fundamental impulse response can be found as explained later
in Section ￿.￿.￿.
The logarithmic modulus of the impulse response of a weakly nonlinear system
measured with an exponential sweep is shown schematically in Figure ￿.￿￿. Mostly
one has interest in the impulse response located to the right in the example in
Figure ￿.￿￿. From a signal processing point of view, one has of course interest in
the linear impulse response of the DUT. However, due to measurement method
itself the result is in general not directly this linear impulse response of DUT if
only even one component of the measurement chain or the DUT itself is driven
in a nonlinear range. In many publications, e.g., in (Farina, ￿￿￿￿; Majdak,
Balazs, and Laback, ￿￿￿￿; Müller and Massarani, ￿￿￿￿) the impulse
response to the right in the graphic is called linear impulse response which is
not correct as can be also seen in the following. The term fundamental impulse
response is used throughout this thesis in analogy to the terminology used for
pure tones.
t
t2
t3
tk
IRIR,2IR,k
Figure ￿.￿￿.: Impulse response of a weakly nonlinear system obtained by exponen-
tial sweep measurement where the harmonic impulse respon cede the
fundamental impulse response.
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Let ⌧IR be the length of this fundamental impulse response, i.e., the time the
system needs to decay into the noise floor. The deconvolved result contains the
fundamental and harmonics impulse responses hharm,k with their length ⌧IR,k. It
holds ⌧IR,1 = ⌧IR, i.e., the first harmonic is the fundamental itself. The length of
the harmonic impulse responses have to be considered as well to avoid interference
of the harmonics with the fundamental impulse response. For high sweep rates
 t2 becomes so small that the harmonic overlaps with the fundamental impulse
response. This leads to a constraint for the sweep rate by using Eq. ￿.￿￿ and
k = 2 as follows
rsw  1
⌧IR,2
(￿.￿￿)
where ⌧IR,2 can be reasonably considered smaller than ⌧IR for weakly nonlinear
systems. Along with the frequency limit of the sweep this constraint requires
a minimum length of the sweep ⌧sw that has to be considered. As the position
of the harmonics strongly depends on the sweep rate it is necessary to generate
sweeps with exact sweep rates.
For quasi parallel measurement with several weakly nonlinear sources the con-
straint has to be further narrowed, so that it can be ensured that the harmonics
of each source do not overlap with the fundamentals of any source. Originally a
measurement method called Multiple Exponential Sweep Method (MESM) was
developed that uses replicas of the same sweep delayed by certain times to fulfill
this constraint (Majdak, Balazs, and Laback, ￿￿￿￿). However, this method
does not generally provide the shortest delays possible between the sweep as only
a subspace of possible solutions for the constraint are found. An advanced method
has been proposed that yields potentially shorter delays between the sweeps and
hence reduces the overall measurement duration (Dietrich, Masiero, and
Vorländer, ￿￿￿￿). The sweep constraint to avoid overlapping of harmonics
with the part of the fundamental carrying the information of the DUT reads as
⌧DUT+    log2(k)
rsw
mod ⌧w  ⌧w   ⌧IR,k. (￿.￿￿)
with ⌧w the time delay between two subsequent sweeps, the sweep rate rs and
the length of the harmonics ⌧IR,k and ⌧IR,1 as the length of the fundamental
impulse response. Valid combinations for ⌧w and rs for ⌧IR,k = ⌧IR,1 are depicted
in Figure ￿.￿￿. The shortest measurements durations for a given sweep rate are
obtained by using the minimum delay between the sweeps indicated as a bold
line in the plot.
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between sweeps) (Dietrich, Masiero, and Vorländer, ￿￿￿￿).
For measurements with the entire audible frequency range from 20Hz to 20 kHz
approx. ￿￿ octaves are required. For typical sweep lengths between 0.2 s to 20 s
sweep rates between 50 oct./s and 0.5 oct./s are expected.
For some applications it is advantageous to modify the spectral content of the
excitation signal for two reasons: Firstly, to adapt to the actual spectrum of the
SNR and secondly, to control the maximum amplitude to minimize distortion
(Huszty and Sakamoto, ￿￿￿￿; Müller and Massarani, ￿￿￿￿;Weinzierl,
Giese, and Lindau, ￿￿￿￿). Müller and Massarani proposed a method
to obtain sweeps with arbitrary spectra but constant time envelope. This is
realized by manipulation the group delay and hence by using a sweep rate that is
frequency dependent. As the resulting instantaneous frequency is not necessarily
an exponential function over time, harmonic distortion will no longer appear as
sharp impulse responses after deconvolution. Furthermore, distortion artifacts
might overlap with the fundamental for some frequencies. Hence, Eq. ￿.￿￿ has
to be fulfilled for all frequencies, which is not stated in the original publications.
This might lead to problems in adapting to the SNR spectra and hence, the
adaptation has to be solved in an iterative manner. Shaping the time envelope
of a constant envelope sweep can be realized by simply multiplying a zero-phase
spectrum. This does not yield in further modification of the position of the
harmonic distortion products.
￿￿
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￿.￿.￿. Inter-modulation Artifacts
As sweeps are just assumed to be mono-frequent for a short time interval, an
example with a simple nonlinear Wiener model is chosen similar to Figure ￿.￿￿ to
point out the principal artifacts. Two polynomials are investigated yeven = x+x2
and yodd = x + x3 to illustrate especially the fundamental difference of these
artifacts caused by even and odd orders.
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Impulse response (top row) of a nonlinear Wiener system with a double
Dirac response ( tD = 1 s) placed before the even (top) and odd (right)
order polynomial resulting in inter-modulation impulse responses and
deviation from two superposed simple nonlinear systems (bottom row)
without inter-modulation at 0 dBFS.
The impulse response of the linear filter before the nonlinear block is set to two
Diracs—one at 0 s and one at  tD = 1 s. This is obviously an extreme case but
clearly shows the separate impulses after deconvolution. The sweep has a length
of 23.7 s and rsw = 0.365 oct./s. The obtained impulse responses for both systems
are shown in Figure ￿.￿￿. As can be seen, harmonics and additional impulses
due to inter-modulation appear in the measured impulse response. These inter-
modulation impulse responses are not due to sweeps with integer multiples of
the original sweeps as observed before. Two sweeps are observed at the entrance
of the nonlinear block—one with the instantaneous frequency finst and one with
a multiple kinter · finst and
kinter = e
 tD
log2(e)
rsw . (￿.￿￿)
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For the even polynomial the relative frequency shift  frel between the fundamen-
tal and the two inter-modulation impulse responses can be calculated by using
trigonometric equivalency as
 frel,2 = kinter ± 1. (￿.￿￿)
With Eq. ￿.￿￿ follows time difference between the fundamental and the inter-
modulation impulse responses based on the relative frequency shift as
 tinter =
log2 ( frel)
rsw
. (￿.￿￿)
The times of arrival require to account for the length of the sweep and  tD and
have to be between 0 s and the length of the sweep and read as:
tinter = mod (⌧sw   tinter + t, ⌧sw) . (￿.￿￿)
For the given values the impulses are calculated to appear at 5.9 s and 21.5 s.
This matches exactly to the plotted impulse response for the even polynomial.
For the odd order the sorted arrival times read as 0 s, 1 s, 2.34 s, 19.74 s, 20.07 s
and 23.98 s. The first two directly interfere with the fundamental. For higher
orders, the mixed-terms can be generally calculated using the binomial theorem
and subtracting the fundamental and harmonic component (Bronshtein et al.,
￿￿￿￿). For a specific order k the following mixed inter-modulation terms appear:
(a+ b)k   ak   bk =
k 1X
i=1
 
k
i
!
ak ibi (￿.￿￿)
where a and b are pure tones first, that can be later transferred to impulse
responses with corresponding normalized frequencies 1 and kinter. For the arrival
times, the amplitude of the terms can be neglected. The powers of the pure
tones ak i and bi can be expressed as a superposition of pure tones with integer
multiples ⌘m—either ⌘ 2 1, 3, . . . , k for odd k or ⌘ 2 0, 2, . . . , k for even k— of the
original frequencies as explained in the following Section ￿.￿.￿. The subscripts m
and n are used as counting indices only. The multiplication of these two series can
be expressed as a sum of pure tones with normalized frequencies ⌘m ± ⌘n · kinter.
Furthermore, the difference of the impulse response of the simple Wiener that
obviously shows inter-modulation system is compared to a superposition of two
nonlinear equal systems with the same polynomial which do not generate inter-
modulation. This is similar to the example also given in Figure ￿.￿￿. These
differences are plotted in the bottom row of Figure ￿.￿￿. As can be seen, the odd
￿￿
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order polynomial produces not two but four inter-modulation impulse responses.
But even more interestingly, the two fundamentals show deviations. These are not
the deviation in the fundamental caused by odd order nonlinearities as observed
before, as this comparison is against two nonlinear systems that already include
the deviation in the fundamental.
It can be concluded that inter-modulation might become problematic if the
elements before the nonlinear element in the measurement chain show a combined
decay that is long in relation to the sweep parameters, leading to values strongly
deviating from kinter = 1. Hence, sweeps with slow sweep rates are less critical
and approximate the pure tone case that does not produce inter-modulation.
However, inter-modulation in systems with odd orders is problematic as it affects
the fundamental itself and also the range around the fundamental. This might lead
to pre-ringing and post-ringing for all symmetric distortion (Kemp and Primack,
￿￿￿￿). All systems that incorporate a Hammerstein model are potentially affected.
In a room acoustic measurement chain, this is typically fulfilled as long as the
loudspeaker is the nonlinear part and not the microphone where a linear filter
with long decay would precede the nonlinear block. The loudspeaker itself can be
reasonably modeled to consist of a short impulse response—a short  tD in the
previous example—before the nonlinear polynomial. Therefore, inter-modulation
artifacts with moderate levels and moderate sweep rates fulfilling the requirements
above are not to be expected.
￿.￿.￿. Relationship between Harmonics and Polynomial Coefficients
In general, the harmonics and particularly its amplitudes depend on the level
of the input signal whereas the polynomial coefficients describe the system
behavior for all levels. In this first step, unity amplitude is assumed. Based
on the findings in (Novak, ￿￿￿￿) the appearance of harmonics for systems
described by its polynomial coefficients can be formulated. In the following
this formulation is adapted and enhanced to correctly account for the level of
the input sines and the phase of the output. Basic substitutions for powers
of cosines with an amplitude of ￿ are known, e.g., cos2 (x) = 1/2 (1 + cos(2x))
or cos3(x) = 1/4 (3 cos(x) + cos(3x)). Hence, powers of cosines with a specific
frequency might be written as a superposition of cosines of multiples of this
frequency and a constant. The formulation for arbitrary higher orders can only
be given for even and orders separately. Hence, a different approach is used in
the following.
￿￿
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If a cosine is passed through a Chebyshev polynomial Tp,k of order k the
output is once again a cosine function but with k times the input frequency:
Tp,k (cos (!t)) = cos (k!t) . (￿.￿￿)
This relation for cosines of unity amplitude can be compactly written in matrix
notation
hc = CM
 1 · pc (￿.￿￿)
where hc is the vector containing the harmonic coefficients starting at order 0 up
to the maximum harmonic order, pc is the vector of the polynomial coefficients
and CM a matrix containing the Chebyshev polynomial coefficients Ck. The
harmonic coefficients for the substitution of a cosine of order k can be calculated
by inserting a vector pc with a 1 at the position for the kth order and zeros
elsewhere. The coefficients of the Chebyshev polynomials are defined by
recursion (Bronshtein et al., ￿￿￿￿)
C0(x) = 1
C1(x) = x
Ck(x) = 2 · Ck 1 · (x) · x  Ck 2 · x
(￿.￿￿)
and might be summarized in a column vector Tk = (C0, C1, . . . , Ck)T with
increasing order of appearance for the coefficients for the order k.
The matrix CM up to an order k can be generated by placing the coefficient
vectors Ti with increasing order i of the Chebyshev polynomials:
CMk = (T0, T1, . . . Ti, . . . Tk) . (￿.￿￿)
With this approach the polynomial coefficients of a frequency independent non-
linear systems might be determined. As shown in the following, a prediction due
to a change in level is not yet included and the phase relation of the harmonics
obtained by sweep measurements instead of cosines has not been captured, yet.
￿.￿.￿. Generalization of the Relation
As the relation is valid for cosines of unity amplitude only a generalization is
deduced in the following for cosines of arbitrary phase and finally of cosines with
arbitrary starting phase and exponential sweep measurements.
￿￿
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Amplitude and Scaling Correction
The gain G of the input signal has to be considered for each polynomial order
separately￿. E.g., a cosine of amplitude 1/2 passed through a system with y = x2
will produce 1/4 of the result obtained with a cosine of unity amplitude. For
exponential sweep measurements the gain G is always compensated within the
deconvolution process. By combining both findings the relation generalizes to
hc = CM
 1 ·GM · pc (￿.￿￿)
with the diagonal gain matrix GM
GM =
0BBBB@
G 1 0 0 0
0 G0 0 0
0 0
. . . 0
0 0 0 Gk 1
1CCCCA (￿.￿￿)
including also the DC component in the first row and the first column.
The simulated energies—by using a polynomial model as introduced before—for
the harmonics for simple polynomials are depicted in Figure ￿.￿￿ (dashed line)
according to the relation found in Eq. ￿.￿￿. The first harmonic or fundamental
does not depend on the level of the input signal if the system is linear (y = x) as
the gain of the input signal is already accounted for by the deconvolution. As
can be seen, the inclination of the straight line for one polynomial order is equal
for all harmonics generated by this order and is (k   1) · 1 dB per input level in
dB. Furthermore, even polynomial orders generate even harmonic orders only
and the same holds for odd orders. The difference in the inclination of the level
of the harmonics, e.g., caused by y = x6, is important to mention at this point.
Even though the system only contains one polynomial order the even harmonics
of lower order have more energy than the harmonic of that particular order ￿.
The results (continuous lines in Figure ￿.￿￿) obtained by passing an exponen-
tial sweep through an emulation of such a nonlinear systems with the same
parameters and then separating the harmonic impulse responses closely matches
the theoretical results found before. Deviations are due to a limited frequency
range of the exponential sweeps causing the fundamental as well as the harmonic
impulse responses to smear slightly into each other. These deviations are more
likely to be found for lower input levels and have low values only.
￿G = 1 corresponds to 0 dBFS
￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Analytic (dashed line) and measured (continuous line) relation between
input level in dBFS and level of specific harmonics for systems with
simple polynomials.
As a conclusion of the observed relationship higher order harmonics can be
significantly reduced in amplitude if the level of the excitation signal is slightly
reduced.
￿￿
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Sweep Rate and Phase Correction
For cosines cos(2⇡ft+  o↵set) with starting phase  o↵set the matrix relation can
be written as
hc = PM ·CM 1 ·GM · pc (￿.￿￿)
with the phase matrix PM. The ith harmonic has a phase offset by i · o↵set and
hence, the diagonal phase matrix PM comprises of exponents of a phase offset
 o↵set similar to the gain matrix before as
PM =
0BBBB@
e 1·j offset 0 0 0
0 e0·j offset 0 0
0 0
. . . 0
0 0 0 e (k 1)·j offset
1CCCCA (￿.￿￿)
including again the DC component in the first line and the first column.
As known for exponential sweep measurements the phase of the fundamental
is already correct due to deconvolution. But the phase offset is sligthly more
complicated than for pure cosines as this offset for exp. sweep measurements
itself contains two parts. The first factor is caused by the variable starting phase
of the exp. sine sweep as expressed in Eq. ￿.￿￿. The second factor of ⇡/2 converts
from sines to cosines as used in the Chebyshev relation before.
 o↵set =  0   2⇡f1Lsw   ⇡
2
. (￿.￿￿)
Although the necessary equations to obtain such a phase offset are already
deduced in (Novak, ￿￿￿￿) they are only used to generate a specific class of
sweeps that does not generate phase offsets by manipulating the sweep rate and
forcing the constant phase offset in Eq. ￿.￿￿ to zero. This results in a strong
limitation of possible sweep lengths or the frequency range.
A simulation of a nonlinear system with the polynomial y = x+x2+x3+x4 with
an exp. sweep (f1 = 5Hz, rsw = 1.0483 oct./s,  0 = 1) with a driving amplitude of
G = 1/2 is analyzed exemplarily. The predicted amplitudes by using Eq. ￿.￿￿ are
1.1875, 0.3125, 0.0625, 0.0156 for the fundamental, the second, third and fourth
harmonic, respectively The phase offset  o↵set can be calculated as  30.54 in
radiants. The resulting phase shifts of the harmonics (￿,￿ and ￿) can be given as
50.2 , 100.4  and 150.6 , respectively by using Eq. ￿.￿￿. The results using the
emulation of the measurement chain are shown in Figure ￿.￿￿ for the amplitude,
￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Amplitude (top) and phase (middle) of separated harmonic impulse
response from an exp. sweep measurement and corrected phase (bottom)
by subtraction calculated phase offsets due to sweep rate and starting
phase of the exp. sweep.
the measured phase and corrected phase, by subtracting the predicted phase
offsets for the harmonics.
Although these results are very promising for the characterization of nonlinear
systems as the problem with the phase offset seems to be solved still some
problems remain. As can be seen in the plots, a slight ripple in both amplitude
and phase can be observed which is caused by the finite length and band limitation
of the sweep. The predicted phase offset is very sensitive to small errors in the
sweep rate. This problems occurs mainly when  o↵set   2⇡. A small relative
error will result in a large relative error in the predicted phase corrections due to
the modulus operation with 2⇡. This is increasing for increasing harmonic orders.
It is worth mentioning, that the same problem also occurs for the class of sweeps
￿￿
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used by Novak. Sweeps can be generated with very accurate sweep rates by
directly using Eq. ￿.￿￿. However, this problem should be checked carefully for
the characterization of nonlinear systems.
￿.￿. Implementation and Emulation of the Measurement Chain
The nonlinear model described above is used inside the measurement chain as
depicted in Figure ￿.￿￿ to emulate measurements. This measurement chain is
used in this chapter for detailed investigations of the uncertainties introduced by
a nonlinear element.
Add. Noise Analog2Digital DeconvolutionDUT / Room
S (f)+A/D
Digital2AnalogExcitation
S(f) D/A
Level
Length
Signal type
Frequency range
Quantization
Sampling
Low-pass
Transfer
function
Spectrum Quantization
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N(f)H (f)
Taylor-Series
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x2
x
Nonlinear System Linear System
H  (f)b,i
Linear System
H (f)a xk
2
Coe  icients or
multiple FRFs
FRF
D ++
Figure ￿.￿￿.: Block diagram of the measurement chain as implemented in the ITA-
Toolbox using MATLAB for the emulation of transfer function mea-
surements including noise, quantization, nonlinear and linear transfer
characteristics.
General Structure
The structure of the measurement chain is based on typical measurement chains
as also shown in Figure ￿.￿ in acoustics and hence the nonlinear block (typically
loudspeaker or shaker) is placed before the linear transfer function of, e.g., a
room. The parameters controllable by the user for each block are listed below
each block. The effects theoretically introduced by each block were described in
Section ￿.￿.
Time-discrete Problems
In case of time discrete signals the exponentiation cannot be directly applied
as written for the continuous case, e.g., in textbooks. The exponentiation is
a multiplication of the time signal with itself and can better be understood in
￿￿
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frequency domain as a convolution. Analog to the examples already presented for
time-aliasing in Section ￿.￿.￿ or for the cyclic deconvolution aliasing in frequency
domain occurs. Hence, to avoid these aliasing artifacts two possibilities exist.
Firstly, the signal might be low-pass filtered with appropriate setting of the upper
frequency limit to the Nyquist frequency divided by the exponent or secondly,
by using oversampling with a factor equal to the exponent. The latter method
has higher computational complexity but minimizes further artifacts, e.g., due to
filtering or band-limitation.
The oversampling variant can simply be implemented by zero-padding in frequency
domain and exponentiation of the time discrete signals in time domain, followed
by down-sampling in the end to obtain the same sampling rate as for the input
signal. This approximates linear convolution in frequency domain, analog as
for the linear deconvolution earlier. As an example, the spectrogram of an
exponential sweep passed through a modeled system with y = x5 is shown in
Figure ￿.￿￿ for direct exponentiation and by using appropriate oversampling.
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Comparison of time discrete nonlinear model with a polynomial y = x5
applied in time domain with and without using an oversampling technique
to avoid aliasing.
In this context the MLS signal should be considered. Without applying such
anti-aliasing filtering the response of a simple nonlinear block with an odd order
polynomial of the type x = xk to an MLS is the same MLS. The response
to even order polynomials of the same type would result in a constant in time
domain. Hence, the specific spikes could not be observed and hence such nonlinear
modeling would not comply with realistic nonlinear systems.
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Polynomial Wiener or Hammerstein Model
To model the nonlinear behavior in more detail the generalization towards the
polynomial Wiener or Hammerstein model can be applied. These polynomial
models use a simple split of the signal for specific polynomial orders preceded
(Wiener) or followed (Hammerstein) by the conventional convolution from LTI
theory and final superposition of these signals.
￿.￿. Dealing with Nonlinear Systems
Besides the criterion to avoid overlapping of the harmonics with the fundamental
impulse response more advanced signal processing methods can be applied to
cope with nonlinear systems.
￿.￿.￿. Separation of Harmonics
In theory, the separation of the fundamental and each harmonic impulse response
out of the measured impulse response can be ideally realized using an infinitely
short time window around the impulse response. The time of occurrence of
each harmonic can be calculated easily from the sweep parameters according
to Eq. ￿.￿￿. However, real systems show a decay and the fundamental and
harmonic impulse responses spread in time. Hence, the window has to be adapted
accordingly. The time between the harmonic impulse responses decreases with
order, leading to a trade-off between capturing the information of the harmonics
with long decay and hence minimizing cross-talk from the neighboring harmonic
impulse responses and the measurement duration.
For the correct identification of a nonlinear system or the calculation of its total
harmonic distortion at a certain level each harmonic up to an order k has to be
determined with sufficient SNR and sufficient length of each harmonic. But in
addition to the constraint for the sweep rate in Eq. ￿.￿￿ more constraints have
to considered for each harmonic order to avoid overlapping of harmonics. It is
assumed that the harmonic impulse responses have the same decay and hence the
same length to be considered is the same as of the impulse response obtained in
￿￿
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a straight linear range. It is sufficient to claim a minimum time interval between
the harmonic of highest order k and the preceding harmonic as follows:
 tk   tk 1 = log2(k)  log2(k   1)
rsw
  tRIR. (￿.￿￿)
Hence, the sweep rate has to be below the following limit
rsw  log2(k)  log2(k   1)
tRIR
(￿.￿￿)
and hence the measurement duration increases disproportionate with increasing
harmonic order to be considered.
The harmonic impulse responses of a nonlinear system driven with moderate
amplitudes are far below the level of the fundamental impulse responses as already
shown in Figure ￿.￿￿. As the noise floor in measured impulse responses is usually
constant over time of the impulse response the SNR of the harmonics is far below
the SNR of the fundamental impulse response. Hence, the SNR criterion has to
be fulfilled for each of all harmonic orders of interest. A practical example with
kmax = 5 and a relative level of the fifth harmonic of  50 dB compared to the
fundamental impulse response, requires the SNR to be improved by these 50 dB
to obtain the same quality as originally measured for the fundamental
In context of uncertainty analysis in this thesis the identification of nonlinear
systems is not further considered. However, it can be stated that due to the
complexity and the problems observed by determining the parameters for a
Wiener-Hammerstein model, the uncertainty in the separated harmonic impulse
responses, e.g., due to limited SNR, might lead to large errors in the model.
A simple correction of the measured fundamental impulse response using the
nonlinear information stored in the harmonics to obtain the linear impulse
response of the system does not seem to be practical at this point.
￿.￿.￿. Suppressing certain Harmonics
In some practical applications harmonic impulse responses might interfere with
the fundamental impulse responses. Hence, a method to suppress harmonics
is required if the windowing technique explained in the previous section is not
applicable. Using Eq. ￿.￿￿ and the fact that even harmonics are associated
with even exponents in this equation, a simple but effective technique can be
developed. The fundamental impulse response obtained with a phase shifted
￿￿
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sweep of same amplitude remains the same, but some harmonics are shifted in
phase. In particular, the harmonics of even order are shifted by 180  when the
sweep is shifted by 180 . Let the result g1(t) at the output of the nonlinear
system to the sweep s(t) be
g1(t) = a1s(t) + a2s
2(t) + a3s
3(t) + a4s
4(t) + . . . (￿.￿￿)
and the impulse response h(t) after deconvolution with s(t) be
h1(t) = x1(t) + x2(t) + x3(t) + x4(t) . . . (￿.￿￿)
where xi(t) are the harmonic impulse responses of ith order. The system output
g2(t) for an inverted excitation signal  s(t) is
g2(t) =  a1s(t) + a2s2(t)  a3s3(t) + a4s4(t) + . . . (￿.￿￿)
but due to the deconvolution the phase is shifted by 180 
h2(t) = x1(t)  x2(t) + x3(t)  x4(t) . . . . (￿.￿￿)
Hence, a superposition of the two different measurements suppresses all even
harmonics, regardless of their temporal position in the impulse response.
A practical example measured with a custom-made mid-frequency dodecahedron
loudspeaker in the hemi-anechoic chamber is given in Figure ￿.￿￿. The excitation
level has been chosen fairly high to obtain clearly visible harmonics and hence, the
SNR is very high. The impulse response obtained by a classical measurement using
one exponential sweep shows harmonic impulse response at least until the order
of ￿￿. Due to proposed combination or averaging with two exponential sweeps of
inverted phase even order harmonics are removed and as a consequence of the
averaging the SNR is further increased by 3 dB. By subtracting both measurement
results and dividing the resulting impulse response by a factor of ￿ (the same is
applied for the averaging before) the odd orders can be suppressed instead with
the same SNR as for the averaging. Minor deviations in the fundamental part can
be observed that are assumed to be caused by time variance in the loudspeaker
system as it was driven with very high amplitude and the time interval between
both measurements was to short for, e.g., cooling down of the voice coil.
It is theoretically possible to suppress harmonics of more orders than only the even
or odd orders at the same time. Averaging four impulse response measurements
with phase shift of 90  for the exponential sweeps suppresses all orders except
for the orders k = 4 ·N + 1. As the number of harmonics usually observed in
￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Measured impulse response of ITA dodecahedron loudspeaker (zoomed
y-axis, maximum peak is around 0 dB) in the hemi-anechoic chamber for
single, normal measurement (top) and averaging of two measurements
with inverted phase (middle) suppressing even harmonics and averaging
by using subtraction (bottom) to suppress all odd orders.
practical acoustical measurements is limited and typically below k = 8 eight
measurements with a phase offset of 360 /8 = 45  is sufficient to suppress all
harmonics in the measurements. However, such a phase shift results in sweeps
without a smooth beginning and end and not considered very practically. A
similar approach was found to be published as a patent for seismic applications
in (Moerig et al., ￿￿￿￿).
It can be concluded that in case averaging is already applied in a measurement
with an even number of averages this simple technique to suppress harmonics of
even orders should always be considered as no further errors are introduced.
￿￿
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￿.￿.￿. Measuring at the Quantization Limit
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Simulated quantization artifacts in the ideal impulse response obtained
with exponential sweep at  100 dBFS without quantization (top), with
quantization (￿￿ bit) without (center) and with AES￿￿ dithering (bot-
tom).
Quantization effects are commonly modeled as additive white Gaussian noise. This
assumption is valid if the signal level is far above the quantization level, e.g., more
than 40 dB. If one zooms more into detail, i.e., the signal amplitude is lowered
or the quantization steps are increased, the nonlinear transfer characteristics of
the ADC becomes evident. But more interestingly, quantization is also applied
to fine floating point representations (e.g. ￿￿ bit) of time discrete signals before
arriving at the DAC of the sound card as fixed point representations are used in
audio hardware (e.g. ￿￿ bit).
Due to the quantization the SNR is limited regardless on the level of the excitation
signal. Even applying averaging cannot further lower the noise floor in the impulse
responses as the quantization artifacts are always correlated with the excitation
￿￿
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signal if the same excitation signal is used for all measurements. As described
in Section ￿.￿.￿ dithering might be applied to break the strong correlation of
the quantization artifacts with the excitation signal. Hence, applying dithering
to the excitation signal with different dithering noise for each measurement can
increase the SNR.
A simulation with the emulated measurement chain illustrates the behavior with
and without dithering in Figure ￿.￿￿. An exponential sweep with 6 s and a
frequency range of 100Hz to 22.5 kHz with a stop margin of 0.1 s is used. The
quantization is applied with 24 bits and the excitation signal is 100 dB below the
maximum amplitude of the quantizer.
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Measured quantization (￿￿ bit) artifacts in the impulse response of an
RME Multiface with output connected directly via optical TOSLINK to
the input without (top) and with AES￿￿ dithering (bottom).
A practical example measured with an RME Multiface using an optical Toslink
connection between ADAT input and output is given in Figure ￿.￿￿ for ￿￿
averages. The resulting impulse response without dithering is very similar to the
simulated impulse response in Figure ￿.￿￿ before. Due to different sweep lengths
(approx. 3 s and 6 s) used, the measurement example reasonably shows 3 dB more
SNR. The simulation is considered to be accurate enough to predict the behavior
observed in the real life measurement. As mentioned before, averaging without
dithering is not expected to increase the signal to noise ratio. Hence, the impulse
response for ￿￿ averages equals the impulse response for a single measurement if
￿￿
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the sound card or its software driver does not apply dithering itself as it was the
case in this measurement. A comparison with the simulated impulse response
shows good agreement as the quantization artifacts (spikes) disappear in the
noise floor. Hence, it is possible to measure at the quantization limit or beat
the theoretical SNR limit caused by the quantizer. But considering the number
of averages it becomes obvious that a higher number of averages is required to
improve the result significantly.
Concluding for practical measurements of acoustical systems the quantization
effect only becomes prominent at very low excitation levels and is considered
mainly irrelevant for, e.g., room acoustic measurements. However, measurements
using a high number of averages might potentially benefit from dithering and
hence, dithering should be applied in these cases.
￿.￿. Post-processing of Measurement Data
There exist various post-processing methods for measured impulse responses,
varying in their purpose and complexity.
The most important post-processing step is the equalization or compensation of
the equipment used. This requires detailed knowledge of especially the FRF of the
LTI components of the equipment in the measurement chain. The uncertainties
in the FRFs of the components have a direct effect on the uncertainty of the
FRF of the DUT. E.g., a frequency independent level calibration error of  1 dB
results in an error of +1dB in the final result due to the inversion with the FRFs
of the elements of the measurement chain. An example from a room acoustical
analysis of the lateral fraction (LF) due to a level calibration uncertainty has
been investigated and published in (Dietrich and I. Witew, ￿￿￿￿). The
uncertainties of the sensitivities of two different microphones used for this kind
of measurement remain. As the other elements of the measurement chain stay
the same in both measurements the influence vanishes.
When the purpose of a measurement is to serve as a graph in a presentation
the post-processing has to be obviously chosen to generate a smooth and nice
looking curve. Frequency smoothing with either a fixed absolute bandwidth in
Hertz or a relative bandwidth in fractions of an octave are applied in that case.
This approach is applied in frequency domain by using the weighted average of
the frequency data points in a region. It reduces observable noise influences or
￿￿
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the small variations in frequency curves but does not necessarily improve the
quality of the measured impulse response. In fact, valuable information might
be treated as noise as no a priori knowledge about the DUT’s response is used.
This approach is not suggestible for technical analysis of the behavior of a system
and therefore not considered further.
The most common post-processing method is to apply a fractional octave band
analysis. The uncertainty of the levels of each band scales reciprocal to the filter
bandwidth used as fewer frequency bins are available with decreasing bandwidth.
But the information is reduced significantly as well. Especially phase information
is discarded.
The multiplication of the measured impulse response with a time window is a
more powerful approach than the both aforementioned approaches. A priori
information on the temporal structure of the impulse response is used to suppress
unwanted reflections, echo, reverberation, noise or artifacts as, e.g., harmonic
impulse responses as already investigated. By considering, e.g., a reflectogram
with perfect Dirac impulse a simple rectangular time window might be applied
to single out a certain reflection without introducing any errors. But in case a
real world subsystem with high-pass characteristics (e.g. studio sound cards or
loudspeakers) is used somewhere in the measurement chain this perfect Dirac
impulses become wider. A problem arises as, e.g., the rectangular window
suddenly produces discontinuities in the post-processed impulse response of the
DUT. Hence, different window functions are applied to minimize this effect. A
second problem is the length of the portion to be windowed out as required
information might be smeared out of the range of this window. In this case an
increase of the length of the window improves the lower frequency limit. This last
effect is often applied in a general rule of thumb by pointing out a lower frequency
limit just due to the window length only. It is in fact a more complex relationship.
For the perfect Diracs the lower frequency limit due to this post-processing step
remains 0Hz although a finite window length is used. As an improved rule of
thumb one can say that the variation in frequency domain at low frequencies of
the single components to be separated by the time window determines the lower
frequency limit along with the window length. No variation as in case with the
Diracs works perfectly with all kinds and lengths of time windows as long the
window is placed in a manner that, e.g., unwanted reflections are still suppressed.
If the temporal structure of the impulse response just comprises of the DUT’s
response and noise the window is used to suppress the noise only.
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The same variation of the frequency curve for high frequencies results in a faster
decay as for low frequencies. This effect can be used to define more sophisticated
time-windows, that are frequency dependent. While there exist methods involving
the time-frequency domain a simple but effective method was developed during
measurements for this thesis. The measured impulse response can be divided
into sub-bands with the constraint that the superposition of all sub-bands is able
to reproduce the original data, e.g., by Linkwitz-Riley filters. These sub-bands
are then processed with different window parameters, e.g., shorter windows
for higher frequencies. A different but very similar approach is to apply time
windows different with different parameters to the broad-band impulse response
and cross-fade the results in frequency domain. The latter method is not only
simple to implement but also has less computational complexity.
￿.￿. Application—Uncertainties in Room Acoustic Parameters
An example from the field of room acoustics is studied by using a simulation
approach. Generally, room acoustic parameters are calculated based on measured
or simulated impulse responses as defined in ISO ￿￿￿￿ (ISO ￿￿￿￿, ￿￿￿￿). In
the following the influence of nonlinearities introduced by a loudspeaker and
hence leading to uncertainties in the impulse responses are examined with a
simple nonlinear model as described above. Noise effects as, e.g., published
in a summarizing manner in detail for practical measurements in (Guski and
Vorländer, ￿￿￿￿) and quantization effects are not considered at this point.
However, the developed emulated measurement chain is capable of delivering
quite realistic results comparable to the published results.
￿.￿.￿. Simulation Setup
The ideal transfer function is obtained by modal superposition as later described
in Section ￿.￿.￿ with a mean reverberation time of approx. 1 s and a room
geometry of 8⇥ 5⇥ 3 meters up to a frequency of 4 kHz. This approach allows
for arbitrary decays and noiseless input data￿. The ideal impulse response is
￿Parts of the following results have already been published in (Dietrich, Guski, and
Vorländer, ￿￿￿￿).
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shown in Figure ￿.￿￿. For the ideal room impulse response the parameters EDT
and C80 are depicted in Figure ￿.￿￿￿.
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Ideal room impulse response (top) and room transfer function (bottom)
obtained by modal superposition with a simple analytic model for rect-
angular rooms (modes calculated up to 4 kHz) used in the emulation of
the measurement chain.
To study the influence of even and odd orders separately the two polynomials
g (t)even = s(t) + s
2(t) and g (t)odd = s(t) + s
3(t) are chosen exemplarily. The
input-output-diagram for both polynomials is depicted in Figure ￿.￿￿. For higher
input levels the deviation from linearity can be observed. Higher orders are not
used due to a low benefit to the demonstration of the artifacts. For exponential
sweep measurement two different artifacts are expected for the even and odd
orders nonlinearities. A level of 0 dBFS yields linear and nonlinear terms with
identical energy. This is chosen as a worst case scenario. The level of total
harmonic distortion is typically far below 10% and hence even extreme violations
of the linear range are captured in the following results. The relation between
￿Details on the derivation of the room acoustic parameters from the impulse responses are
provided in Section ￿.￿.￿.
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Room acoustic parameters EDT and C80 obtained from simulated ideal
room impulse response in third-octave bands.
THD and the output amplification for the two exemplary polynomials calculated
according to Eq. ￿.￿ and Eq. ￿.￿￿ is depicted in Figure ￿.￿￿.
The sweep rate has been chosen in a way that the second harmonic (even order)
partly overlaps with the fundamental impulse response and hence violates Eq. ￿.￿￿
but the third harmonic (odd order) does not overlap. The length of the sweep is
4 s followed by a silence of 2 s. The sampling rate was 44100Hz and the frequency
range of the sweep was 100Hz to 16 kHz. Hence, the sweep rate was 1.9 oct./s. The
influence due to this overlapping can be studied by varying the amplitude of the
sweep noted in dBFS in the plots. For increasing amplitudes the second harmonic
will increase in relation to the fundamental impulse response (c.f. Figure ￿.￿￿).
As mentioned earlier the fundamental impulse response—besides this overlapping—
is influenced by odd polynomial orders only. As long as the level is kept constant
between two measurements the fundamental is affected in the same way in both
measurements and deviations might cancel out by, e.g., by spectral division
(Müller and Massarani, ￿￿￿￿). By using the odd order polynomial godd(t)
this effect can be modeled with a variation of the driving amplitude at the input
of the nonlinear model as well.
The driving amplitude of the sweep (output amplification) is increased step-wise
to study the increasing influence of the nonlinearities. The resulting impulse
response obtained by the emulated measurement for 0 dBFS and for the even
order polynomial is shown in Figure ￿.￿￿. As can be seen, the deviation compared
to the ideal impulse response due to overlapping in the beginning of the simulated
impulse response is approx. 40 dB below the level of the ideal impulse response.
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Input-output-diagram for g (t)even and g (t)odd used as two simple non-
linear models (top). Total harmonic distortion over output amplification
for the two exemplary polynomials (bottom).
Due to this small deviation only small deviations of the room acoustic parameters
might be expected if the overlapped signal is considered as noise.
For the odd orders, the impulse response of the third harmonic can be clearly
seen in the end of the impulse response in Figure ￿.￿￿. But more interestingly, the
fundamental impulse response has also changed as can be seen in the difference
plot. The level of the deviation is almost as high as the ideal impulse response itself.
Hence, errors in the room acoustic parameters might be expected. To investigate
the spectral deviations for different output amplifications the simulated impulse
responses are time windowed to separate the fundamental from the harmonic
impulse responses at around 1.75 s. The spectrum of these fundamentals for
the different output amplifications is referenced to the spectrum of the linear
impulse response and shown in Figure ￿.￿￿. For low output amplifications and
hence low distortion the deviations are below ±0.1 dB but the modal structure
can also been observed in the errors for the even polynomial. For the odd order
polynomial the part of the error that shows the modal structure is constant for all
￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Simulation of impulse response with emulated measurement chain using
the nonlinear model g (t)even (top) at 0 dBFS with a strong second
harmonic and deviation from ideal impulse response (bottom).
amplifications. This is caused by a remaining overlap of the third harmonic with
very low level. The constant deviation over frequency is caused by the influence
of the third order term into the fundamental as described before.
￿.￿.￿. Derivation of Room Acoustic Parameters
Room acoustic parameters are calculated for each impulse response obtained for
the different output amplifications. No noise handling or correction methods
methods were applied. The parameters were calculated for each frequency band by
applying a third octave band filter according to ISO ￿￿￿￿ prior to the evaluation.
The error in the room acoustic parameters due to a more and more overlapping
second harmonic is depicted in Figure ￿.￿￿ for the Early Decay Time (EDT) and
the clarity index C80. For the EDT the error is fairly small and similar for all
third-octave frequency bands except for the frequency band around 100Hz. This
can be explained by a small dip in the room transfer function at this frequency and
hence the overlapping signal has a higher impact. Although the EDT is known
to be very sensitive to variations due to a short portion of the impulse response
used for evaluation, the artifacts due to overlapping are not that dramatic even
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Simulation of impulse response with emulated measurement chain using
the nonlinear model g (t)odd (top) at 0 dBFS and deviation from ideal
impulse response (bottom).
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for very high levels. The errors in the clarity index show a completely different
behavior. Although the errors increase with increasing output amplification as
expected, the magnitude of this error is different for the frequency bands.
Figure ￿.￿￿ (left) shows the error in the sound strength including the simulated
impulse response. This error is increasing with increasing output amplification
and similar for all frequency bands above 200Hz. The frequency response of
the second harmonic in the measurement only contains frequencies above 200Hz
which is exactly twice (k = 2) the frequency limit of 100Hz in the measurement
setup. The error due to a simple change in level of the fundamental without
using the impulse response in the emulated measurement chain is independent
on frequency and shown in Figure ￿.￿￿ (right) over the output amplification. For
the even order polynomial no error in magnitude of the fundamental impulse
response and hence no error in the sound strength is theoretically expected as no
overlapping occurs which corresponds with the plotted results.
Due to the overlapping, errors in the room acoustic parameters can be observed.
As mentioned earlier the energy of the overlapping harmonic had 40 dB less
energy than the fundamental. Hence, the sweep rate should be always chosen to
avoid such overlapping by considering Eq. ￿.￿￿ since the errors could be in the
same order of magnitude as the Just Noticeable Difference (JND) of approx. 5%
for reverberation times (only observed for one frequency band in the example)
and 1 dB for the clarity index (ISO ￿￿￿￿, ￿￿￿￿). By claiming THD to be smaller
than 10% the errors are much smaller, but they might still exceed the JND for
some case as observed for the clarity index.
The deviation of the room acoustic parameters EDT and C80 obtained from
the odd order nonlinear model are shown in Figure ￿.￿￿ in the same manner
as for the even order. The errors are much smaller than for the even order
polynomial as virtually no overlapping occurs. The magnitude of the errors in
these parameters is far below the JND even for the extreme cases with very
high distortion at 0 dBFS. This seems contradictory to the impulse response
shown before in Figure ￿.￿￿ as the fundamental shows high deviations. However,
the deviation is just a frequency independent level shift due to the frequency
independent model. The error in sound strength is shown in Figure ￿.￿￿ (left).
As can be seen, the order of magnitude for moderate distortion is smaller than
1 dB but might superpose with other uncertainties to values above 1 dB. The
errors are very similar for all frequency bands and also below 300Hz (k = 3).
This can be explained as third harmonic will generally start at frequencies above
￿￿
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three times 100Hz but the artifacts in the fundamental due to the term x3 starts
already at 100Hz.
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different levels of the excitation signal and odd order polynomial (top).
Simulated and theoretical error in sound strength G.
￿.￿.￿. Comparison with Measurement Results
A measurement was carried out in the large auditorium Aula I at RWTH Aachen
University at several positions. The mid-frequency loudspeaker of the three-way
dodecahedron loudspeaker developed by ITA was used. The sweep was chosen to
comply with Eq. ￿.￿￿ and hence no overlapping occurs. Therefore, only errors
due to level changes in the fundamental are expected. Figure ￿.￿￿ shows the
observed dependence of the absolute value of sound strength for the 4 kHz third
octave band due to a change of amplification level. The actual change of the level
is compensated for during the measurement. Hence, the observed deviation is
due to a nonlinear element in the measurement chain, which is assumed to be the
loudspeaker. The scale for the output amplification is not directly comparable
to the one in the results shown before. THD was below 10% for  10 dBFS in
this measurement. The bars in the graph correspond to the standard deviation
observed over several measurements with the same output amplification at the
same position.
￿￿
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As can be seen, the deviation from the sound strength determined at low output
amplifications and hence low THD increases with increasing output amplification.
However, the sign of the deviation is opposite to the simulated deviations. This
can be explained as the input-output-diagram generated by odd order polynomial
does not directly apply for electro-dynamic loudspeakers. The input-output-
diagram of a loudspeaker in general shows a limiting behavior and might be
approximated by y = x  x3 instead. Hence, the sign of the deviations simulated
before should be inverted to be compared with the measurement.
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Measured dependence of the sound strength due to a change of amplifi-
cation level in an auditorium with a dodecahedron loudspeaker driven in
a slightly nonlinear range.
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￿.￿. Summary and Scientific Contribution
Uncertainties in the impulse response and their possible sources have been
investigated by simplifying and describing the entire measurement chain with
a black box approach. This approach also leads to a calibration method that
generally enables the measurement of absolute transfer functions.
The focus was set on the modeling and simulation of nonlinear systems to study
the principal influence on the measured impulse responses. The characterization of
nonlinear systems has been presented. It was enhanced by especially deducing the
relationship between the polynomial coefficients of a simple nonlinear system with
the harmonic impulse responses observable in exponential sweep measurements.
The variation of the level of the input signal on the amplitude of the harmonics
and the phase of these harmonics in relation to the fundamental can hence be
predicted. Moreover, the influence of distortion on the fundamental impulse
response was analyzed in detail. It has been shown that the fundamental impulse
response in measurements with exponential sweeps is not identical to the linear
impulse response of the system and that applying a time window to cut harmonic
impulse responses does not necessarily suppress the distortion artifacts entirely.
Hence, the level of the harmonics should be continuously monitored during
measurements to ensure sufficiently low distortion and hence low uncertainties in
the obtained transfer functions.
The original idea to characterize the system with nonlinear elements in the
measurement chain using a nonlinear model and to calculate the linear response
in a post-processing step has been discarded. This approach is not applicable for
typical acoustical measurements chains where the nonlinear element has to be
modeled by a Wiener-Hammerstein model followed by the impulse response of
the mostly linear DUT. However, the findings from the nonlinear theory were
applied yielding a method to suppress certain harmonics by superposing multiple
sweep measurements with different sweep parameters.
Besides the harmonic impulse responses usually observed in exponential sweep
measurements of weakly nonlinear system, additional impulse responses due
to inter-modulation might occur. This is the case if the combined impulse
response of the elements before the nonlinear element deviates from an ideal
Dirac function. The relation between these inter-modulation impulse responses
and the parameters of the exponential sweep have been deduced. These equations
￿￿
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are then used to optimize the sweep parameters and hence allow to generally
avoid such artifacts.
Quantization artifacts are usually considered as white noise in the measurement.
In case a very high SNR is desired or the amplitude of the signal is not far above
the quantization noise, dithering of the excitation signal in conjunction with
averaging can significantly improve the SNR and minimize distortion.
The modeling of these artifacts, e.g., quantization, noise and nonlinearities,
and the measurement procedure itself along with the linear transfer function is
summarized in a simulation model of a typical measurement chain in acoustics. It
was implemented in MATLAB for the ITA-Toolbox and made public (Dietrich
et al., ￿￿￿￿; Dietrich, Guski, and Vorländer, ￿￿￿￿). An example from
room acoustics has been presented to analyze the principal uncertainties in
the room acoustic parameters caused by nonlinearities in the loudspeaker. The
uncertainties in the room acoustic parameters caused by modeled nonlinearities of
a loudspeaker have been found to be potentially in the same order of magnitude
than the just noticeable difference of the parameters. Two different effects
have been investigated. Firstly, overlapping of harmonic impulse responses with
the fundamental impulse response, that is used to evaluate the room acoustic
parameters. Secondly, deviation in the fundamental compared to the linear
impulse response. However, the applications are manifold and this approach
has proven to be very powerful for the detailed investigation of measurement
uncertainties introduced by elements of the measurement chain for specific
measurement tasks and equipment.
￿￿
￿
Uncertainties in Airborne Transfer
Paths
This chapter concentrates on modeling and analyzing airborne scenarios with one
sound source and one or more receivers in the acoustic space. A characterization
of sources and receivers mainly in terms of their directivity or radiation pattern
as well as the linear transfer function between these two points are introduced.
Parametric models for three exemplary applications are presented—one from
a measurement of a sound barrier and two from room acoustics. Finally, the
uncertainties of derived quantities are investigated using Monte Carlo simula-
tions in combination with the uncertainty of the input quantities describing the
positioning accuracy of the source or the receiver.
￿.￿. Modeling Sound Sources and Receiver
A sound source as required for acoustic measurements can be considered as a black
box that radiates sound into the surrounding medium air. In general, this black
box is in interaction with the medium. But unlike in structure-borne sound this
coupling effect is rather small and can be neglected in most practical cases as also
done in this thesis. The only coupling considered is described by the radiation
impedance into the free-field. The radiation pattern is in general frequency
dependent. Simple sound sources internally consist of a single signal source and
one radiation pattern. Even multipath loudspeakers could be described in such a
way regardless of their multiple membranes or drivers with different frequency
responses if they are fed with correlated or even the same signals. In case the
multiple ways are fed with uncorrelated or multiple signals a radiation pattern
for each way has to be considered to capture the correct radiation. Musical
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instruments or complex sound sources, e.g., combustion engines or household
appliances, cannot in general be described in such a simple manner as they
might consist of multiple independent (uncorrelated) signal sources associated
with different radiation patterns. However, even for musical instruments such
assumptions are made to reduce the complexity to a reasonable degree and the
synthesized results still sound plausible (Vorländer, ￿￿￿￿).
Directivity patterns of simple sound sources can directly be expressed analyt-
ically. Simple basic patterns are the monopole (omni-directional), dipole and
quadrupole (Mechel, ￿￿￿￿; Williams, ￿￿￿￿) which are used in the following
examples. Since reciprocity theorem holds in linear acoustics the same character-
ization used for sound sources can be directly applied to receivers. Therefore, the
terms sources and receivers can be understood synonymously in the following.
￿.￿.￿. Point Source in Free-Field
The radiation of an ideal omni-directional source can be expressed as
G0 (r) =
p(!, r)
 (!)
=
ejkr
4⇡r
(￿.￿)
where G0(r) is the Green’s function with dimension 1/m for the monopole and r
the distance between source and receiving position at which the sound pressure
is measured.  is introduced as the airborne source descriptor for the monopole.
The source factor for a vibrating sphere with the radius of rsphere and the normal
velocity vmem can be given as
 = j! · ⇢0 4
3
⇡r2sphere · vmem (￿.￿)
where ⇢0 is the density in air.
￿.￿.￿. Directivity Patterns—Spherical Harmonics
Spherical Harmonics (SH) provide a description for directivity patterns using
spherical base functions and associated SH coefficients. They use the concept of
a two-dimensional Fourier transformation on a sphere (Williams, ￿￿￿￿)￿.
￿Parts of the following are already published in (Pollow et al., ￿￿￿￿).
￿￿
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SH can be used to describe any two-dimensional square-integrable spatial function
f(✓, ) as a set of spherical harmonic coefficients noted as aˆmn with the order n
and the degree of the coefficients m. Spherical functions depend only on the
angles ✓ and   (angles depicted in Figure ￿.￿ on the left side). The complex SH
base functions Y mn (⌦) are defined as
Y mn (✓, ) =
s
2n+ 1
4⇡
(n m)!
(n+m)!
Pmn (cos ✓) e
jm  (￿.￿)
where Pmn is the Legendre function of the first kind of order n and degree m.
Directivities for sound sources and receivers can be expressed by their frequency
dependent spherical harmonics coefficients as, e.g., shown in (Pollow, ￿￿￿￿).
Directivity measurements can be transformed to this representation as exemplarily
illustrated in Figure ￿.￿ for a cuboid loudspeaker enclosure with a single membrane
for one particular frequency around 1 kHz. This representation is similar to
the Fourier transform between time and frequency domain. Details on the
transformation and the spatial discretization are given in (Zotter, ￿￿￿￿).
= .
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Figure ￿.￿.: Exemplary relation between a loudspeaker radiation pattern (left) and
superposition of real spherical harmonic base (center) functions with SH
coefficients (right) for a specific frequency [after (Kunkemöller, ￿￿￿￿)].
The color in the spherical plots represents the phase (red: 0  blue: 180 ).
￿.￿.￿. Loudspeaker Cap Model
To provide a realistic but yet analytic model for a loudspeaker consisting of a
membrane mounted in a spherical housing as a sound source with directivity the
so-called cap model can be used. It assumes a sphere with radius rsphere with
a vibrating membrane modeled as a cap with radius rmem with a velocity vmem.
Figure ￿.￿ shows a north pole cap with the aperture angle ↵ defined as
↵ = arcsin
✓
rmem
rsphere
◆
. (￿.￿)
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The analytic model is described in (Pollow, ￿￿￿￿; Pollow and Behler,
￿￿￿￿) and uses the SH representation for north pole caps. These are then rotated
to arbitrary angles. TheWigner-D rotation matrix is used for the implementation
of the rotation. The north pole cap is rotationally symmetric around the central
axis of the sphere and can be described by spherical harmonic coefficients of the
degree m = 0. The SH coefficients of the north pole cap can be calculated as
aˆ0n,cap =
p
⇡(2n+ 1) ·
Z 1
cos↵
Pn(x)dx =
Pn 1 (cos↵)  Pn+1 (cos↵)
2n+ 1
. (￿.￿)
Details on the implementation of the model used and the rotation to arbitrary
angle can be found in (J. Klein, ￿￿￿￿). The radiated sound pressure in SH at
an arbitrary distance r is given by
pmn (r) =
hn(k · r)
hn(k · rsphere) · p
m
n (rsphere). (￿.￿)
where hn is the Hankel function of the second kind and the wave number k = 2⇡f/c.
The kr-limit can be used as a rule of thumb to approximate the highest SH order
nmax to be considered with the maximum frequency fmax of interest according
to (Duraiswami, Zotkin, and Gumerov, ￿￿￿￿)￿ as
nmax = bkmax · rsphere + 1c =
 
2⇡ · fmax
c0
· rsphere + 1
⌫
. (￿.￿)
_
rmem
rsphere
Figure ￿.￿.: Spherical cap model with sphere radius rsphere and membrane radius
rmem building an aperture angle ↵ used for the analytic model to model
the directivity of a spherical loudspeaker.
￿A constant offset of +1 is used here to safely include the maximum frequency.
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￿.￿. Application I—Reflection Index of Sound Barriers
The work package ￿ of the QUIetening the Environment for a Sustainable Surface
Transport (QUIESST) project￿ focuses on the measurement of sound reflection
properties of sound barriers. Especially the constant characterization and there-
fore the monitoring of sound barriers for highways or railroads is under research.
It is based on the standard (CEN/TS ￿￿￿￿-￿, ￿￿￿￿). Seven laboratories partic-
ipated in round robin measurements at two test sites—one in Grenoble, France
and one in Valladolid, Spain—in ￿￿￿￿. These results are supposed to be used to
determine the overall measurement uncertainty by comparing results between
the different laboratories and to obtain a standard deviation.
The intention in this thesis is to derive uncertainties by using an acoustic model for
the transfer functions and hence follow more closely the Guide to the expression of
Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM) guideline and express significant uncertainty
contributions already found in the practical measurements separately. This
is not possible by analyzing the final results of the different laboratories only.
Furthermore, systematic errors can be observed more easily based on simulation
data, as the ideal characteristics of the barrier are defined manually and hence
they are known in contrary to experiments in the field.
￿.￿.￿. Measurement Method for Reflection Index
The QUIESST procedure consists of two measurements of transfer functions and
one post-processing step to derive the Reflection Index (RI) as the measurement
quantity. To obtain a calibrated measurement the transfer functions between the
loudspeaker and the ￿ pressure microphones have to be obtained in two different
conditions. Firstly, in the acoustic free-field and secondly, in front of the sound
barrier as the Device Under Test (DUT). Details on positioning, exact geometry
and further post-processing can be found in, e.g., (Clairbois et al., ￿￿￿￿).
The post-processing uses the measured impulse responses and the ADRIENNE
time window technique to fade out unwanted reflection components, e.g., from
the ground and other objects as long as they appear later than the direct and the
reflected component. The specified length of the time window is 7.9ms. Direct
￿The Institute of Technical Acoustics at RWTH Aachen University (ITA) took part in
the work package ￿ of this project co-funded by the European Community’s Seventh
Framework Programme (FP￿/￿￿￿￿-￿￿￿￿) (www.quiesst.eu/).
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and reflected component cannot be directly separated by a time window. As the
impulse response of the loudspeaker is usually longer than this delay a shorter
time window would introduce a frequency smoothing effect for the low frequency
(approx. < 120Hz) (Müller, ￿￿￿￿). However, equalization of the loudspeaker’s
impulse response can reduce the observed impulse responses for the direct sound
and the reflected component, e.g., (Wehr et al., ￿￿￿￿).
The definition of the reflection index RI for each microphone l is given as
RImicl =
R
 fj
|F{hr,l(t) · wr,l(t)}|2 dfR
 fj
|F{hd,l(t) · wd,l(t)}|2 df
· cdir(fj) · cgeo (￿.￿)
where fj is the mid frequency of the one-third octave band j (Garai, ￿￿￿￿).
Furthermore, hd is the direct sound and wd the corresponding time window, hr
and wr are used for the reflected component.
A frequency dependent correction factor cdir(fj) accounts for the deviation
from the omni-directional radiation pattern of the loudspeaker. The remaining
correction factor cgeo accounts for the traveling distance between direct sound and
the reflected component based on a point source assumption. Both factors can
be omitted if a second reference measurement with a distance of 175 cm between
the loudspeaker and the microphone array is used to obtain the hr,l(t) used in
the denominator in Eq. ￿.￿. The method involving the additional measurement
is used in the following. Possible values of the reflection index range from 0
according to absolutely no reflection by the barrier to 1 for a totally reflecting
barrier. The values are always real-valued and positive. However, in practice
values greater than 1 can be observed for non-flat but highly reflective surfaces
for specific microphone positions.
The reflected component hr is obtained by a measurement in front of the barrier
hbarrier and subtracting the direct component obtained in the free field as
hr(t) = hbarrier(t)  cequal · hd
✓
t   nmin
fs
◆
. (￿.￿)
An additional sub-sample shift in the range of  n = ±2 samples is specified
to align the two direct components prior to subtraction. For a sampling rate
of fs = 44100 kHz these maximum shifts correspond to a maximum radial
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positioning error of ±1.56 cm that could be compensated assuming c = 344m/s￿.
An algorithm is specified to obtain  nmin such as the residue with ±50 samples
around the main peak position of the direct sound is minimized. Furthermore,
the direct sound is equalized with a factor cequal such as the main peaks in both
impulse responses are equalized prior to the subtraction￿. The time windows
are placed around the peaks of the direct sound and the reflected component,
respectively.
The loudspeaker has to radiate low frequencies starting below 100Hz and up
to at least 8 kHz. The radiation pattern was initially assumed to be omni-
directional. This was discarded during the project phase and hence, the correction
factor cdir(fj) was introduced. Crossover networks, multiple membranes and
substitution of the loudspeaker for different frequency ranges is not permitted by
the new procedure. Hence, a loudspeaker for this purpose was developed by the
ITA using only a single membrane. For the low frequencies the membrane has to
be of a certain size to allow enough sound pressure level without leaving a linear
range. This yields in loudspeaker with a prominent directional pattern at the
highest frequencies of interest. Diffraction effects were minimized by choosing an
enclosure without sharp edges as shown in Figure ￿.￿ and similar to the analytic
model shown in Figure ￿.￿.
The center of the loudspeaker membrane has to be 1.25m in front of the center
of the 3 ⇥ 3 planar microphone array￿. For the reference measurement this
distance has to be increased to 175 cm The microphones are spaced by 40 cm
in horizontal and vertical direction and the array is then placed parallel to the
sound barrier with a distance of 25 cm. The developed measurement setup is
shown in Figure ￿.￿ during a free-field calibration measurement of hd,l(t). The
microphone positions can be divided into three classes as shown in Figure ￿.￿.
￿The current formulation of the measurement procedure does not specify the maximum
frequency range or the sampling rate to be used. Hence, this time shift becomes smaller
with increasing sampling rate.
￿This equalization method was discussed and criticized as this could result in a systematic
error that could be avoided if hbarrier was scaled with the inverse factor instead.
￿The array might also consist of ￿ microphones placed consecutively. The measurement
method currently also suggests to avoid a fixed connection to the loudspeaker. However,
the measurement setup shown involves a rigid connection minimizing position error and
the setup time.
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Figure ￿.￿.: Geometry of the measurement setup with dimensions in meters, top view
(left) and ￿-D view (right) with center of spherical loudspeaker (red),
membrane (red, bold), microphone array (black), image array (green) and
the three classes of microphone positions for each array (blue).
￿.￿.￿. Modeling of the Measurement Setup
Two main sources of uncertainty have been observed empirically in the field.
Firstly, the relative position of the microphone to the middle of the loudspeaker.
Secondly, the orientation of the loudspeaker in conjunction with its directivity.
Further uncertainties are introduced due to nonlinearities of the loudspeakers as
described in Section ￿.￿ and especially Figure ￿.￿ for the room acoustic example
due to both overlapping and changes in level between reference and in-situ
measurement. The decay of loudspeaker’s impulse response has an impact in
conjunction with the length of time window applied. This uncertainty can also
be studied with the presented model but is not shown, as the impulse response of
the loudspeaker used was considered sufficiently short. Furthermore, wind might
be a source of uncertainty if present as wind can introduce uncorrelated noise
originated at the microphones or sharp edges in the vicinity of the measurement
setup and it might change the transfer characteristics in air. This is not considered
in this thesis as the problem is analyzed in detail in (X. Wang, (￿￿￿￿)) for the
same measurement setup.
The microphones are modeled as ideal omni-directional receivers, neglecting
diffraction at the microphone cylinders, cables, the array and the microphone
stands.
The loudspeaker is modeled according to the cap model with rmem = 6.75 cm
and rsphere = 15 cm and with a maximum SH order of nmax = 23 corresponding
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Figure ￿.￿.: Array with 18 (￿ array microphones and shifted array) microphones and
spherical loudspeaker in a free-field reference measurement during the
QUIESST Round Robin in Valladolid, Spain.
to a maximum frequency of fmax = 8.3 kHz according to Eq. ￿.￿. The simulated
directivity pattern is depicted in Figure ￿.￿. The sound barrier is modeled
analytically by a locally reacting plain wall with infinite dimensions. Hence,
edge diffraction at the top and the sites of the barrier is neglected. The angle-
independent impedance of the barrier Zbarrier is calculated based on a mean
reflection factor Rmean used to vary the reflectivity of the simulation model
as (Kuttruff, ￿￿￿￿)
Zbarrier =
1 +Rmean
1 Rmean
Z0
cos(✓)
(￿.￿￿)
with ✓ the angle between the sound incidence at the wall and the wall normal
vector and the free-field impedance in air Z0 = ⇢0c. Hence, the impedance is
always real-valued in the simulations. The angle-dependent reflection factor of a
locally reacting wall assuming plane waves is expressed as
R (✓) =
cos(✓)  Z0Z
cos(✓) + Z0Z
. (￿.￿￿)
This effect of angle dependence is stronger for low values of Rmean and hence, low
values of Zbarrier. For high reflection factors the wall impedance goes to infinity
and the effect vanishes.
The reflected component is calculated assuming an image microphone array
(25 cm behind the frontal surface of the barrier and hence without considering
the thickness of the barrier) with the distance of 175 cm to the loudspeaker.
Additionally, the angle-dependent attenuation due to the reflection in Eq. ￿.￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿.: Directivity patterns for different frequencies in linear scale (top row) and
frequency response normalized to on-axis direction 0  for different angles
obtained with the spherical cap model (rmem = 6.75 cm, rsphere = 15 cm)
for nmax = 23 and fmax = 8.3 kHz. The center of the membrane is used
as rotational fix point.
is accounted for. Figure ￿.￿ illustrates the positions of the loudspeaker and
the microphones. The ground is not modeled to avoid artifacts due to interfer-
ences with the reflected components in hr,l(t) and to concentrate of the primary
uncertainties due to the positioning only.
The following simulations provide more insight into the causes of the uncertainty
in measurements of RI. Although these results are gained for ideal—flat and
infinitely large—barriers, the findings are assumed to be applicable to real-world
scenarios.
Uncertainty—Microphone Position
The uncertainty for the microphone positions is modeled by three normal dis-
tributions around the exact microphone positions for the x, y- and z-direction,
respectively. The standard deviation is denoted as umic. Based on an empirical
analysis in the field and in the laboratory the uncertainty in positioning is esti-
mated to lie between 2.5 cm and 7.5 cm. This range depends on whether a fixed
array of microphones or single microphone measurements is used, and whether
the microphones are fixed to the entire setup, especially to the loudspeaker.
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This fixation increases the accuracy of the positioning. Furthermore, it depends
on the conditions in the field, i.e. flatness and softness of the ground, where
the loudspeaker and microphone stands are to be placed. Figure ￿.￿ shows the
modeled measurement setup. Three different measurements are simulated—a
reference measurement in 125 cm, a reference measurement in 175 cm and the
in-situ measurement setup in front of the barrier including the attenuation by the
angle-dependent reflection factor. Monte Carlo (MC) simulations with 100 runs
are carried out for each of the three measurement setups, where the microphone
positions are perturbed for each microphone without correlation. This represents
the case when no fixed connection between the microphones is provided. For
the in-situ measurement the microphone positions of the array are varied and
the position of the image array representing the receiving microphones follow
mirrored at the barrier.
u
u
umic
mic
mic
Image Microphones
Reference 125cm Reference 175cm In-Situ
… … …
Figure ￿.￿.: Simulation setup to model the uncertainty in microphone position for
the two reference measurements in 125 cm and 175 cm distance and the
in-situ measurement in front of the barrier where the image microphones
are directly linked to the position of the array microphones.
The simulations include the loudspeaker’s directivity as the cap model is used.
Figure ￿.￿ shows the variation of the impulse response in front of the barrier with
a mean reflection factor of Rmean = 0.7. In the time domain the direct sound
and the reflected component vary both in amplitude and arrival time. In the
frequency domain the comb-filter changes accordingly depending mainly on the
time delay between both peaks. The distribution of the microphone positions is
exemplarily shown in Figure ￿.￿ for a standard deviation of umic = 2.5 cm.
The results for the reflection index are shown in Figure ￿.￿ for umic = 2.5 cm and
umic = 7.5 cm. They are divided into the three classes of microphones and the
averaged reflection factor RI, which is the weighted mean of the results from each
microphone position. The standard deviation of RIl increases with increasing
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Figure ￿.￿.: Impulse response (left) in front of the barrier and corresponding frequency
response (right) for 10 runs with umic = 2.5 cm and Rmean = 0.7 using
the analytic model.
uncertainty in the positioning (left column compared to the right column). The
center microphone (Mic: ￿) shows the smallest deviations, whereas the microphone
with the largest angle in relation to the main axis of the loudspeaker (Mic: ￿)
shows the highest deviation. With increasing angle the radiation pattern becomes
more prominent and influences the sensitivity of the RIl to positioning errors. The
mean reflection index RI shows lower uncertainty than the single contributions.
This is due to an averaging effect over the ￿ microphone positions. Especially, as
the perturbations in the microphone positions are uncorrelated.
With increasing frequency the uncertainty is expected to increase due to the
radiation pattern. This effect can be observed for simulations of RIl and the
mean RI. The uncertainty (Figure ￿.￿, bottom row) scales with the reflection
factor of the wall. Hence, highly reflective barriers can only be measured with
higher uncertainties for the upper frequency bands.
It is important to investigate the larger deviations at the third-octave bands below
400Hz for umic = 7.5 cm. At these frequencies the radiation pattern is very close
to the omni-directional pattern. Hence, no large deviations are expected, except
for the deviations due to positioning errors radial to the loudspeaker. During the
measurements in the field, these deviations where assumed to be caused by an
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) due to limited sound pressure produced by the real
loudspeaker for this frequency range. However, the simulations do not include
any additive noise sources. Due to these simulations, this effect was found to be
caused by the adaptive time windowing in the QUIESST procedure. The radiation
pattern effects mainly higher frequencies for the off-axis microphone positions.
The variation of these positions yields large differences in level compared to the
￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿.: Distribution of the relative position between microphones and loudspeaker
for uncertainty in microphone position with umic = 2.5 cm (left) and
uncertainty in loudspeaker orientation uls = 2.5  with ￿￿￿ runs each.
lower frequencies. The peak of the impulse responses strongly depends on the
high frequency content. The adaptive time window routine is very sensitive to
changes of these peaks. The minimum residue during the automatic subtraction
algorithm is found for an incorrect time shift as it does not reflect the deviation
in traveling time. The incorrect time alignment results in an increased residue
for low frequencies. Hence, the deviation in RIl is increased for these low
frequencies caused by an overlapping effect similar to room acoustic example
with nonlinearities in Section ￿.￿.￿. This overlapping of the residue of the direct
sound has a stronger influence on the result if the energy of the reflection is low.
Hence, the uncertainty in RI for low frequency bands potentially increases with
decreasing reflection factor of the barrier.
In order to prove the statement regarding the subtraction method, the same
simulation results but without using the subtraction method are calculated. This
is only possible by means of simulations. The reflected component as already
simulated is directly used as input in Eq. ￿.￿. The results are shown in Figure ￿.￿￿
in the same manner as before. Especially the difference in the standard deviations
can be used as a benchmark for the subtraction method. For umic = 2.5 cm
both results are almost identical but for umic = 7.5 cm the results show that the
uncertainties for the lowest frequency bands are caused by subtraction method.
The straight line for the low frequencies further prove that the uncertainty in this
region is mainly caused by the level difference caused by deviations in position
perpendicular to the loudspeaker. As a consequence, the evaluation method could
benefit from a segmentation of the procedure into different frequency bands. E.g.,
￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿.: Reflection index for three single microphones (row: ￿,￿ and ￿) and mean
reflection index RI (bottom row) with standard deviation obtained by
Monte Carlo simulations with umic = 2.5 cm (left) and umic = 7.5 cm
(right) for different reflection factors Rmean.
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Reference reflection index calculated directly from the simulated reflected
component and hence without using the subtraction method.
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low-passed impulse responses could be used to obtain the low frequency range
and the broadband or high-passed data could be used for the upper frequency
bands to minimize further uncertainties caused by the subtraction.
For umic = 7.5 cm the uncertainty for the lowest frequency bands is already
dominated by the overlapping effect and hence increases with decreasing reflection
factors. Investigations of the search range (standard is ±2 samples) for the
automatic subtraction showed variation of the observed uncertainty. However,
it cannot be stated that either a fixed subtraction or an adapted search range
taking into account the actual delay caused by a shift of 7.5 cm decreases the
uncertainty for all frequencies of interest.
It is important to point out that the mean of the averaged RI matches the
given Rmean for umic = 2.5 cm except for the small deviation expected for lower
reflection factors due to the angle dependence. For umic = 7.5 cm only the mean
of the two lowest frequency bands for Rmean = 0.3 deviate.
The uncertainty in the reflection index can be significantly reduced if the precision
in positioning the microphones relative to the loudspeaker can be improved.
Especially the impact of the overlapping effect due to a mismatched subtraction for
low reflection factors is considered problematic as this is not the only uncertainty
contribution.
Uncertainty—Loudspeaker Orientation
The modeled measurement setup is shown in Figure ￿.￿￿ similar to the one
used for the position uncertainty. MC simulations are carried out for the three
measurements with the same number of runs. The orientation angle of the
loudspeaker is chosen from a normal distribution with standard deviation uls.
Depending on the conditions in the field this uncertainty is estimated to lie
between 1  and 5  based on empiric data. The distribution of the microphone
positions is shown in Figure ￿.￿ for a standard deviation of 2.5 . The rotation
of the loudspeaker is compensated in the plot. Hence, the microphone positions
vary instead.
The simulation results are depicted in Figure ￿.￿￿ for the three classes of micro-
phones, the mean RI and the standard deviation. In comparison to the results
with uncertain microphone positions the deviation for the low frequency bands
are smaller for the lowest frequency bands. This is although the spread of the
￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Simulation setup to model the uncertainty in loudspeaker orientation for
the two reference measurements in 125 cm and 175 cm and the in-situ
measurement in front of the barrier.
microphone positions is larger for exemplarily chosen values for the loudspeaker
orientation uncertainty than for the microphone position uncertainty as shown in
Figure ￿.￿.
As the rotation of the loudspeaker does not influence the traveling time for
the direct sound component, the automatic subtraction works almost perfectly.
With increasing frequency the deviations grow as the radiation pattern of the
loudspeaker becomes prominent. The uncertainty of RI increases with increasing
uncertainty of the loudspeaker orientation as expected. The off-axis microphone
positions show larger deviations especially at high frequencies but the mean RI
has a considerably low uncertainty compared to the single microphones. Although
the microphone positions relative to the loudspeaker’s main axis are perturbed
with a strong correlation, the mean RI provides still an averaging effect and
the uncertainty is significantly decreased compared to the RIl. For uls = 2.5 
the standard deviation is comparable to the results obtained for an uncertainty
in position of the microphones with umic = 2.5 cm except for frequencies above
approx. 2 kHz for the chosen loudspeaker directivity. The uncertainty also
increases with increasing reflection factors.
For uls = 7.5  the standard deviation in RI is generally higher for all frequencies
and all reflection factors. This can be explained again by the overlapping
effect. However a strong dependence on the reflection factor cannot be observed.
Moreover, the mean of RI| does also not deviate from the ideal values. Especially
for large uncertainties in the orientation of the sound source it is important to
conduct a reference measurement each time a repeated measurement should be
conducted. Otherwise, a reference with a strong deviation for higher frequencies
will be used for all measurements and the mean of the repeated measurements
￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Reflection index for three single microphones (row: ￿,￿ and ￿) and
mean reflection index RI (bottom row) with uncertainty in loudspeaker
orientation uls = 2.5  (left) and uls = 7.5  (right).
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Reference reflection index with uncertainty in loudspeaker orientation
but directly using the simulated reflected component and hence without
using the subtraction method.
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will show a drift to either higher or lower values for the high frequency bands.
The Monte Carlo simulations shown used a different reference measurement for
each run. The ideal results without using the subtraction method are depicted in
Figure ￿.￿￿ to allow a comparison.
For larger uncertainties in positioning which are assumed to be more realistic
under non ideal conditions in the field, the combined uncertainty is calculated
to lie below ±0.03 for all reflection factors up to a frequency of approx. 2 kHz.
Above this frequency, the uncertainty increases further and it is dependent on
the reflection factor of the barrier.
The simulated uncertainties are all based on an approach that emulates repeated
measurements with the same equipment. Noticeable deviations of the mean
value have not been found in the result. Otherwise, these deviations have to be
included in the uncertainty budget. The directivity of the loudspeaker was chosen
based on real source available for measurements. As long as the measurement
procedure does not specify the directivity pattern or its constraints any type of
loudspeaker with a single membrane might be used. The differences between
results of different teams with different equipment and a similar positioning
accuracy are always larger than the ones obtained by the presented procedure.
Other sources of uncertainty, e.g. meteorological condition and background noise,
might become dominant if the positioning accuracy was improved. Results from
the round robin in the QUIESST project are not shown in this thesis, but the
deviations are commonly larger than the simulated results. This is assumed to
be additionally caused by different implementations of the evaluation procedure
as a project internal software round robin with the same input data supported
this assumption and different measurement equipment used.
￿.￿. Room Modes and Modal Superposition
The previous section dealt with sound propagation in the free-field with only
one reflecting surface. Enclosures with six reflecting surfaces are studied in the
following leading to the field of room acoustics. An analytic model for weakly
damped rectangular rooms from the literature is implemented and is enhanced
towards directional sources and receivers￿. The relation to measurement data is
given by applying the ration fit on measurement data. Room acoustic parameters
￿Parts of following sections have been partly published in (Pollow, Dietrich, and Vorlän-
der, ￿￿￿￿)
￿￿
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are derived to show the applicability of the approach. This analytic model is
later used to study perturbations in the position of the sensors and perturbations
in the orientation of the directional sound sources.
￿.￿.￿. Analytic Model for Rectangular Rooms
Modal superposition for rectangular rooms with rigid boundaries is described, e.g.,
in (Kuttruff, ￿￿￿￿; Mechel, ￿￿￿￿; Pierce, ￿￿￿￿). Analytic formulations for
non-rigid walls have been published, e.g., in (Bistafa and Morrissey, ￿￿￿￿;
Naka, Oberai, and Shinn-Cunningham, ￿￿￿￿). Rigid walls are assumed in
the following. The eigenfrequencies for the room of dimensions Lx ⇥Ly ⇥Lz are
given as
!i = c⇡
s✓
nx,i
Lx
◆2
+
✓
ny,i
Ly
◆2
+
✓
nz,i
Lz
◆2
(￿.￿￿)
with the modal numbers nx,i, ny,i and nz,i being all possible combinations of
non-negative integer values and c the speed of sound. The origin of the coordinate
system is set to be in the corner. The room transfer function from a point source
at rs to a receiver point at rr is obtained by superposition in the frequency
domain as
H(!) =  4⇡c
2
V
X
i
 i(rs) i(rr)
(!2   !2i   j i!i)Ki
(￿.￿￿)
with the volume V = Lx · Ly · Lz, a modal damping constant  i and Ki =t
 2i (r) dV a normalization constant for the eigenmodes. The abstract modal
damping constant is related to the more practical modal reverberation time RTi
by
 i =
3 · ln (10)
RTi
. (￿.￿￿)
The modal reverberation time has to fulfill (Kuttruff, ￿￿￿￿)￿.
RTi   3 ln (10)
2⇡fi
. (￿.￿￿)
The eigenfunction in the room sampled at the position r = (x, y, z) reads as
 i(r) = cos
✓
⇡nx,i
x
Lx
◆
cos
✓
⇡ny,i
y
Ly
◆
cos
✓
⇡nz,i
z
Lz
◆
. (￿.￿￿)
￿Assuming a lowest frequency of 10Hz the reverberation time has to be greater than 0.1 s
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For each room there exists an infinite number of modes, while in practice an
upper frequency limit is used to restrict the number of modes for calculation.
The number of modes N up to an upper frequency fmax can be approximated
according to (Kuttruff, ￿￿￿￿) as
N(fmax) =
4⇡
3
V
✓
fmax
c
◆3
+
⇡
4
S
✓
f
c
◆2
+
L
8
✓
f
c
◆
⇡ 4⇡
3
V
✓
fmax
c
◆3
(￿.￿￿)
with V = LxLyLz, S = 2 (LxLy + LyLz + LyLz) and L = 4 (Lx + Ly + Lz).
Hence, the modal density dN/df increases mainly quadratically over frequency.
The three terms stand in order of appearance for the number of ￿-D, ￿-D and ￿-D
modes respectively. ￿-D means that only one of the three n is different from zero
and ￿-D means two differ from zero, respectively. As an example, a room with
dimensions 8⇥ 5⇥ 3m has approx. 1.2 · 108 eigenfrequencies for fmax = 20 kHz.
Therefore, this analytic model can only be applied with reasonable computation
times for either small rooms (compared to the wavelength) or a limited frequency
range.
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Number of ￿-D, ￿-D and ￿-D modes and total number of modes over
frequency for three different exemplary rooms with geometries L1, L2
and L3.
For the high frequency range, where the computational complexity becomes
impractical due to the number of modes, the image source method could be
employed instead. This method yields identical results to the modal superposition
for rectangular rooms without damping as proven in (Allen and Berkley,
￿￿￿￿). But this requires theoretically an infinite number of image sources up to
infinite image source order. The limitation of this order, which is practically
unavoidable, yields errors especially at the lowest frequencies where the modal
behavior is dominating. Details on these effects are presented in (Aretz,
Dietrich, and Vorländer, (￿￿￿￿)). Furthermore, the combination of results
obtained from both approaches can be found in (Aretz, ￿￿￿￿). Only the modal
superposition is used in the following.
￿￿
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The number of ￿-D modes exceeds the number of ￿-D and ￿-D modes for increasing
frequencies as shown in Figure ￿.￿￿ for three different exemplary rooms with
L1 = (0.8m, 0.5m, 0.3m), L2 = (8m, 5m, 3m) and L3 = (34m, 33m, 1.23m)￿.
The Propability Density Function (PDF) of  i(r) for all positions in the room
(uniform PDF is used for r) is different for these three classes of modes as depicted
in Figure ￿.￿￿. For a fixed source position the modal coefficients for ￿-D modes are
likely to be close to their extreme values ±1 for arbitrary receiver positions inside
the room￿￿. For this fixed source the position in a corner has to be considered as
a worst scenario as the modal coefficients  i for the source are all at its extreme
values. For the mixed modes (￿-D, ￿-D) it is more likely that the coefficient of
a single modes is close to zero and hence, the mode has no impact on the final
result. For arbitrary source and receiver positions the PDF narrows around zero.
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Probability of the values of the modal coefficients  i for ￿-D, ￿-D and
￿-D modes for fixed (top) and variable (bottom) source position and
variable receiver position based on normalized histogram from Monte
Carlo Simulation.
For the fitting of impulse responses by the model described in Section ￿.￿.￿ this
behavior can be exploited to reduce the number of modes (poles) to be fitted.
Furthermore, this behavior can also be used to decrease the computation time
as only a smaller number of modes has to be used for the modal superposition.
Neglecting poles with low energy contribution will introduce a small error. This
error can be estimated by introducing a threshold climit and considering modes
￿The rooms with L1, L2 and L3 correspond to the ITA auralization box (Dietrich et al.,
￿￿￿￿), the reverberation chamber of the ITA, and the Eurogress, multi-purpose hall in
Aachen, respectively.
￿￿The terms source and receiver can also be exchanged in this context.
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with higher absolute modal coefficients only. The relative error can be estimated
by accounting for the energy of the neglected modes in relation to the total
energy (Hense, ￿￿￿￿). This behavior is given in Figure ￿.￿￿ for a distribution of
the modal coefficients for ￿-D modes and variable source and receiver position.
As an example, the number of modes can be reduced to approx. 20% and hence
the computation time can theoretically be also reduced to 20% by allowing a
relative error of 5%.
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Relative energetic error due to neglecting of modes with modal coefficients
smaller than the absolute threshold value climit.
As the eigenfrequencies are not dependent on the position of the source and
the receiver in the room, the applicability of the Common Acoustic Poles and
Zeros approach (CAPZ) is given as the resonances or the poles are common for
all positions and the residues and hence also the zeros—here in particular the
residues in terms of modal coefficients—are dependent on the position.
This analytic model has been extended towards arbitrary directivity patterns for
the source and the receiver in (Pollow, Dietrich, and Vorländer, ￿￿￿￿).
For physical multipoles of higher order than the monopole the eigenfunctions are
substituted by derivations. The multipoles are described by (k,l,m)-th derivation
in x, y, z-direction, respectively as
 i,k,l,m(r) =
@k
@xk
@l
@yl
@m
@zm
·  i(r). (￿.￿￿)
E.g., the dipole in x-direction reads as
 i,1,0,0(r) =
@
@x
·  i(r). (￿.￿￿)
This model is validated by a comparison with numerical simulation using the
Boundary Element Simulation (BEM) in LMS Virtual.Lab ￿￿ SL-￿ up to a
￿￿
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frequency of 1000Hz with a resolution of 1Hz. The maximum distance between
two nodes was 20mm. Hence, the theoretical frequency limit of the simulation was
2.8 kHz and safely above the maximum frequency simulated. The room dimension
are 80 cm⇥50 cm⇥30 cm, with the source placed at rs = (15 cm, 15 cm, 15 cm) and
the receiver at rr = (0, 0, 0). No absorption was applied in the BEM and no modal
damping was applied for the analytic model. A monopole receiver was used with
a monopole and a dipole (x-direction) source. The analytic calculation according
to Eq. ￿.￿￿ was performed up to a frequency of ￿￿ kHz (￿￿￿￿￿ eigenfrequencies,
 f = 1Hz, fs = 44100Hz)￿￿. The comparison of the room transfer function
obtained with both simulation methods is shown in Figure ￿.￿￿ where the results
show very good agreement in both magnitude and phase up to the maximum
frequency in the BEM.
For higher orders than the dipole the frequency limitation and hence the finite
number of modes used causes a problem. The modulus of the modal coefficients
rises over frequency. The Frequency Response Function (FRF) of a single mode
at higher frequencies causes an offset at low frequencies. In case the modal
superposition was conducted up to infinite frequencies, this offset vanishes as it
cancels out with the offset caused by other modes. The implementation used in
the following solves this stability problem by using two simulations. The first
FRF is obtained up to the desired frequency limit and the second FRF includes
only the first few modes. The residue at the frequency f = 0Hz is then matched.
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Comparison of room transfer function calculated by the BEM and the
analytic model for an undamped rectangular room with dimensions
80 cm ⇥ 50 cm ⇥ 30 cm for monopole (left) and dipole (right) sound
source and monopole receiver.
The spatial derivatives of the monopole result in the physical multipoles (Williams,
￿￿￿￿). These physical multipoles are, e.g., the dipole and quadrupole but they do
￿￿Computation time approx. 5 s on Apple Mac Book Pro, 2GHz, Core i￿, 8GB RAM,
MATLAB R￿￿￿￿b, Mac OS X Mountain Lion
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not directly correspond to the SH base functions for orders n   2 as used in the
previous sections. Figure ￿.￿￿ shows the monopole with (k, l,m) = (0, 0, 0), dipole
(1, 0, 0), the longitudinal (2, 0, 0) and the lateral (1, 1, 0) and (0, 1, 1) quadrupoles.
There exist 6 different quadrupoles in the physical multipole representation,
where only these two fundamental shapes occur. The SH representation contains
only ￿ coefficients in the same order. The shapes of the physical multipoles
do not directly match the shapes of the complex SH base functions shown in
Figure ￿.￿. A set of transfer functions for one combination of source and receiver
position for a receiver represented by physical multipoles up to an order nmax to a
monopole receiver can be transformed to a set of transfer functions for the receiver
represented by SH base functions up to the same order. This transformation is
not unique as there exist more multipole coefficients in one order than spherical
harmonics coefficients (Williams, ￿￿￿￿). The eigenfrequencies for sources and
receivers of higher orders remain the same, but the coefficients weighting the
contribution of the modes at a particular position changes.
As loudspeakers, e.g., the dodecahedron measurement loudspeaker commonly
used in room acoustics, show deviations from the omni-directional pattern for
higher frequencies, i.e., f   1 kHz, this model is not suitable for the prediction
of measurement uncertainties in room acoustics due the large number of modes
and hence long computation times for typical room dimensions larger than the
dimension in the previously used example of the small chamber. As mentioned
earlier, the Image Source Method (ISM) could be used instead as, e.g., in the
ongoing work of Witew (Knüttel, I. B. Witew, and Vorländer, (￿￿￿￿);
I. Witew et al., ￿￿￿￿; I. Witew, Knüttel, and Vorländer, ￿￿￿￿) for the
upper frequency range also including the directivity pattern.
(a) (0, 0, 0) (b) (1, 0, 0) (c) (2, 0, 0) (d) (1, 1, 0) (e) (0, 1, 1)
Figure ￿.￿￿.: Physical multipoles up to the order n = 2: (a) Monopole, (b) dipole,
(c) longitudinal quadrupole and (d) horizontal and (e) vertical lateral
quadrupole.
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￿.￿.￿. Remark on the Derivation of Room Acoustic Parameters
Although the formulation of the analytic model is in frequency domain the room
impulse responses can be obtained and hence room acoustic parameters according
to ISO ￿￿￿￿ can be calculated. The Reverberation Time (RT) of each mode
can be controlled by the modal damping constant. The RT observed in a room
can be considered as a mix of the modal reverberation times. At first, it is
investigated how the reverberation time according to ISO ￿￿￿￿ relate to the
modal reverberation times in case they are all set to the same value of 1 s.
In order to provide more information the signal number parameters are obtained
for different frequency bands. In this context octave or third-octave bands are
commonly uses. The band limitation is applied to the impulse response prior
to the evaluation of the parameter for each frequency band separately. As the
standard does not provide a particular algorithm or even implementation for this
filtering, the results obtained by different software although compliant to the
ISO standard can vary significantly. Moreover, the band filters can introduce a
systematic error to the obtained reverberation time that becomes problematic
for short reverberation times of the room (Kob and Vorlander, ￿￿￿￿). Third-
octave bands are mainly used in the following with an implementation of fractional
octave band filters compliant to the ISO standard. The uncertainties introduced
by the band filters are beyond the scope of this thesis.
The reverberation times EDT, T10, T20 and T30 using different lengths of the
decay curve for the linear regression algorithm are shown in Figure ￿.￿￿. All
reverberation times obtained by the algorithm according to the standard show
deviations from the ideal value of 1 s over the entire frequency range. For
increasing length of the portion of the decay curve used (EDT to T30) the
deviations decrease (Dietrich et al., ￿￿￿￿). Moreover the deviation decreases
for increasing numbers of modes within the frequency band for evaluation and
hence the deviation decreases with increasing frequencies due to the rising number
of modes per band. This deviation is neither caused by errors in the analytic
model nor by errors in the implementation of the algorithm for the calculation
of the reverberation times. The specified algorithm in the standard itself causes
this deviation. However, this behavior is the same for the evaluation of real
measurement data. It is not in the scope of this thesis to develop a new formulation
of the algorithm. Although it is commonly assumed that the reverberation
time in the diffuse field is independent on the position (Kuttruff, ￿￿￿￿), the
￿￿￿
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reverberation times obtained by this algorithm will vary with changes in the
position. Details on the roots of this problem are presented in the appendix A.￿.
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Reverberation times obtained according to ISO ￿￿￿￿ for a room transfer
function with ideal modal reverberation times of 1 s. Monopole source
and receiver at rs = (1.5m, 1.5m, 1.5m) and rr = (8m, 5m, 3m) and
modal superposition up to a frequency of 9 kHz.
￿.￿.￿. Parametric Model and Rational Fitting
As the rectangular room model is a basic model, the relation to more complex
room geometries and especially the relation to measurement data has to be
investigated. The application a pole-zero fitting method to room acoustics has
been presented in (Mourjopoulos and Paraskevas, ￿￿￿￿). An exemplary
measured room impulse response from a measurement session at the Eurogress
hall in Aachen￿￿ is fitted by the vector fitting as described in Section ￿.￿.￿. This
hall is not rectangular, has several scattering objects and a balcony.
A set of modal parameters is obtained containing the eigenfrequency fi, the
damping constant  i or its associated reverberation time of the mode, and the
modal coefficient ci. Only the combination ci of both coefficients  i for the source
and the receiver can be obtained by a fit. Only if the exact position of the source
and the receiver and the exact shape of each mode is known, these parameters
could be theoretically separated. Usually, room shapes deviate strongly from the
rectangular room and the modal shapes are generally not known. Hence, this
separation is impractical and only the combination is shown in the following.
￿￿Measurements conducted by Witew, Dietrich, Knauber and first results published in (I.
Witew and Vorländer, ￿￿￿￿))
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By using Eq. ￿.￿￿ and the approximation in Eq. ￿.￿￿ the maximum frequency
that could be reasonably used for the fit can be estimated as
fmax ⇡
r
3Tmaxc3
4V ⇡
(￿.￿￿)
where Tmax is the length of the useful part of impulse response. For measurement
data this length can be approximated by the reverberation time RT and the peak
SNR as
Tmax =
SNR · RT
60 dB
. (￿.￿￿)
This is equivalent to the intersection time of the impulse response with the
noise floor. The length of the impulse response could be virtually extended by
zero-padding. However, this method does not improve the quality of the data
but is an interpolation method only and generates additional frequency bins with
correlation to the surrounding bins.
The volume of the Eurogress hall is approximated as V = 34m⇥33m⇥13m with
three lengths based on an equivalent rectangular room. The number of modes
up to an arbitrary maximum frequency was shown in Figure ￿.￿￿. According to
Eq. ￿.￿￿ the maximum frequency possible for the fit is determined as fmax = 34Hz
and the number of considered poles is 62. On the first sight, this allows the
investigation of the very low audible frequency range only. By taking into account
the PDF of the modal coefficients as illustrated in Figure ￿.￿￿, the relative
error according to Figure ￿.￿￿ and applying zero-padding to virtually extend the
resolution to Tmax = 6 s the frequency range can be extended (Hense, ￿￿￿￿).
The extended frequency is chosen as fmax = 500Hz and only a fraction of the
theoretical number of modes is used. The percentages used are 0.1% (￿￿￿ modes),
0.5% (￿￿￿ modes) and 1% (￿￿￿￿ modes), which is close to the theoretical number
of modes for this maximum frequency in this particular room￿￿. By comparison
with Figure ￿.￿￿, large energetic errors are expected for at least the fit using
only 0.1% of the theoretic room modes. The modal parameters are inserted into
the parametric model for ongoing modal superposition instead of the parameters
previously obtained from the rectangular room. The magnitude spectrum of the
measurement and fitted model along with the deviation is shown in Figure ￿.￿￿.
Up to the maximum theoretic frequency the fit agrees with the shape of the
original spectrum. Above this frequency the FRF of the fit tends to zero with
increasing frequency. The spectral division by the measured data shows the
￿￿The computation time on Apple Mac Book Pro, 2GHz, Core i￿, 8GB RAM, MATLAB
R￿￿￿￿b, Mac OS X Mountain Lion approx. 1min, 10min and 100min, respectively
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Comparison of measured room transfer function and rational fit method
with different numbers of poles up to frequency of 500Hz (left) and
spectral deviation (right) in Eurogress hall, Aachen. Results are shifted
by 20 dB.)
deviation in detail. For the fit with ￿￿￿ modes the deviations are around ±5 dB
up to a frequency of approx. 100Hz. This deviation increases over the frequency
range of interest up to a value of approx. ±20 dB as the modal density increases
as well. The number of modes is to low to capture the dominating modes in
the frequency range. The resulting FRF with ￿￿￿ modes shows small deviations
in the range of ±1 dB over the entire frequency range of interest except for a
narrow band deviation. The result using ￿￿￿￿ modes shows larger deviations
than the previous one although the accuracy is expected to be higher especially
according to the results in Figure ￿.￿￿. This can be explained by a decreased
convergence of the fitting algorithm, as the degree of freedom for the algorithm
rises and finally becomes problematic. This could be compensated by using a
sub-band fitting approach reducing the number of modes for each fit and finally
combining the fitted data from these frequency bands.
The room acoustic parameters EDT and C80 calculated from the original and
the fitted impulse response are shown in Figure ￿.￿￿. These results show good
agreement regarding the order of magnitude for all number of modes investigated.
As already indicated by the spectral deviation the closest match is achieved with
980 modes. But even for only 0.1% of the modes considered the room acoustic
parameter are still roughly captured. As the maximum frequency falls on the
center frequency of the highest third-octave band, this band is not fully covered
by the fit and hence the room acoustic parameters deviate. Although, results
are only shown for one position and one room, the applicability of the fitting
algorithm to room acoustic measurement data and hence to also the relation to
modal superposition approach is hereby shown.
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Room acoustic parameters EDT and C80 of the measured impulse re-
sponse compared to the fitted responses with different numbers of modes.
￿.￿. Application II—Microphone Position and Source
Orientation
The analytic model is used to investigate the influence of the position of the
monopole receiver for a monopole source and the orientation of basic radiation
patterns for the source and a fixed monopole receiver. Moreover, the characteris-
tics of the modal coefficients are investigated and the evaluated room acoustic
parameters are discussed.
￿.￿.￿. Microphone Position and Room Acoustic Parameter
The same grid as later used in the measurements is chosen as 2.35m⇥2.05m with
a 5 cm distance between the microphones for the room geometry L3. The source
is placed in the corner to include all modes and the grid is positioned in the center
of the room with a height of 1.2m. The maximum frequency is fmax = 562Hz.
Hence, the room acoustic parameter up to the 500Hz third-octave band can be
evaluated. To obtain realistic results the measured mean reverberation time of
the Eurogress hall is used for each third octave band individually.
Figure ￿.￿￿ shows the evaluated room acoustic parameters EDT and C80 for the
third-octave bands 125Hz, 250Hz and 500Hz. The parameters are dependent
on the position and show a variance over the area that increases with increasing
frequency. These findings have already been shown in (Dietrich, ￿￿￿￿) for
a smaller array of 40 cm ⇥ 40 cm based on measurement data only. This sim-
￿￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Simulated distribution of EDT (left) and C80 (right) for a grid of 2.35m⇥
2.05m for the third octave bands 125Hz, 250Hz and 500Hz using an
analytic model for rectangular rooms.
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ulation model does not include noise or other artifacts as usually observed in
measurements. Hence, the variation observed is clearly proven to be caused by
the variation of the position. The same model has been used to investigated
the standard deviation over the area for different sizes of rooms in (Guski,
Dietrich, and Vorländer, ￿￿￿￿). The statistical analysis of the variance
over space in reverberation rooms has already started in the early ￿￿s by (Davy,
￿￿￿￿).
Figure ￿.￿￿.: Room acoustic measurement at Eurogress hall, Aachen with ￿ three-way
dodecahedron loudspeakers on the musical stage (left) and microphone
scanning setup with 24 Sennheiser KE￿ microphones.
￿.￿.￿. Comparison with Room Acoustic Measurements
An automated measurement of room impulse responses with a step motor con-
trolled linear microphone array with ￿￿ Sennheiser KE￿ electret condenser mi-
crophones of a an area of 2.35m ⇥ 2.05m in the Eurogress multi-purpose hall
in Aachen was conducted (I. Witew et al., ￿￿￿￿). The measurement was done
sequentially resulting in a microphone grid with minimum distances of 5 cm. The
height of the microphone positions was approx. 1.2m high above the floor as
defined in ISO ￿￿￿￿. Only results for the second dodecahedron loudspeaker from
the left shown in Figure ￿.￿￿ are shown in the following.
The mean and the standard deviation of both room acoustic parameters are
depicted in Figure ￿.￿￿. For the reverberation time the relative standard deviation
is used. For the low third-octave bands the standard deviation is higher than for
the high frequency bands.
The shape of hall is not rectangular. Figure ￿.￿￿ shows the distribution in
space for the low third octave bands around 125Hz, 250Hz and 500Hz. The
￿￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Mean of the room acoustic parameters EDT and C80 over the scanned
area in the Eurogress hall, Aachen and the corresponding (relative)
standard deviation over frequency.
fluctuation of the parameters over the space increase with increasing frequency
and is hence an effect which is clearly related to the extent of the wavelength. The
measurement was conducted in ￿ steps with a manual shift of 70 cm in y-direction.
As can be seen in the plots, this shift was not as accurate as the movements by
the step-motor. Hence, a mismatch of approx. 5 cm can be assumed based on
the discontinuities observed along the y-direction at 70 cm and 140 cm.
The principal shape of the distribution over the area and the oscillation of the
parameters in the different frequency bands are similar to the simulation results,
although the simulation used a basic model with a rectangular room. However,
the parameters do not match in detail but this is not problematic as only the
deviations and hence the uncertainties should match.
Figure ￿.￿￿ shows the measured deviation of both parameters up to 8 kHz
in selected third-octave bands in the Eurogress hall with geometry L3. This
plot comprises a comparison of the room acoustic parameters obtained at all
positions within the array. Hence, the maximum distance is approx. 3m. For
the absolute distance d in meters the increasing inclination of the curves with
frequency is observable. The normalized distance as the product of the absolute
distance with the wavenumber kd compensates this behavior as shown. With this
notation the distance of exactly one wavelength is represented by the value 2⇡
in the normalized distance. In particular, two disturbing effects are additionally
observed in the relative plots. Firstly, the limited size of the scan grid results
in a missing asymptotic behavior for the 63Hz and 125Hz curve. Secondly, the
limited resolution of the grid in terms of minimum microphone distance, limits
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Measured standard deviation of EDT (left) and C80 (right) over the
absolute distance in meters (top) and the normalized distance (bottom)
in selected third-octave bands. These plots capture the uncertainty of
the room acoustic parameters over the uncertainty in positioning.
the resolution of the curve for short wavelengths and therefore the 4 kHz and
8 kHz frequency band. Theoretically, the microphone distance is almost sufficient
to capture one kd for the upper frequency band but the evaluation algorithm
further requires additional values for averaging the reasonable resolution for the
plots is even lower. Hence, the interesting part indicating the inclination of the
curve and the point when a constant deviation is reached is not observable for
these frequency bands.
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Measured room acoustic parameters EDT (left) and C80 (right) over the
scanned area of 2.35m ⇥ 2.05m in Eurogress hall, Aachen for 125Hz,
250Hz and 500Hz third-octave bands.
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￿.￿.￿. Uncertainty Modeling—Position of Receiver
As the observed deviations of the room acoustic parameters are dependent on
the wavelength as shown in the previous result, the link with the variation of
the modal coefficients is investigated. Changes in the temperature cause changes
of the speed of sound. This influences the eigenfrequencies only if the relative
position in the room is kept constant. Hence, the modal parameters remain
the same. If the room boundaries are furthermore assumed to have frequency
independent characteristic, the variation of the temperature and the variation of
the position in the room can be investigated separately. Changes in temperature
are investigated in the appendix A.￿.
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Standard deviation of the modal coefficient over the distance (left) and the
normalized distance as the product of absolute distance and wavenumber
(right) averaged over all modes in the third octave band and all positions
in the room L2. These plots capture the uncertainty in the modal
coefficient if the distance is considered as the uncertainty of the position.
The fluctuation of the modal parameter over the space is strongly dependent on
the mode number and hence also on the associated eigenfrequency. In case of the
rectangular room model and the cosine terms this fluctuation can be considered
in terms of a periodicity with the wave number ki = of this modes. This is not
obvious on the first sight as the modal coefficient is not directly linked with the
wave number or the eigenfrequency in Eq. ￿.￿￿ but only the mode number n.
The three ratios of the mode numbers and the room geometry for each Cartesian
coordinate are summarized for the calculation of the eigenfrequency. Moreover,
the three cosine terms could also be summarized in a similar manner yielding a
dependence that is proportional to the wavelength.
A scan of the room is conducted in terms of MC simulations using 500 random
receiver positions with a uniform distribution over the entire volume of the room.
It is important to mention that the scan area or volume has an impact on the
results as shown in the appendix A.￿.
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Simulated standard deviation of the room acoustic parameters over the
distance in Eurogress hall with geometry L3 for the scan grid geometry
as used in the measurements.
Figure ￿.￿￿ shows the deviation of the modal coefficient over the distance. This
deviation can be understood as an uncertainty in the modal coefficient (y-axis)
for a given uncertainty in the position (x-axis). Furthermore, it describes in how
far a measurement at one position is representative for a finite area around this
position. In the low frequency bands the deviation rises slowly over the distance.
For the high frequency bands, the deviation rises faster and reaches an asymptotic
plateau. The normalized distance kd gives more insight into this behavior. The
plateau is reached at values of ￿-￿ for kd and is around 1/2 of a wavelength.
Morever, the value of this plateau decreases with increasing frequency. This is
caused by the increasing number of modes in a frequency band. Hence, more and
more modes cancel out this oscillating behavior. The periodicity of the oscillation
can be estimated to 2⇡ over the normalized distance from the plots. The behavior
is investigated in the appendix A.￿.
All curves show a tail that is rising towards the maximum distance observable in
the room. This effect is caused by the reduced number of points available that
have this maximum distance. For the room L2 as much as ￿, ￿￿, ￿￿￿ modes fall
with their eigenfrequencies in the 63Hz, 125Hz and 250Hz third octave band,
respectively. It can be concluded that the modal coefficients reach a maximum
deviation of approx. 40 60% for values of kd around ￿-￿ corresponding again to
￿￿￿
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approx 1/2 of a wavelength. Hence, this is a measure indicating that the transfer
functions can also be expected to show a maximum deviation accordingly.
These findings are in agreement with the measurements in the Eurogress hall,
especially the deviation of the room acoustic parameters over the distance in
Figure ￿.￿￿ where the deviation of the simulated room acoustic parameters is
depicted in Figure ￿.￿￿. At approx 1/2 of a wavelength a constant deviation of
the room acoustic parameters is found. Moreover, the room acoustic parameters
seem to settle even at bit earlier at a value of ￿ for kd than the modal coefficients.
Hence, a link between the uncertainties in the modal coefficient, the room transfer
function and also the derived room acoustic parameter is found. These results
are in good agreement with the findings in (Piersol, ￿￿￿￿). He shows that the
coherence of two room transfer functions with a distance d are proportional to
sin(kd)/kd. Hence, the coherence drops to values close to zero for kd between ￿.￿
and ￿.
It is important to mention, that the absolute uncertainty in position is normalized
to the room geometries in Eq. ￿.￿￿. Hence, the uncertainty of the modal coefficient
decreases with increasing room sizes. By looking at a fixed frequency, this effect
is overcome by the increasing mode numbers for increasing room sizes.
It is beyond the scope of this thesis to investigate the relevance of the observed
deviations in psycho-acoustical terms and it is referred to a short study involving
listening test. The stimuli were obtained using this model with the approach
introduced above (Masiero et al., ￿￿￿￿).
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￿.￿.￿. Uncertainty Modeling—Orientation of Source
The enhanced model from Section ￿.￿.￿ is used to investigate the effect of the
rotation of ideal dipole and quadrupole sources on the room impulse response
and the room acoustic parameters.
A set of room impulse response for the monopole, the dipoles and the quadrupoles
in the physical multipole representation have been calculated. The chosen room
geometry is L2 = (8, 5, 3)m. The source and receiver position are chosen as
rs = (1.5m, 1.5m, 1.5m) and rr = (8m, 5m, 3m) and the maximum frequency as
fmax = 9kHz
￿￿. The transfer function is depicted in Figure ￿.￿￿. The monopole
has a fairly flat energy distribution over frequency where as the dipole and the
quadrupole spectra show more and more increasing levels over frequency due
to the differentiation in Eq. ￿.￿￿. E.g., a differentiation in x yields a factor
of ⇡nx,i/Lx which increases over frequency as the modal number increases over
frequency.
The sources with the basic patterns are rotated around their vertical axis. All
radiation patterns that are rotationally symmetric around the z-axis will yield
results that are independent on this rotation. Hence, the dipole (0, 0, 1) and the
longitudinal quadrupole (0, 0, 2) are not considered. Details on the rotation of the
dipole and quadrupole without using SH and the Wigner-D matrix is provided
in the appendix A.￿. As can be seen from these equations the relative deviation
in the modal coefficients is independent on frequency. E.g., the modal coefficient
for a mode around 100Hz deviates in the same manner as the modal coefficient
for 10 kHz for the same rotation angle. This seems to be in contradiction with the
observed results in room acoustics in the past. But this behavior can be explained
as in real-life measurements the radiation pattern and hence the influence of
dipole and quadrupole patterns—but especially also higher orders that are not
considered in the following—becomes stronger with increasing frequency. In the
simulation results shown these basic patterns are investigated separately and
hence the dependence over frequency is not captured. In order to obtain similar
results as observed in the measurements a frequency weighted superposition of
the rotation of these patterns (monopole, dipole, quadrupole, etc.) had to be
conducted.
￿￿Computation time approx. 2.5 h on Apple Mac Book Pro, 2GHz, Core i￿, 8GB RAM,
MATLAB R￿￿￿￿b, Mac OS X Mountain Lion.
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Room transfer function for L2 with monopole, dipole and quadrupole
source radiation pattern. The source and receiver position are rs =
(1.5m, 1.5m, 1.5m) and rr = (8m, 5m, 3m) with RT = 1 s.
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Room acoustic parameters EDT and C80 for 360  rotation of dipole and
quadrupoles denoted by the vector (k, l,m) in 30  steps (color indicating
the rotation angle).
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The relative deviation of the modal coefficients for the basic multipole patters
due to a rotation of the source is hence only dependent on the specific pattern
and the rotation angle.
Figure ￿.￿￿ shows the room acoustic parameters obtained from a 360  rotation
in 30  steps of the multipoles discussed. The rotational periodicities can be
observed as 180  for the dipole and the longitudinal (2, 0, 0) and the lateral
(0, 1, 1) quadrupole. The lateral (1, 1, 0) quadrupole shows a periodicity of 90 
which corresponds to the equations used for the rotation. The rotation of the
dipole by 180  yield an inverted frequency response, but the relation of all modal
coefficients is already the same for 180 . The evaluation of the room acoustic
parameters also yields the same results already for 180  instead of 360  since the
room acoustic parameters are energy-based and use the squared impulse response.
Hence, the sign of the impulse response does not have any influence on the result.
A rotation of the lateral (1, 1, 0) quadrupole already yields the inverted frequency
response at an angle of 90  and hence, the room acoustic parameters are already
the same for this angle. In contrary the periodicity of the radiation pattern of
the longitudinal (2, 0, 0) quadrupole is 180  and equivalent to the periodicity
observed in the room acoustic parameter since there is no inverted response due
to only positive radiation. The periodicity in the room acoustic parameters can
be smaller than the periodicity of the multipole pattern over the rotation angle
but this is not necessarily the case as shown.
As can be seen in the room acoustic parameters in Figure ￿.￿￿ the variation
over the rotation angle is also dependent on frequency although each modal
coefficients ci is not. This can be explained by the increasing modal density
over frequency and also the different interaction between the room modes in the
different frequency bands. The relative deviation of the mean of all all modal
coefficients in a frequency band for the given room over the uncertainty of the
orientation angle is shown in Figure ￿.￿￿. As can be seen, even the mean including
the influence of the modal density is only slightly dependent on the frequency.
MC simulations were run to investigate the uncertainty in the room acoustic
parameters in the different frequency bands if the source orientation in terms of
its orientation around the z-axis is uncertain. The simulation uses ￿￿ runs with
arbitrary source orientations of the physical multipoles. This orientation is used
as a reference for the run. Additional simulations are then run with different
uncertainties of this exact orientation angle. The room acoustic parameters are
evaluated and the mean of the absolute error for each difference in angle over
all iterations is calculated. This results in the uncertainty of the room acoustic
￿￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Relative deviation in modal coefficient for different frequency bands and
dipole and quadrupole pattern over uncertainty of rotation angle u( ).
parameter for different uncertainties in the orientation. In terms of the GUM
procedure this is the sensitivity. The results are presented in Figure ￿.￿￿ where
the three lowest octave bands 125Hz, 250Hz and 500Hz show mostly the highest
deviations. In these frequency bands the modal density is low compared to
the high frequency bands. I.e., although the influence of the higher multipole
orders increases over frequency and is hence contrary to the results shown, the
combination of both as observed in real-life measurements still yields increasing
uncertainties of the room acoustic parameters with increasing frequency.
In order to stay below, e.g., the Just Noticeable Difference (JND) according to
ISO ￿￿￿￿ for the clarity index of 1 dB a maximum uncertainty of u( ) = 15  is
allowed for both dipole and quadrupole. The JND of 5% for the reverberation time
with a mean RT of 1 s is reached with u( ) = 26  for the dipole and u( ) = 8  for
the quadrupole. A similar settling behavior as found for the position uncertainty
can not be stated. However, the combination of these spherical base patterns
for higher orders and hence synthesizing more realistic results comparable to
measurements with directive loudspeakers should be investigated. Depending on
the combination of the base functions such a settling behavior might be found.
￿￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Standard deviation of room acoustic parameters EDT (left) and C80
(right) for mismatch in orientation angle around the z-axis for different
basic physical multipoles.
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￿.￿. Measurement of Transfer Functions for Variable Source
Directivities
In case the acoustic scenario cannot be modeled by an analytic expression, either
because the computational complexity is to high or the scenario cannot be
approximated with sufficient accuracy, the need for a measurement method rises.
This should still preserves the advantageous of an parametric model in order to
allow uncertain input parameters in a post-processing step. A set of impulse
responses with different radiation patterns of the sound source (or the sound
sensor) can be measured. This approach is still considered as parametric in a
way, as the source (or sensor) can be positioned virtually after the measurement
has been completed within a certain limits. In particular, the measurement
loudspeaker might be substituted virtually by a different loudspeaker with different
radiation characteristics and this loudspeaker might even be placed at a different
position but in the vicinity of the original measurement position in the room.
The link between radiation characteristic and translational shift is presented
in (Zotter, ￿￿￿￿) but not further considered in this thesis.
￿.￿.￿. Developed Measurement Method
The method developed in this context is motivated by (Zotter, ￿￿￿￿)￿￿. But
instead of measuring a room impulse response with a loudspeaker array that em-
ulates the particular radiation characteristic of interest during the measurement,
the approach is more general as the synthesis of the specific radiation pattern is
done after the measurement. However, the mathematical background required is
identical. The method itself has been firstly implemented by (Kunkemöller,
￿￿￿￿) and summarized in (Kunkemöller, Dietrich, and Pollow, ￿￿￿￿;
Pollow et al., ￿￿￿￿).
A mid-range dodecahedron loudspeaker with a radius of approx. 15 cm with
L = 12 independently driven membranes has been used as spherical loudspeaker
array. However, the method is applicable to arbitrary loudspeaker geometries
and arbitrary number of membranes. The directivity pattern of each membrane
l has to be measured in the acoustic free-field expressed in its SH coefficients
in the far-field for each frequency summarized in a vector dˆl. This vector is
￿￿Parts of the following section have been published in (Pollow et al., ￿￿￿￿)
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organized stepping through all orders up to a SH harmonic order n and for each
order through all available degrees m as
dˆl =
⇣
dˆ00,l, dˆ
 1
1,l , . . . dˆ
1
1,l, . . . , dˆ
 m
n,l . . . , dˆ
m
n,l
⌘T
. (￿.￿￿)
The directivities of all membranes are summarized in the directivity matrix Dˆ
in SH as
Dˆ =
⇣
dˆ1, dˆ2, . . . , dˆl . . . , dˆL
⌘
. (￿.￿￿)
Each room acoustic measurement with this array yields L impulse responses hl
with corresponding directivity dˆl. In order to increase the maximum harmonic
order, the loudspeaker array can be rotated to different orientation angles and
further information can be gained in terms of impulse responses hl,i. The
corresponding directivities dˆl,i can be obtained by using the Wigner-D rotation
matrix as mentioned earlier.
The method superposes the measured impulse responses to obtain a room impulse
response hT for a target directivity pattern pˆT. A numerical solutions can
be obtained by using the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse along with Tikhonov
regularization specified by the regularization parameter " > 0 as
wT =
⇣
DˆH Dˆ+ "I
⌘ 1
DˆH pˆT (￿.￿￿)
where I is identity matrix. This weighting vector wT is applied to each frequency
bin of the measured impulse responses and followed by superposition to obtain the
room impulse response hT. Especially for room acoustic analysis it is important
to mention that pˆT can be chosen in a way to obtain room impulse responses
for SH base functions, e.g., a room impulse response for the monopole and hence
the omni-directional radiation pattern. This can is achieved with a sound source
with distinct directivity rather than omni-directional directivity.
￿.￿.￿. Limitation of the Method
The method has two limitations—one regarding the maximum frequency and one
regarding the maximum SH order. Both are again linked by Eq. ￿.￿. In order to
analyze the theoretical limitations and the applicability the summarized error in
the SH orders over frequency is depicted in Figure ￿.￿￿. This result is obtained
for ￿￿ rotation angles of the tilted loudspeaker array. Only a rotation around the
￿￿￿
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vertical axis is used. The presented setup is applicable for a limited frequency
range below 1 kHz and for SH orders up to approx. n = 5.
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Accumulated synthesis error in dB for SH orders over frequency for
the dodecahedron system (Red indicating large errors, blue low errors)
according to (J. Klein, ￿￿￿￿).
To increase the frequency limit more rotations to orientations different from the
ones obtained by rotation around the vertical axis are required. The resolution of
the free-field measurement was sufficiently high and much higher than n = 5 and
hence not a limiting factor. Furthermore, the same membranes are used for all
￿￿ channels. This leads to limited energy in specific SH orders and is addressed
in the ongoing work of Klein (C. I. Klein, ￿￿￿￿; J. Klein et al., ￿￿￿￿).
Target 
loudspeaker
Loudspeaker
array
Figure ￿.￿￿.: Cuboid target loudspeaker (left) and dodecahedron loudspeaker array
(right) at the same source position in a small lecture room with omni-
directional microphones and dummy head. All other loudspeakers shown
were not used during the measurement.
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￿.￿.￿. Measurement in a Medium-sized Room
Figure ￿.￿￿ shows the measurement setup with the dodecahedron loudspeaker
array and the rectangular cuboid target loudspeaker in the small lecture room at
the ITA. The loudspeaker array and the target loudspeaker were both positioned
on a turntable and measurements have been conducted every 27.7 .
The time variances during the measurement session are captured by the correla-
tion coefficient of the measured impulse responses for different frequency bands
referenced to an impulse response at around ￿￿ minutes in Figure ￿.￿￿. In the
beginning of the measurement session the room shows a settling time of approx.
￿ to ￿￿ minutes after the last person has left the room and closed the door. This
time depends on the size of the room and on the maximum deviation in the
correlation coefficient allowed. The effect of opening and closing the door to the
room between two measurements in the range of 15  20min. and 50  55min.
can be observed. Entering the room of a single person causes a drop of the
correlation to approx. 96% at 57min. Typically, the temperature inside the
room changes over time if the room is not air-conditioned. The influence of
changes in temperature on the FRF are analyzed exemplarily in the appendix A.￿
using again the analytic room model.
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Correlation coefficient of measured impulse responses to monitor time
variances in a seminar room referenced to an impulse response in the
center of the time scale for different frequency bands.
The impulse response and the frequency response measured with the target loud-
speaker and the obtained by synthesis is presented exemplarily for an arbitrarily
chosen position in Figure ￿.￿￿. All data available from the loudspeaker array
measurements have been used for the synthesis. The order of magnitude in
both time and frequency domain match and the fine structure shows also a good
agreement.
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The limitation of the method for the particular loudspeaker array and the
orientations used during the measurement is depicted in Figure ￿.￿￿. In order
to measure the similarity between the impulse responses the cross-correlation
coefficient is calculated in third-octave bands. Different sets of input data for the
synthesis are used characterized by the number of different orientation angles
used. As can be seen, with the given setup the correlation coefficient is close to
its theoretical maximum of ￿ for frequencies in the range of 150Hz up to 1 kHz.
For lower frequencies the SNR decreases as the loudspeaker array as well as the
target loudspeaker do not radiate sufficient sound power. Hence, the correlation
coefficient theoretically decreases to its minimum value of 0 as two noise signals
are compared. For frequencies above 1 kHz the correlation coefficient decreases
as the method is not capable of synthesizing the correct impulse response due
to reasons regarding the maximum order of spherical harmonics. This might be
explained by the fact, that the maximum order of spherical harmonics required
to describe a radiation pattern with a given quality rises over frequency.
Furthermore, the number of single impulse response measurements with the
loudspeaker array must be higher than the number of spherical harmonic coeffi-
cients for the particular order. In addition, the radiation patterns of the rotated
and/or tilted loudspeaker must provide sufficient energy for all spherical har-
monic coefficients up the maximum order that is excited by the loudspeaker array.
Summarizing these points, the method requires more and more measurements
with the rotated and tilted loudspeaker array for an increasing upper frequency
limit and the use of such a simple loudspeaker array as the dodecahedron setup
is no longer suitable. Details on how to design a suitable loudspeaker array for
the method are published compactly in (Pollow et al., ￿￿￿￿) and in (J. Klein,
￿￿￿￿) in detail.
￿.￿. Application III—Directivity and Room Acoustic Parameters
The parametric model is used exemplarily for a virtual rotation of the cuboid
target loudspeaker￿￿. Findings of the influence of the radiation pattern of the
sound source on room acoustic parameters and hence also a rotation of the sound
source in a similar manner have been presented, e.g., in (Martin et al., ￿￿￿￿).
The EDT and C80 have been chosen to prove the applicability of the proposed
method for room acoustic uncertainty analysis as the radiation pattern can be
￿￿Parts of the following results have been published in (Dietrich et al., ￿￿￿￿; Kunkemöller
et al., ￿￿￿￿)
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clearly observed in these parameters by a simple step-wise rotation of the source.
The results obtained by a real rotation of the target loudspeaker and a virtual
rotation in the synthesis are compared in Figure ￿.￿￿. As can be seen, both
parameters reflect the strong radiation pattern of the cuboid loudspeaker over the
rotation of the source. The parameters are calculated in octave bands including
noise subtraction in the evaluation. The synthesis agrees well with the original
measurement in both shape over rotation angle and absolute value up to 1 kHz.
However, small deviations can be observed that are assumed to be caused by a
finite signal-to-noise-ratio and the fact that the correlation between measurement
and synthesis is not perfect as shown before. However, the parameters also agree
well for the frequency bands above 1 kHz although the correlation is lower for
these frequencies. This can be explained by an averaging effect caused by the
room acoustic parameter calculation. Nevertheless, the deviation of the room
acoustic parameters of measurement and synthesis is expected to increase with
decreasing correlation of the impulse responses. For the 2 kHz octave band the
correlation coefficient indicates that simulation and real measurement do not
agree. The room acoustic parameters in this frequency band also shows this
mismatch.
This example shows that real-life measurement data with a specific measurement
procedure can be used to simulate the uncertainty caused by the loudspeaker
directivity. It has to be mentioned, that due to practical limitations mostly
turntables are used to rotate the loudspeaker around its vertical axis. In order to
investigate the uncertainty more thoroughly the loudspeaker should be moved
towards arbitrary orientations. This could be done virtually with the presented
method. However, as long as the measurement loudspeaker and the procedure
are not capable of measuring up to a frequency band of 8 kHz the method is not
able to predict the uncertainty for the entire frequency range specified in the
standard. Research in this direction can be found in (J. Klein et al., ￿￿￿￿).
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Original (first row) RIR obtained with cuboid target loudspeaker and
synthesis (second row) with the presented method using ￿￿￿ individually
measured RIRs and corresponding frequency response in the last two
rows. A low-pass filter at 2 kHz has been applied for time plots.
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￿.￿. Summary and Scientific Contribution
Parametric analytical models for different applications in airborne sound trans-
mission were presented. The influence of the precision in the positioning of
microphones was studied as well as the influence of the directivity of a loud-
speaker and its orientation.
In the first application example from the field of in-situ sound barrier measure-
ments an array of microphones is used to capture an angle-averaged reflection
index. An analytical model was developed that describes the sound propagation
for a directive sound source to the microphones and additionally the reflection at
the barrier. The loudspeaker’s directivity is modeled by a cap model using spher-
ical harmonics. The uncertainty of the position of the array microphones and the
uncertainty in the orientation of the directive loudspeaker has been estimated
based on empiric data from laboratory and round robin measurements. These
values were used as uncertain input quantities for the parametric model along
with Monte Carlo simulations. The simulation results describe the uncertainty
of this reflection index for different accuracy in positioning of the microphones
and the loudspeaker separately. The influence of the loudspeaker directivity
on the uncertainty was found at high frequencies above approx. 2 kHz for the
specific size of the chosen loudspeaker. Furthermore, the results show an increased
uncertainty for the low frequency bands below approx. 200Hz also caused by
the directivity at high frequencies in conjunction with the complex evaluation
procedure for the reflection index. Especially low reflection factors are associated
with a higher measurement uncertainty.
For the second application example from the field of room acoustics, the link
between an analytic model for rectangular rooms and measurement results has
been shown using a rational fit algorithm. The agreement of this fit is promising
for the low frequency range up to a frequency of approx. 400  500Hz in large
rooms due to a limit caused by the increase of the modal density. The analytic
model was further used to investigate deviations in the modal coefficients with
increasing deviations in the position of the receiver. These effects in the modal
coefficients were shown to be related to the wavelength and the modal density.
Uncertainties in the room acoustic parameters caused by uncertain positions
were analyzed and found to be in good agreement with the measurements. For
distances of approx. 1/2 of a wavelength the uncertainty in the modal coefficients
as well as the room acoustic parameters have been found to reach a constant
value.
￿￿￿
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The enhancement of the analytic model towards arbitrary source and receiver
characteristics was used to investigate the influence of the rotation of dipoles
and quadrupoles on the modal coefficients. The derivation of room acoustic
parameters yielded a relationship between the uncertainty of the orientation
of these sources with basic radiation patterns and the uncertainty in the room
acoustic parameters. The suitable frequency range for this modal approach is
limited towards higher frequencies as the modal density rises quadratically and
the calculation time increases accordingly.
The third example involves a measurement method developed for room impulse
responses with arbitrary radiation patterns. The neccessary measurement setup
and especially the loudspeaker array used limit the maximum frequency to approx.
1 kHz. However, the derivation of room acoustic parameters obtained from a
target source with distinct radiation pattern and a synthesis by the method
showed very good agreement up to this frequency. This method is expected to
become a powerful tool for uncertainty analysis once a suitable loudspeaker array
is manufactured and hence capable of yielding results up to at least 4  5 kHz.
These data can then be used to analyze the effects and deviation caused by
different commercial loudspeakers for room acoustic measurements but with the
advantage of using the same room characteristics and the exact same position in
a virtual measurement. However, the combination of the analytic room model
including radiation patterns with this measurement method in combination with
realistic radiation patterns of loudspeakers is expected to provide more insight into
the applicability of the measurement method and finally also on the measurement
uncertainty in room acoustic parameters.
The examples investigated capture a wide range and they are assumed to be
transferable to different measurements of airborne transfer paths.
￿￿￿

￿
Uncertainties in Structure-borne
Transfer Paths
This chapter deals with the principal concept of characterizing structure-borne
sound sources and their interaction with the connected structure. A matrix
notation based on the general case is deduced for three Transfer Path Analysis
(TPA) methods and enhanced by further consideration of vibration isolators.
Based on this notation the relationship between the TPA methods is investigated
and the principal differences are discussed. The uncertainty in the mobility caused
by inaccuracies in positioning of the sensors is studied by means of Monte Carlo
simulations using an analytic model for rectangular plates as a first application
example. Moreover, this model and the general notation is used in a second
example investigating the deviations caused by applying typical simplifications
to the measurement setup.
￿.￿. Remark on Structure-borne Uncertainty Analysis
"The estimation of structure-borne sound power is generally thought to be a
’delicate’ problem, meaning that the output quantity (transmitted power), may vary
significantly due to apparently small changes in the source or receiver structures
or the details of the connections." (Evans, ￿￿￿￿)
The sources of uncertainty in structure-borne sound modeling and the estimated
sound power have already been studied in detail by Evans and summarized in ￿
classes:
￿. Variability from one structure to another (inter-variability);
￿￿￿
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￿. Variability of one structure with time (intra-variability);
￿. Variability in the analysis or measurement process;
￿. Uncertainty in geometrical and physical parameters;
￿. Uncertainty due to assumptions and approximations in the modeling of a
structure;
￿. Uncertainty in measurement;
￿. Uncertainty due to granularity in the input data of a structure-borne sound
power estimate;
￿. Uncertainty due to source characterization methods.
In the following, the focus is therefore set to the principal equations in a more
theoretical perspective. The points ￿ and ￿ of this list are touched by the following
investigation only.
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Figure ￿.￿.: Measured source mobility of an Visaton EX ￿￿ S vibration exciter in
normal direction and rational fit with ￿￿ poles as an example to show the
principal applicability of the modal modeling approach for structure-borne
scenario.
In general, the modal approach as investigated for the airborne scenario is
applicable for structure-borne systems as well (F. Fahy and Gardonio, ￿￿￿￿).
In order to provide a practical example, the driving point mobility in normal
direction of an vibration exciter (Visaton EX ￿￿ S) measured in free condition
is depicted in Figure ￿.￿. As can be seen, the transfer function between force
and velocity contains resonances and is further minimum-phase. Furthermore,
this mobility is fitted by the approach introduced in Section ￿.￿.￿ and already
￿￿￿
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applied successfully to airborne transfer functions in Section ￿.￿.￿. The number
of resonances used for the rational fit algorithm is ￿￿. The results is found
in very good agreement with the measurement data for both magnitude and
phase. Compared to the room transfer functions the modal density is much lower
in this structure-borne example. Nevertheless, the applicability of the modal
approach enables a similar modeling of the uncertainties with varying geometry,
temperature or position and orientation as in the airborne scenario. However,
the structure borne sound transmission strongly depends on the source-receiver
interaction which was not considered in the airborne scenario. Furthermore, the
comparable field quantity to the structure-borne force vector is the scalar sound
pressure, leading to the consideration of more than one degree of freedom instead.
Hence, these two differences and especially their influence on the uncertainty are
investigated in the following.
￿.￿. Source, Receiver and their Interaction
For the airborne sound the coupling between the source and the transfer path or
the medium can be reasonably neglected since the acoustic radiation impedance
and the source impedance are commonly not in the same order of magnitude
for, e.g., room acoustic application scenarios. When considering structure-borne
sound propagation this coupling can only be neglected in some special cases in
more detail. But most transfer path measurements practiced implicitly assume
these cases. Furthermore, the fact that structure-borne sound sources in general
have ￿ degrees of freedom as well as the transfer paths is neglected. Then only
the translation component in normal direction to the structure is accounted.
But also the other components can have a significant contribution as shown
in (Petersson and Gibbs, ￿￿￿￿). The practitioner’s goal is to find a suitable
trade-off between granularity and accuracy (Evans, ￿￿￿￿).
The ideal approach to a suitable modeling of a structure-borne scenario therefore
accounts for a full description and measurement of the source. In a next step,
by applying reasonable assumptions the model could be reduced by neglecting
minor contributions. Furthermore, the impedances or mobilities describing the
coupling situation of the source and receiver have to be measured. Commonly,
this approach is not applicable in practice due to time and cost constraints.
Furthermore, the contact is commonly also assumed to be an infinitesimal point
contact. But there are various applications where a multi-point contact or a
contact over an area is more realistic. This becomes evident for short wavelengths
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and hence high frequencies when the contact area cannot be considered as small
compared to the wavelength. The interaction between the contact points and the
reaction on the source can also be investigated in more detail. In addition, the
transfer paths and impedances have to be considered for the ￿ degrees of freedom
separately. Only if the propagation is entirely described reasonable assumptions
can be applied (Petersson and Gibbs, ￿￿￿￿). Point contacts are assumed in
the following.
￿.￿.￿. Impedance and Mobility
The relation between the force vector and the velocity vector in one contact point
is described by the point mobility matrix Y as
v = Y · F. (￿.￿)
The velocity is considered as a weighted answer to the causing force (F. Fahy
and Gardonio, ￿￿￿￿). The mobility can be considered as a frequency dependent
transfer function between the force signal and the velocity signal and hence
all mobilities are causal. The mobility component in the matrix connecting
the force or moment with the velocity or angular velocity of the same degree
of freedom (diagonal of the matrix) is called driving-point mobility and it is
furthermore minimum-phase according to (F. Fahy and Gardonio, ￿￿￿￿).
For real and passive systems the phase of these components can be further
narrowed to lie between ±90  which is required to fulfill the conservation of
energy. The remaining components are transfer mobilities and are in general not
minimum-phase. Hence, the phase generally can exceed this range.
The impedance is defined as the inverse of the mobility. For one degree of freedom
the point impedance is hence also minimum-phase (Tohyama and Koike, ￿￿￿￿)
and hence also causal. It is important to mention that the impedance matrix can
only be obtained by inverting the entire mobility matrix. The transfer impedances
can be a-causal. Both matrices are quadratic and can be inverted in general
despite the problems due to noise or problems due to the very high condition
numbers.
In order to suppress influences by measurement noise the force and velocity
impulse response obtained either by impact hammer or shaker measurements
can be time windowed with the techniques described in Section ￿.￿. These
impulse responses are causal, as they always follow the excitation signal. With
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the knowledge that mobilities are causal impulse responses between force and
velocity they can be further time windowed after applying the spectral division as
proposed in (Dietrich and Lievens, ￿￿￿￿; Dietrich, Lievens, and Paul,
￿￿￿￿).
Symmetry of Mobility Matrices The mobility matrix at one contact point can
be considered to have a general structure
Yel =
 
YTT YTR
YRT YRR
!
(￿.￿)
where the subscript T denotes the translational and R denotes the rotational
components. The entries on the diagonal of this block matrix consider the
inter-point mobilities of each degree of freedom and the interaction between all
rotational components and the interaction among all rotational components.
For a single structure-borne sound source i with N contact points the entire
mobility matrix reads as
Ys,i =
0BB@
Yel,11 . . . Yel,1N
...
...
Yel,N1 . . . Yel,NN
1CCA (￿.￿)
and finally for L independent sound sources as
Ys = diag(Yel,1 . . .Yel,L). (￿.￿)
The independent sound sources are assumed to have no connection among each
if they are not connected to the structure. Hence, the coupling between these
sources vanishes. On the other hand, the mobility matrix of the structure Yr is
not such a sparse matrix and hence the mobility matrix of the coupled system is
also not sparse.
The mobility matrix on one contact point i is furthermore symmetric according
to the Raleigh reciprocity theorem (F. J. Fahy, ￿￿￿￿)
Yel,ii = Y
T
el,ii . (￿.￿)
The same holds also for the cross-coupling sub-matrices
Yel,ij = Y
T
el,ij . (￿.￿)
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Furthermore, the cross-coupling sub-matrices have a symmetry among each others
Yel,ij = Y
T
el,ji . (￿.￿)
In summary, the mobility matrix is symmetric and has additional internal symme-
try. This symmetry can be utilized to cross-check measurements if all components
are measured or it can be used to reduce the number of measurements.
￿.￿.￿. Characterization of Structure-borne Sound Sources
Theoretically, a structure-borne sound source can be entirely characterized by
either its blocked force and its free velocity and its mobility matrix including all
connection points if it can be reasonably considered as an Linear Time-Invariant
(LTI) system. Depending on the type of source and further constraints for possible
mountings of the source the measurement of either free velocity or blocked force
is preferable. The measurement of the blocked force is conducted by mounting
the source to a structure with zero mobility. In practice, a very low mobility in
relation to the source mobility is chosen instead.
Many publications consider a general source characterization (Mondot and A. T.
Moorhouse, ￿￿￿￿; Mondot and Petersson, ￿￿￿￿; A. T. Moorhouse,
￿￿￿￿; A. Moorhouse, ￿￿￿￿; A. T. Moorhouse and Gibbs, ￿￿￿￿). The
approach of directly applying fully determined impedance or admittance matrices
for all degrees of freedom in a multi-point contact situation leads to numerical
and algorithmic problems￿. Therefore Petersson und Gibbs (Petersson
and Gibbs, ￿￿￿￿) try to avoid this be introducing an effective mobility Y ,
Y nn⌃ii = Y
nn
ii +
6X
j=1,j 6=i
Y nnii
F kj
Fni
+
NX
k=1,k 6=n
Y nkii
F ki
Fni
+
NX
k=1,k 6=n
6X
j=1,j 6=i
Y nkij
F kj
Fni
. (￿.￿)
This approach combines the amplitude of the force of each degree of freedom to
obtain a weighted mean of the mobility in one contact summarizing all degrees of
freedom. The first term expresses the point mobility, the second term the coupling
of various components (degrees of freedom) in one contact point (intra-point
cross-coupling) and the last term the coupling of the point among each others
(inter-point cross-coupling). Fahy und Gibbs emphasize that only one fourth is
￿Full matrices are used in the following and the condition number is considered as well.
For the theoretic cases studied in these thesis these problems are negligible but become
problematic in real-life measurements especially with finite Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR).
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related to the translation components only and the remaining terms are related to
the rotation components as well which is commonly underestimated in practice￿.
The blocked force Fb can be transferred to the free velocity vf of the source as
vf = YsFb. (￿.￿)
￿.￿.￿. Modeling the Coupling of Source and Receiver
The coupling function is dependent on the source and the receiver mobility
and can be explained using circuit diagrams as commonly used in electrical
engineering as, e.g., depicted in Figure ￿.￿. The velocity and the force at the
interface points to the structure linearly scale with the source signal but also
scale with a combination of the mobilities.
Ys
Yrvf vc
Fc
Figure ￿.￿.: Equivalent circuit diagram with source and receiver mobility. The source
signal is represented by the free velocity. The voltage corresponds to the
velocity and the current corresponds to the force.
The mobility matrix of the coupled matrix Yc is deduced and the analogy that
substitutes voltage by velocity is used. The free velocity is connected to the force
in the coupled condition Fc according to
Fc = (Ys +Yr)
 1 · vf = (Ys +Yr) 1 ·Ys · Fb. (￿.￿￿)
The velocity in the coupled condition vc can hence be derived as
vc = Yr · Fc = Yr · (Ys +Yr) 1 ·Ys · Fb. (￿.￿￿)
By comparison with Eq. ￿.￿ the mobility of the coupled system follows as
Yc = Yr · (Ys +Yr) 1Ys. (￿.￿￿)
￿It has to be mentioned, that a simple comparison of the magnitude of the force spectrum for
all degrees of freedom is not sufficient to decide whether this path is important to consider.
At this point the combination of the source signal and the transfer path including the
coupling function yielding the path contribution has to be considered.
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From linear algebra the following formulations are equivalent
Yc = (Zr + Zs)
 1 = (Y 1r +Y
 1
s )
 1 = (Y 1s +Y
 1
r )
 1. (￿.￿￿)
Due to reasons of symmetry the matrices Ys and Yr can also be exchanged, which
can also be explained by using the associative law and Eq. ￿.￿￿. It has been shown
that formulations using only a single inversion can be advantageous (Hoeller,
￿￿￿￿; Lievens, ￿￿￿￿).
The measurement setup to measure the blocked force uses a structure with Ys
tending to zero rigidly coupled to the source and the forces at the contacts points
are measured. This setup can be explained by inserting Ys = 0 in Eq. ￿.￿￿ and
it follows Fc = Fb for this particular case.
￿.￿. TPA Methods in Matrix Notation
TPA methods can be divided into load-response and response-response meth-
ods (P. A. Gajdatsy, ￿￿￿￿). The first uses the measured force as the cause of
the measured velocity. The latter uses velocity measurements only￿. In general,
the methods can be also classified due to the condition the components are
measured in as:
• Coupled—Sources connected to the structure (simple measurements, mostly
less flexibility regarding the use of the results);
• Decoupled—Physical separation of sources and receiver (extensive procedure
and extensive measurements, more flexibility).
By consideration of the measurement methods in terms of the matrix equations
arbitrary numbers of source, degrees of freedom and contact points can be
investigated. The equations of three different typical TPA methods are deduced
and the relation of the results obtained by these methods is presented. The
effect of cross-coupling on the results and their difference can be observed by this
approach ￿.
￿The acceleration is measured in practice instead. However, all formulations in the following
use the velocity.
￿Parts of the following have already been submitted in (Lievens et al., (￿￿￿￿)) and are
therefore presented in (Lievens, ￿￿￿￿).
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The introduction of such a matrix notation is not entirely new, but a unified
notation is used in this thesis to connect the different methods. E.g., Moor-
house also uses a matrix notation but he does not consider the TPA methods.
The detailed overview of TPA methods is presented, e.g., in (LMS, ￿￿￿￿; LMS,
￿￿￿￿; Van der Auweraer et al., ￿￿￿￿) but without a matrix notation and
hence no direct comparison of the results from a theoretical point of view.
￿.￿.￿. Load-Response Methods
Two different load-response methods are investigated in the following. Firstly,
a frequently used method that involves measurements of the decoupled system.
It is therefore denoted as classic TPA in this thesis. Secondly, a measurement
method of the coupled system.
Classic TPA
The classic TPA uses measurements of the decoupled sources and transfer path
measurements of the structure with all sources being removed. On the one side,
the source is characterized as explained above. On the other side, the structure
is measured by introducing a force at each connection point and measuring the
responding velocities of the receiver and the sound pressure. The velocities are
normalized to the measured force and yield the mobility. The sound pressure is
also normalized to the force and yields the transfer path Hr. A model of the
source using internal sources that itself involve transfer paths to the connection
points and the coupling of the source to the receiver is illustrated schematically
in Figure ￿.￿.
Hence, the required measurements are in summary:
• Blocked force Fb (active, running source);
• Mobility Ys (measurement of F and v, ext. excitation) at the idle source;
• Mobility Yr and transfer path Hr (measurement of F , v, p, ext. excitation).
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The sound pressure at the receiver position can then be synthesized by using
the transfer path obtained in decoupled condition Hr and the force in coupled
condition Fc as
p = Hr · Fc. (￿.￿￿)
where Fc is usually obtained by using Eq. ￿.￿￿ yielding
p = Hr(Ys +Yr)
 1YsFb = HrCFb (￿.￿￿)
where C describes the coupling. This forward synthesis from the source to the
receiving points is the Transfer Path Synthesis (TPS). This dimensionless matrix
C describes the coupling between the source and the receiver, the coupling
between the degrees of freedom and also the coupling between the interfaces. The
errors introduced by applying simplifications or assumption and hence neglecting
components of this matrix or setting them to unity
Furthermore, the velocities at these contact points can be obtained as
vc = Yr(Ys +Yr)
 1YsFb = YcFb = YrFc. (￿.￿￿)
Figure ￿.￿.: Model of a structure-borne sound source with internal source components
and connection to the receiver structure and block diagram after (Hoeller,
￿￿￿￿).
Coupled System
The measurement of transfer paths can also be realized using the coupled system.
This does not involve the troublesome decoupling of the sources, but—as a
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drawback—does also not deliver information on the source signals. The transfer
paths could, e.g., be measured by using an impact hammer at approximately the
connection points. This force introduced externally is equivalent to the blocked
force described above. Additionally, mounting of force sensors between the source
and the receiver yields the same transfer paths but has the further advantage of
measuring the in-situ force signals Fc. The relation of the transfer path obtained
by this method with the transfer path obtained by the classical TPA is of interest.
In the same manner as in Eq. ￿.￿￿ the relation between the introduced force and
the sound pressure can be written as
p = Hc · Fext = Hc · Fb (￿.￿￿)
and by using Eq. ￿.￿￿, Eq. ￿.￿￿ and Eq. ￿.￿￿
p = Hr(Ys +Yr)
 1Ys| {z }
Hc
Fb = Hr (Ys +Yr)
 1YsFb| {z }
Fc
= HrFc = HcFb (￿.￿￿)
with
Hc = Hr(Ys +Yr)
 1Ys. (￿.￿￿)
Hc is the transfer path of the coupled system as also used in (Elliott and
A. Moorhouse, ￿￿￿￿) and (Lievens, ￿￿￿￿) measured with external excitation
at the coupling points. This introduction of an external force is equivalent to a
structure-borne sound source with this same internal force in terms of a blocked
forced description.
It is important to mention that the transfer paths obtained from a measurement
of a decoupled system and a coupled system are not identical according to
Eq. ￿.￿￿. If the source mobility can be considered much greater than the receiver
mobility, Hc approximates Hr. Additionally, this constraint has to be fulfilled for
all corresponding entries in both matrices. By taking Hr as the reference high
uncertainties are to be expected when the assumption is not valid and hence the
mobilities would be in the same order of magnitude. In case the source mobility
is much lower than the receiver mobility the approximation is not applicable.
Further measurements of Ys and Ys are required instead increasing again the
measurement time and effort if they have not been measured before.
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￿.￿.￿. Response-Response Methods
Only one response-response method is chosen exemplarily. The Operational
Transfer Path Analysis (OTPA) involves only velocity-based measurements (re-
sponse) of the coupled system in running condition. It therefore eliminates the
time consuming decoupling process and does not require force measurements
(loads). The method was initially claimed to deliver quick and reliable results to
find dominant and hence problematic transfer paths (Noumura and Yoshida,
￿￿￿￿a; Noumura and Yoshida, ￿￿￿￿b). It involves the MIMO technique (De
Klerk and Ossipov, ￿￿￿￿).
It is of interest in the scope of this thesis to investigate in how far the obtained
transfer paths correspond to the results from the classical TPA. From a prac-
titioner’s point of view, it might be also interesting to investigate in how far
the path contributions obtained by this method can be used as a measure for
dominant paths. This question as well as the aspects of the Multiple Input
Multiple Output (MIMO) technique and further negligence of transfer paths,
correlation of internal source signals is addressed in detail in (P. Gajdatsy,
￿￿￿￿a; P. Gajdatsy, ￿￿￿￿b; P. A. Gajdatsy, ￿￿￿￿; P. Gajdatsy et al., ￿￿￿￿;
P. Gajdatsy et al., ￿￿￿￿; P. Gajdatsy et al., ￿￿￿￿). Motivated by the practical
problems—mainly due to condition numbers, noise and unintended negligence of
paths—observed the OPAX method was developed (Janssens et al., ￿￿￿￿). This
method involves additional measurements in coupled condition and an approach
similar to the fitting described before to overcome these problems.
It is not important for the following equations how the transfer paths are obtained
in terms of signal-processing methods, e.g., by MIMO techniques or if correlation
of the source signals was present. It is assumed that the transfer path as described
by the method is measured ideally without further artifacts.
The transfer path obtained by this method is denoted as Ha . This transfer path
captures a relation between the velocity at the interfaces—originally the method
uses the acceleration a instead—and the sound pressure as
p = Havc. (￿.￿￿)
According to Eq. ￿.￿￿ to relation to classical TPA using Fc can be found
p = HaYrFc (￿.￿￿)
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and comparison with Eq. ￿.￿￿ finally yields
Hr = HaYr. (￿.￿￿)
The obtained transfer path is not identical to the result obtained by the classical
TPA. Especially the physical units in Ha differ from Hr. But in case Yr can be
reasonably assumed to be a diagonal matrix, the transfer paths for the different
contact points can be compared by further claiming that the entries of Yr to be
in the same order of magnitude. This assumption is only based on Yr and not
on both mobilities of the source and the receiver.
In order to overcome the problems of the MIMO technique a combination with
coupled TPA measurements can be used. The transfer paths in coupled condition
Hc are not subject to these problems and are in known relation to Hr. Right
multiplication of the inverse matrices on the right hand side in Eq. ￿.￿￿ yield
HcY
 1
s (Yr +Ys) = Hr. (￿.￿￿)
Inserting into Eq. ￿.￿￿ and right multiplication by the inverse of Yr yields
Hc = HaYr(Yr +Ys)
 1Ys = HaYc (￿.￿￿)
and finally the relation to the transfer path obtained by the coupled TPA can be
written as
Ha = HcY
 1
c . (￿.￿￿)
Only the measurement of the coupled mobility and hence no decoupling of the
sources is required.
￿.￿.￿. Relation of the Methods and Path Contributions
The relation of the methods as deduced above are in summary
pclassicTPA = Hr ·Fc = Hr ·Fc (￿.￿￿)
pcoupledTPA = Hr(Ys +Yr)
 1Ys·Fb = HcY 1s (Yr +Ys) ·Fc
pOTPA = HrY
 1
r ·vc = HaYr ·Fc.
For the path contributions the vector to the right hand-side in the center column
describing the source signal is substituted by a diagonal matrix, containing the
values of the vector of the same rows. Ideally, all sound pressures on the left
hand-side are identical if no simplifications are applied and the measurements
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results are assumed to be ideal with uncertainty but the path contributions
are not identical. Figure ￿.￿ illustrates a typical plot of the path contribution
in a TPA. The contributions are shown separately for the contact interfaces
considered for the OTPA and the classical TPA method summarized in frequency
bands. The results are exemplary calculated by using an implemented simulator
as described in the appendix Section A.￿. The OTPA result was calculated based
on simulations of Hr, Yr , Ys and a given force vector. The path contribution for
the given example are generally similar, but specific deviations can be observed
especially for the 155Hz and 200Hz frequency band. The classical TPA method
indicates that all ￿ paths contribute almost equally, but the OTPA indicates the
paths ￿, ￿ and ￿ to be the problematic paths. The sum of the path contributions
for each of the methods are identical, only the weighting of the importance of
the paths is different.
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Figure ￿.￿.: Path contribution (color indicating level in dB) for ￿ different transfer
paths obtained by the classical TPA method (left) and theoretical results
obtained by the OTPA method (right).
￿.￿. Characterization of Vibration Isolators
Vibration isolators are used to attenuate the structure-borne sound propagation
from the source to the receiving structure. Fundamentals in modeling of such
isolators is presented in the following assuming linearity. This formulation is then
adapted to the matrix notation compatible to the matrix formulation deduced
for the TPA methods.
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￿.￿.￿. Two-Port Theory and Modeling
When it comes to the description of transfer elements, two-ports are advantageous
and commonly applied in electrical engineering (Feldtkeller, ￿￿￿￿). In general,
a two-port can, e.g., be fully characterized by its impedance matrix or by its
transfer matrix. Therefore, it contains all information on the input, output and
transfer impedances from input to output of the system and vice versa. The use
of two-ports for vibration problems has been proposed by (Molloy, ￿￿￿￿) by
applying the methods from electrical engineering. For applications in automotive
industry this two-port concept has also been integrated for the binaural transfer
path analysis (Sottek, ￿￿￿￿). It is of further interest how vibration isolators
could be introduced in terms of the matrix notation. The formulation in the
following as also found in the literature is valid for the one-dimensional case.
Vibrational isolators are assumed to be linear in the following which is valid
for small amplitudes and if the pre-load does not chance significantly. These
limitations and the problems occurring for a broad frequency range have been
investigated in (Vermeulen, Lemmen, and Verheij, ￿￿￿￿).
The standard ISO ￿￿￿￿￿ (ISO ￿￿￿￿￿, ￿￿￿￿) describes the measurement of
vibration isolators. It mainly uses an indirect measurement method. Dickens
further investigates the modeling, measurement and the prediction of sound
propagation through these isolators (Dickens, ￿￿￿￿; Dickens, ￿￿￿￿; Dickens
and Norwood, ￿￿￿￿). He mainly proposes a direct measurement method and
investigates the limitations of this measurement approach. The measurement
setup compromises the accuracy as flanking transmission in the setup increases
over frequency and the influence on the measurement result increases accordingly.
The theoretical description of the sound propagation via a single vibration isolator
by means of two-ports uses a 2⇥ 2 matrix notation for the one-dimensional case.
The notation already has similarities with the TPA notation but the TPA notation
uses only one element for a one-dimensional transmission instead of four. The
notation in the following links the force F1 and the velocity v1 at the input of
the isolator with the force F2 and velocity v2 at its output.
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Mobility or Impedance Matrix
The impedance matrix is often used to describe isolators as meaningful quantities,
e.g., the input and the output impedance are the entries on the diagonal of the
matrix. Remaining elements are the transfer impedances between input and
output:  
F1
F2
!
=
 
Z11 Z12
Z21 Z22
! 
v1
v2
!
= Z
 
v1
v2
!
. (￿.￿￿)
The determination of the elements can be separated as
Z11 =
F1
v1
    
F2=0
Z12 =
F1
v2
    
v1=0
(￿.￿￿)
and
Z21 =
F2
v1
    
v2=0
Z22 =
F2
v2
    
F1=0
(￿.￿￿)
where the isolator has to be connected to two different termination impedances—
ideally free (F = 0) and blocked (v = 0)—at its input and its output.
The input and output impedance of an isolator connected to the source on the
one hand and to the receiver on the other hand is calculated as
Zin = Z11   Z12Z21
Z22 + Zr
Zout = Z22   Z12Z21
Z11 + Zs
(￿.￿￿)
with the source impedance Zs and the receiver impedance Zr (Dickens, ￿￿￿￿).
These values represent the impedance of the structure seen by the source through
the isolator and vice versa. The mobility or admittance matrix is defined analog
to the impedance matrix. It has to be pointed out, that the entries of the
matrix can become infinite for theoretical cases. Hence, the contrary formulation,
e.g. impedance instead of mobility, might become beneficial as the infinite
values become zeros instead. These formulations are not directly applicable for
multi-ports.
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Transmission Matrix
The transmission matrix T (or ABCD matrix) is mainly applied in the field of
physics and especially optics. This can be explained as a series connection of
transfer elements can be calculated by matrix multiplication of the transmission
matrices. This is not directly possible with the impedance matrix. The relation
between the input and output reads as 
F1
v1
!
=
 
A B
C D
! 
F2
v2
!
= T ·
 
F2
v2
!
(￿.￿￿)
where the elements of the matrix are determined with the following constraints
A =
F1
F2
    
v2=0
B =
F1
v2
    
F2=0
C =
v1
F2
    
v2=0
D =
v1
v2
    
F2=0
(￿.￿￿)
also measured with free and blocked condition.
Both transmission matrix and impedance or mobility matrix representation can
be transformed into each other as, e.g., described in (Hynnä, ￿￿￿￿).
Typical Simplifications for Measurements
Based on the geometrical symmetry of the isolator simplifications to the general
case involving ￿ degrees of freedom can be applied. In case of rotational symmetry
of the isolation elements simplifications can be applied as some elements in the
matrix can be assumed to vanish. Furthermore, elements are redundant and hence
measurements can be reasonably simplified. If the isolators are also symmetric
at the input and output further simplifications become possible. By assuming no
intra-point cross-coupling, again only the elements on the diagonal are important.
This is summarized in ISO ￿￿￿￿￿. According to the standard only two or three
elements of the matrix are sufficient in many cases to describe the isolator.
As also mentioned for the transfer paths before, the dominance of one degree of
freedom is not only depending on the magnitude of the elements in this matrix
but also on the magnitude of the driving signals. Hence, these simplifications can
only be applied reasonably for a specific scenario and require detailed experience.
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Figure ￿.￿.: Exemplary measurement setup for the characterization of small vibration
isolators in normal direction with a pre-load mass and a shaker as used in
refrigerators to decouple the compressor from the housing.
Isolators with symmetry regarding the input and output can be described by
only two parameters for each frequency bin. One single measurement in blocked
condition is sufficient. By using the Raleigh reciprocity theorem the remaining
parameters can be obtained. All passive isolators are subject to the reciprocity
theorem and it holds Z12 = Z21 Furthermore, the input and output impedance
for symmetric isolators are equal Z11 = Z22. The symmetry of the transmission
matrix follows accordingly. A measurement of a symmetric vibration isolator in
normal direction as, e.g., applied to decouple a compressor from the refrigerator
is depicted in Figure ￿.￿. To capture the influence of the weight of the compressor
on the soft isolator a pre-load is applied using an appropriate mass driven by
the shaker is used (Dietrich, Höller, and Lievens, ￿￿￿￿). This setup was
successfully used to predict sound pressure levels radiated by a refrigerator based
on measured blocked forces of the compressor on a force-bench including proper
conditioning of the suction and discharge gas pressures and temperatures.
￿.￿.￿. Matrix Notation for TPA Methods
The transmission matrix notation is used for the deduction with the transmission
matrix T and its entries A, B, C and D which are also matrices:
T =
 
A B
C D
!
. (￿.￿￿)
The matrix is split into its entries in order to connect the formulation with the
notation of the TPA methods. The isolator is virtually integrated into a new
￿￿￿
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sound source with a different source mobility and a different blocked force and
free velocity. The force and velocity at the input and output are
Fout = AFin +Bvin (￿.￿￿)
vout = CFin +Dvin. (￿.￿￿)
Blocked Two-Port
The input mobility of a two port blocked at its output can be described using
vout = 0 with Eq. ￿.￿￿ and Eq. ￿.￿￿ as
Yin,b =  D 1C (￿.￿￿)
and the blocked force at the output follows as
Fout,b = AFin+Bvin = AFin+B
  D 1C Fin =  A  BD 1C Fin. (￿.￿￿)
The force at the input Fin can be obtained by the coupling between source and
receiver as already discussed
Fin = Fc = (Ys +Yr)
 1YsFb = (Ys  D 1C) 1YsFb. (￿.￿￿)
Finally, the blocked force of the source at the output of the connected isolator
Fb,iso is obtained by using Eq. ￿.￿￿ in Eq. ￿.￿￿ as
Fb,iso = Fout,b =
 
A  BD 1C  (Ys  D 1C) 1YsFb. (￿.￿￿)
Free Two-Port
The free two-port is considered in a similar manner but by using the impedance
instead of the mobility to avoid singularities. An isolator approximating a rigid
connection has also to approximate the result obtained without using the isolator.
This can only be achieved if the matrices approximate zero and if they are
connected by addition. Based on the constraint for the free two-port Fout = 0
and by solving for the impedance it yields
Zin,f =  A 1B. (￿.￿￿)
￿￿￿
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The relation of the velocity at the input and the output of the isolator reads as
vout = ( CA 1B +D)vin. (￿.￿￿)
Due to the coupling between the source and the receiver the velocity at the input
follows as
vin = vc = Yr(Ys +Yr)
 1vf = (Zs + Zr)
 1Zsvf (￿.￿￿)
and by inserting Eq. ￿.￿￿ in Eq. ￿.￿￿ and using Yr = Z 1in,f the free velocity of
the source at the output of its connected vibration isolator read as
vf,iso = (D  CA 1B)( YsA 1B + 1) 1vf . (￿.￿￿)
Transformed Source with Vibration Isolator
The source mobility is the relation between the blocked force and the free velocity
as
vf,iso = Ys,isoFb,iso. (￿.￿￿)
By using Eq. ￿.￿￿ and Eq. ￿.￿￿ the source mobility of the new source including
the vibration isolator is calculated as
(D CA 1B)( YsA 1B+1) 1vf= Ys,iso
 
A BD 1C  (Ys D 1C) 1YsFb
(￿.￿￿)
where one inversion can be avoided by summarizing two terms:
Ys,iso = (D CA 1B)( YsA 1B+1) 1(Ys D 1C)(A BD 1C) 1. (￿.￿￿)
The integration of the vibration isolators into a new source with arbitrary degrees
of freedom, connection points and number is isolators is fully described by Eq. ￿.￿￿
transforming the blocked force or by Eq. ￿.￿￿ transforming the free velocity of the
source and the transformation of the source mobility in Eq. ￿.￿￿. These matrix
equation capture the multi-dimensional case similar to the one-dimensional case
described in Eq. ￿.￿￿.
￿.￿. Application I—Uncertainty in Sensor Position
It was shown that the results obtained by the TPA methods could be theoretically
transferred into each other in Section ￿.￿.￿. This mainly involves multiplication
￿￿￿
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with mobility matrices or their inverse. In order to investigate the problems
introduced by this calculation the problem is simplified to only one mobility
matrix. The measurement of a transfer path with either one of the discussed TPA
methods inherently involves both mobility matrices of the source and the receiver.
For the transform of the results it is assumed that the mobility matrix multiplied
by its inverse equals the identity matrix I. This assumption is only valid if
the measured system is time-invariant and if the measurement positions remain
identical￿. Only the latter aspect is investigated, as changes in the position
while placing the sensors multiple times are practically unavoidable. This can be
characterized by a position uncertainty similar to the example in Section ￿.￿.￿.
As an exemplary structure-borne scenario an analytic model for the driving-point
and transfer mobilities of a thin rectangular plate with geometry 0.8m⇥ 0.5m
corresponding to the ceiling of the airborne-scenario L1 in Section ￿.￿ was used.
The simply supported boundary condition (pinned-pinned) is chosen resulting in
sinusoidal mode shapes with vanishing normal velocity at the boundary. This
model is similar as the one used for the airborne scenario and described in detail
in (F. Fahy and Walker, ￿￿￿￿) with a modal superposition approach in the
section out-of-plane vibrations of rectangular plates￿. For the chosen example
the degrees of freedom can be reduced as only the force in normal direction
with two moments and the responding velocity in normal direction and two
angular velocities have to be considered. The material properties are chosen for
an aluminum plate with Young’s modulus of 69 · 109 N/m2, Poisson ratio of 0.346 ,
a density of 2710 kg/m3 and a frequency independent loss factor of 0.1%.
The mobility matrix for a single point with the coordinates (0.27m, 0.17m) is
shown in Figure ￿.￿. The driving point mobilities shown on the diagonal are all
minimum-phase and the phase is limited to ±90  according to the theory (F.
Fahy and Gardonio, ￿￿￿￿) where the remaining components are not minimum-
phase. The coupling between the degrees of freedom reaches its minimum for
coordinates in the center of the plate and increases towards the sides. For the
chosen position the coupling is in the same order of magnitude as the diagonal
components. The rotational mobilities have less resonances than the translational
mobilities. This is explained by the derivation used to apply moments at one point
similar to dipole excitation in the airborne scenario. Once again the Common
Acoustic Poles and Zeros approach (CAPZ) approach is valid as the poles being
the modes are common for all degrees of freedom and all contact points of a
￿Measurement noise and high condition numbers can additionally become problematic (Thite
and Thompson, ￿￿￿￿).
￿Since no modifications are applied to this model the equations are not repeated in this
thesis
￿￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿.: Mobility matrix of a rectangular plate with geometry 0.8m⇥0.5m⇥1mm.
The spectra on the diagonal (black) are the driving point mobilities whereas
the remaining spectra (gray) describe the interaction between the degrees
of freedom. The magnitude is calculated with 20 log10(|Y |) in dB re m/Ns,
1/Nms and 1/Ns, respectively.
structure. In case of the rotational components specific modal coefficients are
always zero but this does not conflict with the CAPZ approach.
The position was exemplarily altered by 0.1mm, 1mm and 1 cm towards the
center of the plate. The spectral deviation of the translational driving point
mobility is depicted in Figure ￿.￿. With increasing uncertainty in position the
deviation in the mobility increases as well, where the resonances can also be
observed in this deviation similar to the room acoustic example. It is important
to mention, that the error in contrast to the airborne example does not increase
drastically over frequency. This is explained by the lower increase of the modal
density over frequency and the different dependence of the modal coefficients on
￿￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿.: Deviation obtained by spectral division of translational driving point
mobility on a thin aluminum plate for a shift in position by 0.1mm, 1mm
and 1 cm for one specific position on the plate.
both frequency and position in the plate model. MC simulations with ￿￿ run for
positions distributed over the entire plates and the same perturbations in position
were used to obtain the mean error over frequency as depicted in Figure ￿.￿. This
mean error is smaller than the peaks observed in the example for a particular
position. Moreover, this provides already an approximate measure on the errors
to be expected. This error does not show a strong dependence on frequency as
mentioned before, but it has to be pointed out, that the results are only valid
for the specific example studied. In particular, the uncertainty in the mobility
is dependent on the geometry and the damping as already investigated for the
airborne scenario.
The position uncertainty observed in practical measurement setup is assumed
to be in the range of a few millimeters if measurements are conducted with
an impedance hammer. Hence, mean errors in the translational driving point
mobility of approx. ±0.5 dB have to be expected. Since this is not the only
source of uncertainty the combined uncertainty has to be expected to be in the
range of a few dB. By comparing these uncertainties with the results obtained
in (Lievens, ￿￿￿￿) for detailed measurements of a washing machine on a wooden
floor and further estimating a position uncertainty of 3  5mm between mobility
￿￿￿
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Figure ￿.￿.: Mean error in translational driving point mobility for thin aluminum plate
obtained by MC simulations with ￿￿ runs for a position uncertainty of
0.1mm, 1mm and 1 cm.
and in-situ measurement the order of magnitude seems to be reasonably in the
same order of magnitude although the material properties and geometries are
different￿.
￿.￿. Application II—Modeling of Typical Simplifications
To decrease the measurement complexity simplifications are applied in practice.
(Lievens, ￿￿￿￿) investigated uncertainties caused by assumption about the
source based on ￿-D measurements in detail. These simplifications can also be
modeled by modifying the matrices introduced above where these modifications
are exemplarily applied to Eq. ￿.￿￿. This approach is only applicable if the
full matrices and the input signals are known. Hence, this is mainly interesting
from a theoretical point of view or by using numerical simulations instead of
extensive measurements that also include measurement noise and the uncertainty
in positioning of the sensors and actuators as discussed before. As a measurement
of the coupled system in operating condition generally involves all components
the errors can therefore be studied by comparing the result obtained by using no
simplifications to the ones obtained with the modeled simplifications.
As an example, the analytic model of the thin rectangular plate is used for
both source and receiver mobility as also described in the appendix A.￿. The
geometry of the source plate was chosen as 0.4m ⇥ 0.3m with a thickness of
5mm whereas the geometry of the receiver plate and the remaining parameters
￿Experiments with an airborne enclosure of geometry L1 and an aluminum plate with the
same properties as the plate studied showed similar results but are not listed here further.
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were the same as in the previous example. Both plates are connected by two
contact points spaced by a small distance of 4mm near the center of both plates
as illustrated in Figure ￿.￿ to capture a moderate coupling scenario. Moreover,
the two translational source and receiver driving point mobilities are very similar
due to the small distance of the contact points on the plate.
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Figure ￿.￿.: Simplified setup (left) for source (blue) and receiver (red) represented
by rectangular plates where the two green circles represent the coupling
points. Translational driving point mobility for contact point ￿ and ￿ for
the source and the receiver.
Degrees of Freedom Neglecting degrees of freedom can be modeled by deleting
entries (rows) in the blocked force vector Fb and be deleting rows and columns
in the mobility matrices and hence in the coupling matrix C = (Ys +Yr) 1 ·Ys.
Two different errors are introduced. Firstly, the introduced force causing a
path contribution at the receiving point is missing in the synthesis. Secondly,
the interaction between the neglected degrees of freedom with the remaining
degrees of freedom changes the coupling matrix. Hence, path contributions of
the remaining degrees of freedom could be overestimated or underestimated.
As an example, a source that only produces a force in normal direction and
that has additionally a mobility matrix Ys that is diagonal cannot be modeled
correctly by neglecting all degrees of freedom except for the normal translational
component. This simplification reduces the measurement complexity significantly
as less or simpler sensors have to be positioned and less degrees of freedom have
to be excited via impact hammer or shaker yielding a shorter overall measurement
duration.
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(a) No simplifications, reference
(b) No coupling, diagonalized
(c) No inter-point cross-coupling
(d) No intra-point cross-coupling
Figure ￿.￿￿.: Schematic plot of source (left, Ys) and receiver (center, Yr) mobility
matrices and resulting coupling matrix (right, C) of the basic example
using rectangular plates and two connection points. The color represents
the amplitude of the entries in dB (dark: low, bright: high values).
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Figure ￿.￿￿.: Transversal coupling function for connection point ￿ (C11) with typical
simplifications applied to the source and receiver mobility matrices.
Without knowledge of the source signals only the interaction error can be analyzed.
This is similar to the error obtained for neglecting the intra-connection cross
coupling but only the elements beside the diagonal of the corresponding degrees
of freedom are set to zero. This remains the full size of the matrix.
No Source-Receiver Coupling If the source is considered as an ideal force source,
the interaction between source and receiver is neglected. Hence, the coupling
matrix simplifies to the identity matrix C = I.
No Inter-connection Cross-coupling Neglecting the coupling between connection
points can be modeled by using the sub-matrices from Eq. ￿.￿ for the source
and the receiver. The coupling between the degrees of freedom at one contact
point is still considered and hence the sub-matrices Yel,ii are kept but the cross
sub-matrices are overwritten: Yel,ij = 0.
No Intra-connection Cross-coupling Keeping the cross-coupling between the con-
tact points and neglecting the coupling between the degrees of freedom is equiva-
lent to using only the diagonal of all sub-matrices: diag (Yel,ii) and diag (Yel,ij ).
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No Cross-coupling By neglecting all cross-coupling between the contact points
and between the degrees of freedom the mobility matrices are replaced by their
diagonal entries: diag (Ys) and diag (Yr). As a consequence, the corresponding
impedance matrices are also diagonal and all entries are minimum-phase, as the
mobilities on the diagonal are all minimum-phase. Furthermore, the resulting
coupling matrix is diagonal and minimum-phase and the entries could be cal-
culated by using only the corresponding entries from the source and receiver
mobility matrix.
The principal symmetry of the matrices with applied simplifications is exemplarily
simulated in Figure ￿.￿￿ for a frequency of 400Hz. The magnitude is represented
by the brightness of the color but has to be understood an illustrative and
qualitative manner only. A general rule for the matrices can be given based on
these examples. If both the source and the receiver mobility matrix have the same
symmetry this symmetry also follows for the coupling matrix. Furthermore, a
comparison of the coupling function in terms of the spectrum of the translational
component of connection one (C11) is depicted in Figure ￿.￿￿. As can be seen,
the results vary over frequency and the assumption of a negligible source receiver
coupling is not valid. Moreover, the result without coupling at all and by
neglecting only the coupling between the degrees of freedom are very similar for
this particular example.
Although this model is basic and free of noise the deviations are in the order of
10  30 dB for some frequencies. In practice, the energetic error, e.g., averaged
over an octave band would be smaller. This is a valid approach for broadband
input signals. If multi-tone signals as, e.g., generated by electrical machines are
found at the input, the errors are higher and can be in the order of magnitude
as presented. As this is only one example it should be understood as a possible
guideline to model the influences only and the results from this example should
not be directly generalized.
At this point the link to the CAPZ is important. There is one set of poles for
all entries of the source mobility and one set for the receiver mobilities. The
connection of the two structures yields modified resonance frequencies. Moreover,
the zeros of the entries have an influence on the position of the poles in the
matrix calculations. While the coupling function for the diagonalized case is still
very smooth it is more complicated for the calculation using full matrices due to
the influence of the zeros of the components beside the diagonal of both mobility
matrices.
￿￿￿
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￿.￿. Summary and Scientific Contribution
A theoretic approach to investigate the uncertainties in the measurement and
modeling of structure-borne sound propagation has been presented where the
interaction between structure-borne sound sources and connected systems was
modeled using mobility matrices. The principal symmetries occurring in these
matrices have been discussed as well as the relation to the CAPZ approach. Since
mobilities and impedances are mainly analyzed in the frequency domain the
phase constraints and the causality was studied. Driving point mobilities and
impedances of linear and passive systems are found to be minimum-phase with a
phase in the range of ±90  and hence both causal. Cross and transfer mobilities
are causal whereas the impedances are generally not causal.
A matrix notation for three different TPA methods—classic TPA, measurement
of the coupled system and operational TPA—has been deduced. The obtained
transfer paths by the method have been found to be not identical and hence the
theoretic differences have been discussed. Moreover, relations between the transfer
paths and a transformation of these result have been presented involving additional
measurements of mobility matrices. Furthermore, the two-port approach for
vibration isolators has been integrated for an arbitrary number of contact points.
Based on this notation an application example using an analytic model for thin
rectangular plates has been investigated. The uncertainty in the mobility matrix
due to uncertainty in positioning the sensors was simulated by means of Monte
Carlo simulations and results have been compared to the airborne scenario. As a
main difference the uncertainty was found to be mainly independent on frequency
for the specific example chosen.
Since simplifications to the general ￿ degree of freedom case with several contact
points are commonly applied in practice to decrease the measurement complexity
the influence on the mobility matrices of sources and the receiver have been
investigated. The deviation in the source receiver coupling was presented for one
example. It can be stated that neglecting degrees of freedom or cross-coupling
can have severe effects on the prediction of the structure-borne sound propagation
if the entries and especially the cross-coupling entries in the mobility matrix are
in the same order of magnitude as the main driving point mobilities.
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In summary, large errors in the order of a few dB have to expected for reasonable
uncertainty in positioning of sensors of approx. 1  5mm and applying typical
simplifications to reduce the measurement effort, e.g., by neglecting cross-coupling.
In general, a similar behavior of the uncertainties in the transfer function caused
by inaccuracies in the sensor placement as for the airborne application is assumed.
However, more research using different structure models is required to proof this.
￿￿￿
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Conclusion and Outlook
Acoustic transfer functions and their measurement were investigated in a detailed
and theoretical manner. Therefore, basics in signal processing, representations of
transfer functions and the fundamentals in uncertainty modeling were presented.
Afterwards, the uncertainties have been exemplarily studied and divided into ar-
tifacts caused by the measurement method and the measurement equipment with
a special focus on signal processing and perturbations caused by misplacement of
observation points and further non ideal characteristics of the actuators.
It can be stated that the measurement of acoustic transfer functions remains a
challenging task although the basic theory has been applied for decades. Mainly
the measurement equipment in terms of a limited linear range of operation
causes artifacts that are not fully discovered and sometimes claimed to be
negligible. A nonlinear modeling technique was exploited in order to analyze the
principal influences on impulse responses measurement with exponential sweeps.
Although often claimed else, nonlinearities cannot be fully suppressed by applying
a simple time window to the measured impulse response including distortion.
Moreover, a further artifact additional to the usually observed harmonics in
terms of inter-modulation distortion in sweep measurements has been found.
Although the nonlinear modeling is widely used to emulate, e.g., for guitar tube
amplifiers driven in a highly nonlinear range with acceptable audio quality, the
post-processing of measured distorted impulse responses to obtain the linear
impulse response was found to be unstable and hence not applicable to reduce
the observed artifacts with sufficient accuracy. Moreover, the influences of these
distortion artifacts on a simulated room impulse response and especially the
derived room acoustic parameters have shown that the nonlinearities need further
investigation and might lead to uncertainties in the parameters in the order of
the just noticeable difference. For this purpose an entire measurement chain for
typical acoustic measurements was implemented, that is capable of emulating
the artifacts caused by noise, quantization or the nonlinearities correctly. All
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parameters in this open-source MATLAB model can be controlled in terms of
single number values and form hence a tool also for future analysis of uncertainty
factors. The underlying ideal linear impulse response of the device under test
can hereby be captured by either measurement or simulation data, e.g., from
analytical models of structure-borne or airborne transfer functions as applied
already in this thesis.
Airborne transfer paths have been successfully modeled by means of combination
and adaptation of existing analytic transfer function models. For the ongoing
uncertainty analysis the contributions caused by the limited accuracy in the
positioning of sensors and the orientation of directive sound sources has been
exemplarily studied. With the advantage to provide the possibility of controlling
all parameters independently in the analytical models with low computation
times this approach outperforms extensive and time consuming round robin tests.
It has been shown for an application example to measure the in-situ reflection
index that these simulations can be further used to study the robustness of the
evaluation procedure against unavoidable perturbations in the field and derive
constraints for the hardware, e.g., in terms of claiming a certain maximum
directivity, to ensure a certain range of uncertainty. Moreover, systematic errors
can be detected by comparing the results of the model with the ideal outcome
without perturbations. Afterwards, round robin measurements could provide a
practical measure for the combined uncertainty in the field.
An analytical model for rectangular rooms has been studied in detail capable of
delivering accurate results comparable to validated finite element simulations if
certain requirements are met. Furthermore, these models are advantageous as
they are suitable to characterize the uncertainty in the transfer function itself.
The relation between the modal parameters and the pole-zero model from the
field of signal processing providing a compact description of transfer functions has
been shown. In order to investigate if this basic and theoretic modeling approach
is compatible with practical measurements, a comparison with measurement data
has been presented. Additionally, the link transferring measurement data into this
compact description hence being suitable for further uncertainty investigation has
been investigated in terms of a rational fit algorithm. Moreover, the derivation of
room acoustic parameters from impulse responses with this analytic model and
further perturbations in the position of the sensors has been shown to match with
real-life measurements of a scanned area in terms of uncertainties. By adapting
this analytic model to additionally capture directivities of sources and receivers
by means of physical multipoles, the influence of the orientation accuracy on
both the modal parameters and room acoustic parameters has been studied for
￿￿￿
basic directivity patterns. As the studied model employs the modal superposition
approach the advantage in terms of fast computation times compared to other
simulation methods is found in the lower frequency range only where the modal
density and especially the number of modes is fairly low.
As a key result in this context the common acoustic pole and zero approach is
applicable leading to the statement that changes in the position of sensors and
sound sources, their directivity and also changes in the orientation of the directive
patters do not effect the eigenfrequencies nor the modal damping but only the
zeros observed in the transfer path and in other words, the weighting of the
modes in the superposition only. Changes in geometry or, e.g., temperature have
an influence on the eigenfrequencies and potentially on the damping. Again, this
approach, i.e. the fitting of measurement data and the relation between modal
parameters and the poles and zero model, can only be applied with reasonable
computation times and accuracy for a limited number of modes and hence up to
an upper frequency bound.
A detailed investigation of uncertainty contributions for the measurement and
modeling of structure-borne sound propagation has been found in the literature.
The approach used for the airborne scenario has been transferred to a structure-
borne example using an analytical model for out-of-plane vibrations of thin
rectangular plates to provide a possible link between both fields of application.
In an application example the uncertainty in the position of sensors for structure-
borne mobility measurements has been investigated by means of Monte Carlo
simulations. As the results indicate high uncertainties in the mobilities the
accuracy in positioning sensors is found to be critical besides the remaining
uncertainty contributions found in literature regarding time-variances or aging
of structure-borne systems and deviations between measured specimen. It can
be stated that the uncertainty in the prediction of sound pressure levels by a
structure-borne scenario compared to an airborne scenario is reasonable higher
by keeping similar accuracy in positioning of sensors additionally caused by
unavoidable negligence of degrees of freedoms due to practical measurement and
modeling reasons. In this context, the coupling between the sound source and
the structure has a in general an influence on the sound propagation. The cross-
coupling between degrees of freedom and multiple connections points between
the source and the receiver and especially the influence due to negligence of this
cross-coupling has been investigated leading to large uncertainties. Although a
theoretic relation between commonly used methods for transfer path analysis
and synthesis has been deduced in terms of a matrix notation a conversion of the
results obtained by the different methods into each other is not considered to
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deliver reliable results in practice. This is explained by potentially ill-conditioned
inversion problems and limited signal to noise ratios in practice. Nevertheless, the
implementation of such a basic structure-borne scenario is considered a powerful
tool as, e.g., also used for novel structure borne sound power measurements, to
investigate the principal uncertainties in structure-borne sound modeling and
to study the principal outcome and the robustness of novel measurement and
modeling methods as, e.g., the operational transfer path analysis.
The applicability of the common acoustic pole and zero approach has been shown
for the basic example of the rectangular plate. However, due to the matrix
inversion required to model the interaction between the source and the receiver
including cross-coupling, the zeros of mobilities interact with the poles. This is
reasonable since applying a load—this is generally dependent on the position on
the connection point on the structure—to a structure changes it eigenfrequencies
and hence the poles. It remains to be solved how this interaction between the
poles and zeros and therefore also the position accuracy influencing the zeros
propagates through this matrix inversion. Finally this could lead to an uncertainty
in both poles and zeros of this coupling transfer function.
Although a tool chain using an emulation of an acoustic measurement chain
and the implementation of analytic models with single number input parameters
has been developed the potential of such a modeling approach and especially
the assessment of the combined measurement uncertainty has not been fully
exploited. The studied examples are only an excerpt of possible applications. The
calculation of the uncertainty budget via this modeling approach for at least the
low frequency range in room acoustics and moreover the combination with, e.g.,
the mirror source method and further statistical models to predict the uncertainty
due to the directivity of real-life measurement loudspeakers has to be solved.
Furthermore, the developed measurement method for room impulse responses
with arbitrary radiation patterns has to be extended towards higher frequencies
and higher spherical harmonic orders and compared to the adapted analytic
model for rectangular rooms, the image source method including directivity and
finally measurements. More experience in dealing with acoustic transfer functions
in terms of a pole-zero approach including uncertainty in the position of these
poles and zeros and the propagation through evaluation methods onto the derived
parameters has to be gained. All in all, only a small step towards the challenging
and interesting field of the assessment of uncertainties in acoustics has been made
so far.
￿￿￿
With the findings provided in this thesis, more measurement scenarios both
airborne and structure-borne should be analyzed to yield general statements of
the uncertainties of the transfer functions. Besides the positioning and orientation
uncertainty studied, more input quantities should be investigated in detail that
are known to have an influence, e.g., temperature, variation in geometry or
variation in the condition of the device under test. Especially in the field of
structure-borne sound, e.g., in automotive industry, it is known that variation in
production leads to uncertainties in the transfer functions for a specific product.
These uncertainties could be also integrated in the simulation scenario.
For specific signal number parameters, e.g., sound pressure levels or room acoustic
parameters, the just noticeable differences have been measured providing a
measure to relate the uncertainties to the perception. Although the relation
between complex transfer functions and in particular their uncertainty to the
perception is far more complicated, research in this direction is required to not
only state that a measurement is sufficiently precise from a technical but also
from a perceptional point of view.
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Appendix
A.￿. The ITA-Toolbox for MATLAB
The ITA-Toolbox is a set of functions, classes and scripts for MATLAB to manage
tasks in the field of acoustics. It can be used on any operating system which
is supported by MATLAB. By the time of the submission of this thesis it was
compatible with all version from R￿￿￿￿a to R￿￿￿￿b and it is expected that this
toolbox is further developed. Main parts of this toolbox are open-source but some
specific optional packages, e.g., for spherical harmonics calculations, as used in
thesis have not been released to the public. However, most routines, simulations
scripts and plotting scripts developed during this thesis are included in the free
version.
A.￿.￿. Short History
In ￿￿￿￿ a basic set of MATLAB routines was implemented based on a simple data
structure. This structure was mainly influence by the file structure used in the
loudspeaker measurement program Monkey Forest (MF). The functionality was
simple but efficient by transforming objects from time to frequency domain and
vice versa and plot the data in these domains with different properties. A small
set of meta data was already stored inside these objects containing sampling
rate, comments and some plot settings. This package called Monkey MATLAB
was already used in (Dietrich, ￿￿￿￿) to import and export data from MF,
plot, apply pre-processed band-pass filters and finally calculate room acoustic
parameters. Function calls were as simple as possible at that time and tried to
guess options not specified by the user.
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During an industry project in ￿￿￿￿ this package was improved in both functionality
and the data structure used for the objects to allow more flexible import and
export to other formats and basic calculations for transfer path analysis and
synthesis. In ￿￿￿￿ this side project Monkey MATLAB was improved by routines
already implemented in (Pollow, ￿￿￿￿). Finally, this side project gained more
popularity inside the Institute of Technical Acoustics at RWTH Aachen University
and the LVA at the Federal University in Santa Catarina. This package was later
renamed to ITA-Toolbox as the focus changed from the original idea. The unified
prefix used for all implemented MATLAB files was changed to ita_. With the use
of a revision control system (CVS and later SVN), a bug tracking system (TRAC)
and a wider range of frequent users inside the Institute of Technical Acoustics the
stability was increased quickly. Although this toolbox was primarily not intended
for such a large number of users, it became the essential component for almost all
scientific and industrial projects at the Institute of Technical Acoustics dealing
with signal processing, data plotting and measurements.
In ￿￿￿￿ an open-source kernel of the ITA-Toolbox was released on www.ita-
toolbox.org with a BSD license. In ￿￿￿￿ further applications for measurements,
room acoustic analysis and nonlinear modeling were added.
A.￿.￿. Functionality and Concept
The core of the ITA-Toolbox consists of the classes itaValue, itaResult and
itaAudio￿ Acoustic measurement or simulation data is commonly stored numeri-
cally in vectors or matrices. Associated with this data is meta information, e.g.,
sampling rates, comments, coordinates, domain or physical units. Programming
a container for all these different types of data was realized efficiently by using
the concept of Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) in MATLAB.
Based on the need to calculate with physical symbols including their physical
unit the class itaValue has been developed. The objects of the class store the
value along with a physical unit. It is capable of calculating values and units for
multiplication and division of two variables.
Coordinates are indeed a good example to illustrate the benefit of using OOP
for transformation purposes, e.g., between Cartesian to cylindrical or spherical
coordinates. The object stores the data along with the information of the domain
￿Parts of the description has been published in (Dietrich et al., ￿￿￿￿; Dietrich et al., ￿￿￿￿;
Dietrich, Guski, and Vorländer, ￿￿￿￿)
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of representation with the class (itaCoordinates). By simply using .cart for
Cartesian or .sph for spherical representation the data is converted according to
its current and the target representation.
Audio data is commonly much more complicated than single values or coordinates.
The same concept is therefore used and extended towards a class called itaAudio
that stores equidistantly sampled audio data from measurements or simulations
in either time or frequency domain where the time domain data can always be
accessed by .time and the frequency data by .freq. The according time stamps
or the frequency vector for plots are calculated by .timeVector and .freqVector
respectively. Furthermore, simple mathematical operations, e.g., multiplication
(*), division (/), summation and subtraction (+,-) are implemented for these
audio objects. This enables to directly write formulations in a text book manner.
Hence, multiplications and divisions are realized in the frequency domain. The
basic functionality and some plots along with their function call are summarized
in Figure A.￿.
For post processing of measured or simulated acoustic data several standard
routines are available, e.g., time-windowing, bandpass or fractional octave band
filtering, cross-blending or scaling. The advantage of using ITA-Toolbox routines
lies mainly in the meta data stored along with the audio data and the simple
function calls. There is no need to specify the sampling rate when filtering the
data, as it is automatically read from the object itself. All functions, methods
and properties of the classes can be accessed via the command line of MATLAB,
with direct access to data in both time and frequency domain always possible
without explicit Fourier transform.
A.￿.￿. Professional Sound Boards—Hardware Communication
The communication with professional sound cards on Windows (ASIO, Steinberg
ASIO SDK), Linux (ALSA) and Mac OS X (CoreAudio) is realized using open-
source PortAudio (www.portaudio.com) and the bridge to MATLAB via Playrec
(www.playrec.co.uk). These names are trademarks even if not marked as such.
The required source code, the software license texts and an adapted compilation
script as well as pre-compiled MEX-files are included in the open-source version.
For the measurements in this thesis the following sound cards were successfully
used (without rating and without comments on stability issues):
• Presonus FireBox (Firewire);
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• Presonus LightPipe (Firewire);
• Presonus FP￿￿ (Firewire);
• RME Multiface (HDSP);
• RME Digiface (HDSP).
Specific audio measurement hardware including remote controllable microphone
pre-amplifiers and power amplifiers developed by the Institute of Technical Acous-
tics at RWTH Aachen University (ITA) was used. Two devices developed by the
ITA called ROBO (only analog signal conditioning) and ModulITA (including an
RME Multiface) and a device developed by Swen Müller, Brazil called Aurelio
have been used. Remote control was implemented in MATLAB and the commu-
nication was realized via portMidi (portmedia.sourceforge.net/portmidi/ ). These
routines are open-source. Additional measurement hardware only available at the
ITA, e.g., controllable turntables and a rotating arm for directivity measurements
are connected via RS￿￿￿ and RS￿￿￿. Hence, these routines are not released to
the public.
A.￿.￿. Measurement Classes
The application Measurement features several classes for specific measurement se-
tups (MS). itaMSRecord is used to simple record sound directly into an itaAudio
on specific sound card channels with the sampling rate and the length specified
inside the object. The inherited class itaMSPlaybackRecord adds functionality
for simultaneous multi-channel playback while recording. The class itaMSTF
(Measurement Setup Transfer Function) additionally realizes correlation mea-
surements, e.g., involving deconvolution techniques. These measurement objects
store the excitation signal that can be freely defined by the user, but especially
sweeps and MLS are used. A so-called compensation which is the inversion of
the complex spectrum of this excitation signal is generated automatically in the
background. The level of the measurement can be controlled in this object by
setting the output amplification. This value is automatically accounted for by
reciprocally scaling the measured input signal. Hence, the absolute values of
the measured impulse response remain constant regardless off the actual output
amplification of the measurement. Only the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) will
change accordingly.
Figure A.￿ shows basic GUI elements of the measurement application and the
MATLAB command line window with a summary of the measurement object.
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Figure A.￿.: Overview of the basic functionality of the ITA-Toolbox (left) and illustra-
tive plot examples with object-oriented function calls (right).
Parameters can be easily modified in a GUI using the function .edit. The
measurement itself is triggered by the method .run and directly yields the
impulse response as the deconvolution is applied to the measurement object.
The inherited class itaMSTFdummy emulates an entire measurement chain (c.f.
Figure ￿.￿￿) including quantization effects, measurement noise, linear and non-
linear system characteristics as described in detail in Section ￿.￿ and hence not
sound card is required. A tutorial script called ita_tutorial_measurement.m
is available to illustrate the functionality of the measurement objects and the
emulation of the measurement chain.
A.￿. Rotation of Physical Multipoles
The rotation of the dipole or quadrupole around the z-axis by an angle   in
radiants is implemented as follows. Two auxiliary variables are used:
ca =
c(2,0,0) + c(0,2,0)
2
cb =
c(2,0,0)   c(0,2,0)
2
(A.￿)
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Figure A.￿.: Screen-shots of GUI elements of the measurement application inside the
ITA-Toolbox and MATLAB command window showing a summary of
the parameters of the itaMSTF measurement object.
The rotation of the dipole (k, l,m) = (1, 0, 0) and the quadrupoles read as
c(1,0,0),rot = cos( ) ·c(1,0,0)+ sin  · c(0,1,0)
c(2,0,0),rot = cos(2 ) ·cb+ sin 2  · c(1,1,0) + ca
c(1,1,0),rot = cos(2 ) ·c(1,1,0)  sin 2  · cb
c(0,1,1),rot = cos( ) ·c(0,1,1)  sin  · c(1,0,1)
(A.￿)
where c could be the room impulse response or the spectrum or a vector containing
the SH coefficients of the multipoles.
A.￿. Room Acoustic Parameters and Modal Superposition
Problems were observed in calculating room acoustic parameters based on simula-
tion results with known modal reverberation times as the obtained reverberation
times according to ISO ￿￿￿￿ do not correspond to modal decays. Furthermore,
the obtained reverberation times are dependent on the position of the source
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and the receiver especially for low frequencies. The parameters clarity index and
hence also definition can be obtained from this Schroeder curve as well.
The modal superposition according to Eq. ￿.￿￿ can be investigated directly in
time domain for a maximum number of modes N as
h(t) =
NX
i=1
hi(t) (A.￿)
with the impulse response of a single room mode as
hi(t) = R
⇣
aie
 t/⌧iej!itej i · "(t)
⌘
= aie
 t/⌧i cos(!it+  i)"(t) (A.￿)
with ai the modal coefficient, ⌧i = RTi/3 ln(10) the modal decay time expressed as
the half-value period, !i the eigenfrequency,  i the starting phase and "(t) the
Heaviside function.
A.￿.￿. The Schroeder Curve and Room Modes
The Schroeder curve or energy decay curve is defined, e.g., in (ISO ￿￿￿￿, ￿￿￿￿)
using a backwards integration as
L(t) =
Z 1
t
h2(t0) dt0. (A.￿)
By using Eq. A.￿ we obtain
L(t) =
Z 1
t
 
NX
i=1
hi(t
0)
!2
dt0. (A.￿)
and splitting the terms of the integrand into mono-frequent and mixed frequency
terms yields
L(t) =
Z 1
t
NX
i=1
h2i (t
0)| {z }
 0
dt0 + 2
Z 1
t
NX
i=1
NX
j=i+1
hi(t
0) · hj(t0) dt0. (A.￿)
By commutating summation and integration this transforms to
L(t) =
NX
i=1
Z 1
t
h2i (t
0) dt0| {z }
Lii
+
NX
i=1
NX
j=i+1
Z 1
t
2 hi(t
0) · hj(t0) dt0| {z }
Lij
(A.￿)
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with the mono-frequent terms Lii and the mixed terms Lij .
It is commonly expected that the Schroeder decay curve of an ideally energetically
exponentially decaying impulse response is a function proportional to e t/⌧ . In
the following it is shown that this assumption is not valid for a superposition of
decaying modes. The anti-derivative of the mono-frequent term can be expressed
as follows by using Eq. A.￿
Lii(t) =
a2i ⌧i
4
1 + ⌧2i !
2
i   ⌧i!i sin(2!it+ 2 i) + cos(2!it+ 2 i)
⌧2i !
2
i + 1
· e  2t⌧i
=
a2i ⌧i
4
0BBB@1 + cos(2!it+ 2 i)  ⌧i!i sin(2!it+ 2 i)⌧2i !2i + 1| {z }
oscillating
1CCCA · e  2t⌧i .
(A.￿)
As can be seen from this equation the decay of the mono-frequent terms are
mainly exponential as the oscillating component is much smaller than 1 and can
therefore be neglected. For the mixed terms a different formulation is introduced
as
Lij =
1Z
t
2aie
 t0/⌧i cos(!it0+ i)aje t
0/⌧j cos(!jt
0+ j)"(t0) dt0
= 4
1Z
t
aiaje
  t0⌧
 
cos(!⌃t
0+ i+ j)+cos(! t0+ i  j)
 
"(t0) dt0
(A.￿￿)
with
!⌃ = !i + !j
!  = !i   !j
1
⌧
=
1
⌧i
+
1
⌧j
.
This finally yields after integration with the corresponding integral limits
Lij = aiaj⌧
✓
cos(!⌃t+  i +  j)  ⌧!⌃ sin(!⌃t+  i +  j)
⌧2!2⌃ + 1
◆
· e  t⌧
+ aiaj⌧
✓
cos(! t+  i    j)  ⌧!  sin(! t+  i    j)
⌧2!2  + 1
◆
· e  t⌧ . (A.￿￿)
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where this formulation can be rewritten in a more compact manner as
Lij = aiaj⌧e
  t⌧
 
cos(!⌃t+ i+ j+ )p
⌧2!2⌃+1
+
cos(! t+  i  j+ )p
⌧2!2  + 1
!
(A.￿￿)
with
  =   arctan (⌧! ) (A.￿￿)
As the function L(t) is only valid for t   0 the Heaviside function "(t) is eliminated
by resetting the lower limit in the integral respectively. The second part of the
equation is the potentially problematic part, e.g., in case two modes have almost
the same eigenfrequency and amplitudes in the same order of magnitude. The
frequency of this oscillating component can become very small. This causes the
problem in the determination of the slope of the Schroeder curve.
A.￿.￿. Low-frequency Oscillation of the Schroeder Curve
As a basic example only two modes i and j are considered to show the effects of
terms separately. All parameters for both modes are set to equal values except
for the eigenfrequencies that are set to 100Hz and 101Hz. Figure A.￿ illustrates
the components separately and also the superposition of these components. As a
cross-check the corresponding impulse response h(t) = hi + hj is simulated and
the calculated Schroeder curve of this impulse response yields the same results
as the analytic formulation and hence the curves coincide in the given plot.
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Figure A.￿.: Schroeder curve for two room modes with the same amplitude, phase and
decay but different eigenfrequencies of 100Hz and 110Hz.
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As can be seen from Eq. A.￿￿ there is a certain oscillation or ripple due to room
modes with a small difference in the eigenfrequencies. The frequency fripple is
determined by
fripple = |fi   fj | =
   ! 
2⇡
    . (A.￿￿)
The amplitude of the ripple Aripple can be determined by using the maximum
and the minimum of L(t). The maximum is given by the summation of the
amplitudes of Lii, Ljj and Lij .
Amax =
a2i ⌧i
4
+
a2j⌧j
4
+
aiaj⌧
⌧2!2  + 1
q
1 + ⌧2!2  (A.￿￿)
and the minimum as
Amin =
a2i ⌧i
4
+
a2j⌧j
4
  aiaj⌧
⌧2!2  + 1
q
1 + ⌧2!2 . (A.￿￿)
By linearizing the logarithm in a working point we can assume the logarithmic
Schroeder curve to show sinusoidal ripple as well. The amplitude Kripple of
this ripple in 10 log10(L(t)) can be written as half the difference between these
amplitudes
Kripple = 10 log10
✓
Amax
Amin
◆
. (A.￿￿)
As mentioned before, this ripple becomes problematic for small frequency dif-
ferences and if only a few modes interact. In room acoustic terms this means
the low frequency range, e.g., below 1000Hz in domestic rooms. As the modal
density increases over frequency, more and more modes interact and the ripples
cancel each other out although the probability for very small differences in the
eigenfrequencies rises as well.
In order to eliminate this oscillation and hence decreasing the uncertainty of the
calculated reverberation time for different positions in the room, an approach
using fitting of the impulse responses as discussed in Section ￿.￿.￿ for the low
frequency range and calculating the reverberation time by a weighted average of
the modal decay rates could be investigated.
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A.￿. Changes in Temperature and Room Transfer Function
The temperature ⇥ has an important influence on the speed of sound c in air
and is approximated in the following by
c = 331.3
m
s
+ 0.61
m
 C · s⇥ (A.￿￿)
for typical temperatures observed in in-door and outdoor applications. This
directly has an influence on the eigenfrequencies in the analytic model for the
rectangular room in Eq. ￿.￿￿. The relative deviation of all eigenfrequencies
is constant as they as their relation with the speed of sound is linear. It is
interesting to investigate the deviations in the Frequency Response Function
(FRF). The geometry L1 is chosen exemplarily, but results can be also used to
predict the deviations for the other geometries by scaling the frequency axis
accordingly. The differences from the standard room temperature of 20 C are
chosen with increasing distances as 20.01 C, 20.1 C, 21 C and 30 C whereas the
source and receiver position are chosen in opposite corners. The reverberation is
kept constant for all temperatures and simulations are run up to fmax = 20 kHz.
These results can be used in different ways to calculate measures for this deviation.
The suitable method of calculation depends on the purpose of this measure and
it cannot be stated in a general way, which measure is preferable. The graphs
are shown in Figure A.￿ for RT = 1 s and L1 = (0.8m, 0.5m, 0.3m).
Commonly, the straightforward approach involving a division of the spectra (not
smoothed, not averaged) is utilized as shown in Figure A.￿(a). The peaks and
dips deviating from the ideal straight line of 0 dB grow with increasing deviation
in temperature. For the low frequency range around 200   400Hz the modal
structure can be observed. With increasing frequency the modal density rises
and the error increases at first whereas this relation is not linear.
The band levels of this error are shown in Figure A.￿(b). With increasing
deviation in temperature the errors increase as well, but a maximum occurs that
moves towards lower frequencies.
For specific applications it is essential that the superposition approach is ap-
plicable. Hence, the error can be investigated by looking at the subtraction as
shown in Figure A.￿(c). As can be seen, the error is high at the peaks in the
spectrum for the range of low modal density. The spectra are normalized to their
￿￿￿
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maximum absolute value. Hence, the subtraction shows the attenuation of the
error compared to the original result. This error increases over frequency. A
simplified measure of this error is obtained by applying band averaging as shown
in Figure A.￿(d). As can be seen, the error increases gradually over frequency if
the mode number is sufficiently high. An increase in temperature drift increases
the errors especially for low frequencies. Similar results with the methods shown
in Figure A.￿(a) and Figure A.￿(e) are published in (Vorländer, ￿￿￿￿).
Finally, the difference in subtracting band levels of the original and the result
with the deviating temperature is shown in Figure A.￿(e). This clearly states,
that the overall energetic spectrum can be obtained with even a large mismatch
in temperature of 10K.
The simplified measures are used to investigate the influence of the reverberation
time on the error in Figure A.￿. With increasing reverberation time the deviations
measured by spectral division increase. For the subtraction the errors seem to
decrease with increasing reverberation time. This is caused by the normalization,
as the peaks in the spectrum for higher reverberation times increase. So this
obtained error lies only further below the maximum values. It can be concluded
that the observed error is dependent on frequency as it is dependent on the
modal density and the mean reverberation time or modal decays. An increasing
temperature variation directly leads to larger errors.
It is furthermore important to mention the missing dip around 250Hz for the
lowest reverberation time in Figure A.￿(b) as the modal overlap is sufficiently
high. Hence, a relation to the Schroeder frequency as commonly used in room
acoustics could be found. Results shown here do not incorporate the correlation
coefficient as shown for the exemplary room in Section ￿.￿.￿.
A.￿. Influence of the Size of the Scan Grid
Since the room acoustic measurements presented used only a limited scan area,
the influence of this finite size is shortly investigated. Again, the source position
is chosen to be in a corner. Furthermore, the scanned volume is chosen to be
cubic with equal lengths starting in the opposite corner position. The size was
gradually increased with the side lengths of 1m, 2m, 3m and 4m. The room
geometry L3 is chosen for this example.
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Figure A.￿.: Different measures for deviations in room transfer functions for changes
in temperature referenced to 20 C for RT = 1 s, geometry L1 =
(0.8m, 0.5m, 0.3m), and source and receiver in opposite corners.
Figure A.￿ shows the observed deviation of the averaged modal coefficients over
the distance. The limited scan area does not only influence the maximum distance
that can be evaluated, but has also an effect on the result for the maximum
distances. In case this maximum distance is still close to the distance that should
be evaluated the result is overlayed by this effect. Ideally, all curves should
coincide up to the point they are plotted to.
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Figure A.￿.: Simplified measures using band levels to investigate the deviations in
the spectrum of the room transfer function using different reverberation
times of 0.1 s (top), 1 s (center) and 10 s (low).
A.￿. Influence of the Number of Modes
The analytic model of the rectangular room is used to investigate the influence of
the number or modes on the shape of the deviation curve of the modal coefficients
over the distance. In the model, the number of modes in a frequency can be
manually decreased by discarding modes. ￿￿￿￿ random positions are simulated
for different frequency bands. Results are depicted in Figure A.￿. A strong
dependence of the number of modes on the results cannot be observed. However,
the results vary for the 63Hz band, where an increasing number of modes shifts
the results slightly away. The influence for the other frequency bands can mainly
be observed at very large distances, where an increasing number of modes yields
a more asymptotic behavior. This can be again explained by the averaging effect.
The deviation over the normalized distance kd once again shows that the results
￿￿￿
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Figure A.￿.: Influence on the size of the scanned volume on the observed deviation of
the modal coefficient over distance.
in the different frequency bands are transferable. However, the finite spatial
resolution caused by the limited number of observation points is observable for the
two higher frequency bands. In contrast to the simulation used in Section ￿.￿.￿
the number of simulation points is distributed over the entire volume and not a
limited volume of a few cubic meters only. Hence, the minimum distance between
observation points that could be evaluated is higher and hence the resolution is
lower in the plots shown here. However, a settling of the deviation the coefficients
over normalized distance can be stated to be around ￿-￿ independent on the
number of modes per band.
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Figure A.￿.: Influence of the number of modes per frequency band on the deviation of
the modal coefficient over the distance. Absolute distance (top rows) and
the normalized distance (bottom rows).
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A.￿. Implementation of OTPA Simulator
In order to investigate the influencing factors on the OTPA method, a simulation
tool has been implemented in MATLAB using the ITA-Toolbox. This simulator
is also under a BSD license. Additional helper routines have been added to the
ITA-Toolbox in this context to realize matrix operations, inversions including
regularization methods and the determination of physical units based on the
input units. Furthermore, routines for the analytic plate model and to calculate
the impedance coupling were implemented. The simulator itself is a documented
MATLAB script (ita_tutorial_OTPA_simulator) and can be used as a tutorial
for OTPA.
No measurement data is required and all parameters specifying the material
constants can be defined in the simulator. It incorporates an analytic model for
a simply supported plate (pinned-pinned) for the source and another simply sup-
ported plate with different geometries for the receiver as illustrated in Figure A.￿.
The analytic model is used to calculate the mobility matrices and the transfer
functions by modal superposition up to maximum frequency specified where the
boundary condition can also be specified for the source and receiver individually
to clamped-clamped or free.
The source is characterized further by the position of its connection points,
that are later connected to the receiver. Additionally, internal source positions
are defined specifying the number of internal sources and the relation of their
amplitudes at the connection points. The internal sources can be driven with
arbitrary signals. The transfer path between these internal sources and the
connection points is also obtained by the analytic model. Figure A.￿(a) shows
the source setup for a specific setting.
The receiver is modeled in a similar manner where the connection points should
be chosen to match the geometry of the connections of the source but this is
optional. With an arbitrary offset the source is placed on the receiver as depicted
in Figure A.￿(b). No radiation into air is calculated. The receiving point is
chosen arbitrarily on the receiver plate again using the analytic model.
Between the source and the receiver vibration isolators can be used in the
simulator. They are model using the two-port approach. Various scenarios using
cross coupling between the isolator points or the degrees of freedom at one single
isolator can be modeled. The basic model implemented uses a combination
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of a lumped parameter model motivation by a realistic scenario as published
in (Dietrich, Höller, and Lievens, ￿￿￿￿).
Based on the input data further simplifications as described in Section ￿.￿ can
be applied to investigate cases with, e.g., no cross coupling between the degrees
of freedom that are theoretically not achievable with the plate model only. The
block-size in samples for the OTPA Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO)
method and the length of the entire source signal can be additionally controlled
in order to investigate the influences on the obtained transfer functions. As the
transfer functions are known by the model and are hence noiseless, the result of
the OTPA can be further benchmarked against these reference results.
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Figure A.￿.: Basic geometry used in the OTPA simulator based on an analytic model
for simply supported plates of arbitrary size: a) source plate geometry,
with internal source positions b) receiver plate geometry with receiving
point (pink) and position of the source with the same connection points.
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